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Rosa Parks Mem9rial Building Dedicated
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Ashley A. Jones

The Black Voice News
SACRAMENTO

When Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
first expressed a desire to appoint more
judges of racially and eihnically diverse
backgrounds, some leaders of minority
bar associations were skeptical.
They expected him to appoint relatively few, the practice of previous
~epublican governors.
But the skeptics have been proved
wrong, as growing numbers of experienced lawyers who belong to minority
groups are applying for judgeships - and
being appointed to the bench - as part of
Schwarzenegger's effort to diversify
courtrooms throughout the state.
About 22 percent of Schwarzenegger's
judicial appointees to date identify themselves as . Asian-American , Latino or
African-American, up from a cumulative
total of about 16 percent just I8 months
ago.
Schwarzenegger's share of minority
judicial appointments since taking office
in late 2003 has surpassed that of Govs.
Pete Wilson and George Deukmejian,
who served a full eight years each.
According to'state records, 31 percent
of judicial applicants in 2007 belonged to
a minority group, up from 29 percent
from 2006.
"Creating a more diverse b_ench starts
with havirig more diverse applicants, and
as the numbers show, we are getting
there," Sc)lwarzenegger said in a statement last month. ' I thank Sharon MajorsLewis, my judicial appointments secretary, for all her hard work and successful
outreach efforts over the last year to bring
the best, brightest and most qualified
individu_als to our courts."
Majors-Lewis, who as a prosecutor was
at times the only non-white legal professional in the courtroom, said diversity
goes beyond race and ethnicity - she also
scouts exceptional candidates who are
white and come from non-traditional
See JUDGESHIPS, Page A-4

Joseph Jacquet
Remembered
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Historically
elected officials
for any office in
San Bernardino
had to go by Mr.
Joseph Jacquet 's
20th street home to
break
bread,
explain their platJoseph J.
forms and to ask
Jacquet
for his endorsement. He would bring in the neighbors
and they would decide up •or down on
supporting the candidate. He also started
his own children and the neighborhood
See JACQUET, Page A-4
1

More Superdelegates
Lining Up For

~

Assemblywoman WIimer Amina Carter (D-Rlalto), Riverside Community Action Partnership Director Lois Carson, Councilman and former
, Assemblyman Joe Baca, Jr., San Bernardino Councilman Esther Estrada, Fontana Mayor ProTem, Acquanetta Warren, 5th District Supervisor Josie
Gonzalez, Rialto School Board member Dennis Mobley, State Senator Gloria Negrete Mcleod, Rialto City Councllmember Deborah Robertson and
Director of CalTrans District 8 Mike Perovich along with other officials unveiled a monument for the Rosa Parks Memorial Building at 464 W. Fourth
St. In San Bernardino. During the ceremony of about 200 people, Carter called the civil rights leader a "force for change". "It meant so much to put
my hands on the monument and realize It represented so many people, past and present," said Carter. A resolution to rename the building after
Parks was introduced in the state legislature by then Rialto Councilman Joe Baca Jr., who preceded Carter In the Assembly. Parks took center stage
In the civil rights movement In 1955 when she refused to give up her seat on a bus to a White man In Montgomery, Ala. Her actions sparked a citywide bus boycott led by Dr. M~rtin Luther King Jr. Parks died in Detroit in 2005.

Rosa Parks. called the mother of Civil
Rights, will be remembered with an
environmentally friendly green site in
front of the CalTrans Building in downtown San Bernardino and again with a
plaque inside the lobby of one of ihe
tallest buildings in the city.
A ceremony hosted on Friday, March
14, 2008 recognized Civil Rights
activist Rosa Parks for her many contri;
butions and support promoting desegregation in America during the Civil
Rights Movement of the late J950's.
Rosa Parks. a key fig11re in American
history, and well known for initiating
the Montg9mery Bus Boycott, was honored by the city of San Bernardino wi a building dedication located at t'iZ
Stale Government Center, 464 W. 41 ·
Street, in downtown San Bernardino. ,,;;
The ceremony was hosted ~
Assembly Member Wilmer "Amin~
Carter, and featured encouraging wo
delivered by Reverend Dennis Morg·
Brown, Senator Gloria Negre~
McLeod, Council Member Esthet
Estrada, Director of Cal Trans Distric
Mike Perovich, Supervisor Josie
Gonzales, Council Member Joe Bad;,
Jr., and a keynote address given by Lois
J. Carson, 2008 62nd Assembly District
Woman of the Year.
"The unveiling of the Rosa Parls
monument was the most significant
!"'
I"

See ROSA PARKS, Page A-4
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SUMMER SCHOOL, 'NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND' THREATENED

Pink ·Slips To 20,000 Te·achers
The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

By Chris Levister

Notices went out Saturday to as many as
20,000 teachers, administrators, librarians,
school nurses and other support staff
across California informing them that they
may be out of a job in a few months - the
first and clearest indication to many families of the kind of pain that the state's massive budget deficit could inflict.
During a visit to Inglewood High School
in Los Angeles where more than a dozen
teachers could lose their jobs, state superintendent of Public Instruction Jack
O'Connell
said
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's· proposed $4.8 billion
cut to education could be devastating for
schools across the state.
"We have already learned t~at for many
school districts up and ·down the state,

summer school is going 10 be significantly
scaled back, if offered at all," he said. ·"Far
too may athletic grograms, too many programs in the arts, far too many of our AP
(advanced placement) classes .. .far too
many of our resources that we're going to
need - technical education - will not be
available."
School officials from several Inland districts said in interviews that while no decision has been made to scale back or cancel
summer school sessions, if enacted, the
reductions would take a toll on student performance as districts increase class size,
pare teacher training programs and cut
services aimed at some, as opposed lo all,
students - from remedial tutoring to
advanced classes for gifted children.
•
" I feel tenible for all the teachers now
with the pressures of receiving the notice,
trying to teach, wondering about next year
See TEACHERS, Page A-4

State school officials say deep budget cuts and teacher layoffs could force some school districts to scale
back, If offer at all, some summer school and athletic programs.

Riverside Police Officer Convicted of Workers' Compensation Fraud
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

On 12-13-06, the San Bernardino
Connty-·District Attorney's Office
arrested Laura DiGiorgio, 32, of
Ontario, on suspicion of Workers'
Compensation Fraud. DiGiorgio was
serving as a Police Officer for the City

of Riverside when she suffered a work
related injury while attempting to
arrest a suspect. During the course of
the 'workers' compensation claim, she
failed to disclose a prior injury related,
to her current injury.
The investigation by the District
Attorney Workers' Compensation
Fraud Unit revealed that DiGiorgio

misrepresented her prior medical history and prior injuries in order to
obtain workers' compensation benefits
in violation of 1871.4 (a)(2) Calif.
Insurance Code, a felony. She made
numerous misrepresentations during
the course of the claim to several medical providers and representatives of
the City of Riverside who adrninis-

tered the claim.
The San Bernardino County District
Attorney's Office filed an 11 count
criminal complaint on 12- 11-06.
DiGiorgio was taken into custody
without incident at her City of
Riverside police facility and was
booked at the West Valley Detention
Center in Rancho Cucamonga.

The criminal case went before a jury
trial on 02-26-08 in Department R-IO
of the Rancho Cucamonga San
Bernardino Judicial District. On 0313-08 the jury returned with a 9 count
guilty verdict. DiGiorgio remained
free on her own recognizance and will
be sentenced on 04-11-08.

POLICE OVERTIME, HEL'.ICOPTER SERVICE DOMINATE 'Z' SPENDING

.Obama

Some Question. Use Of Money - But Feel San Bernardino Is Safer

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

the report left him unsatisfied. "Access
to city records and the lack of influence
on funding decisions remains very limited," he said.
·

"The report is a review of what the
City Council has already comm,itted the
funds for. That's not oversight, that's
rubber stamping," said Evans.

Evans said he' d hoped to see more
Measl!re Z money spent on such issue~
as code enforcement, graffiti removal
See SAFE, Page A-4

Paterson Sworn In As 1st Black New York
·,Governor
The Black Voice News
NEW YORK

Democratic presidential hopeful
Sen. Barack Obama reaches out to
supporters in Pennsylvania which
will hold its primary April 22.

•
•
•
•

Serr. Barack Obama, (D-Ill) has pulled
almost even with Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton (D-NY) in endorsements from
top elected officials and has cut into her
lead among the other supcrdclcgatcs she's
relying on to win the Democratic presidential nomination.
Among the 3 I3 of 796 superdelegates
who are members of Congress or governors, Clinton has commitments from 103
and Obama is backed by 96,-according to
lists supplied by th'e campaigns. Fiftythree of Obama's endorsements have
come since he won the Jan. 3 Iowa caucuses, compared with 12 who h~ve
aligned with Clinton since then.
Superdelegates are either elected offi. cials in their own right, which means that
they need to get re-elected, or party officials in various states whose ears are very
close to the ground. Clinton is said to be
working caucus states that Obama carried
heavily hoping activists who backed him
will switch their votes.
See OBAMA, Page A-4

By Chris Levister
San Bernardino spent nearly'$1.2 million in Measure Z funds. Most of
the quarter-ce.nt tax raised through June 2007 paid for police overtime
and police helicopter service.

on police overtime. A little more than
$200,000 paid for a contract police helicopter service, and the city paid the
By Chris Levister
State Board of Equalization $110,667
Even if you 're not a suspect fleeing to collect the tax dollars.
A year ago the review panel made up
the piercing noise and penetrating
searchlight of a San Bernardino police of San Bernardino taxpayers clashed
helicopter chances are you 're footing with Mayor Pat Morris and City
the bill with the money raised by a Council members over how much
authority it should have over how
quarter-cent tax increase.
A citizen oversight committee Measure Z funds are spent. The city
reviewed a: re·port to be submitted to the finally agre!)d to periodic reviews while
City Council next month showing city city staff handles fiscal management
officials spent $1.2 million raised by and program operation.
Measure Z, raised the city sales tax
Measure Z in accordance with the purpose of the tax increase with almost all from 7.75 to 8 percent. An addendum
measure states the money must be
of it devoted to law enforcement.
Committee members say the spending spent on "more police officers, antisupplemented, and did not supplant, gang and anti-crime operations".
Most on the colllllllttee were satisfied
funds already budgeted for law
with how the funds were spent, howevenforcement.
According to a city report~ of the er some mem~rs said the review gave
funds raised by Measure Z from the them a "limited window", into how the
beginning of April to the end of June . funds were spent.
Committee member Bob Evans said
2007, nearly half $547,909 was spent
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.com

New York Lt. Governor David Paterson,
who is legally blind, took the oath office,
Monday, just a week after the world learned
of former Gov. Eliot Spitzer's involvement in
a prostitution ring. Paterson will become the
• state's first Black governor and the nation's
first legally blind chief executive.
Where $pitzer's 14-~onth tenure was
marked by partisan sniping', Paterson, a fellow Democrat, reached across the aisle iri his
remarks from the ornate Assembly chamber.
. "What we are going to do from now on is
what we always should have done all along,"
the former state senator said. "We're going to
work together."
Legislators gave Paterson hearty applause
when he called for cooperation, and laughs
when he made playful jabs at Republican
leaders.
Paterson, 53, rose from the lieutenant governor's office after Spitzer resigned last week
amid allegations that he hired a call girl from
a high-priced escort service. It was a dramatic fall for Spitzer, who was elected with an
overwhelming share of the vote and who had
vowed to root out corruption at the Capito\.
'This transition today is a historic message
See PATTERSON, Page A-4

New York Gov. David Paterson, left, gets a standing ovation after bein!f:
sworn In during a ceremony In the state Capitol in Albany, N.Y. Monday
At right Is Paterson's wife Michelle Paige.
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Remarks of Senator Barack Obama:

'A More Perfect Union'
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"We the people, in order to form ~ more perfect union."
Two hundred and twenty one years ago, in a hall that still stands
across the street, a group of men gathered and, with these simple
words, launched America's improbable experiment in democracy.
Farmers and scholars; statesmen and patriots who had traveled
across an ocean to escape tyranny and persecution finally made real
their declaration of independence at a Philadelphia convention that
lasted through the spring of 1787.
The document they .produced was eventually signed but ultimately unfinished. It was stained by this nation's original sin of
slavery, a question that divided the colonies and brought the convention to a stalemate until the founders chose to allow the slave
trade to continue for at least twenty more years, and to leave any
final resolution to future generations.
0( course, the answer to the slavery question was already
embedded within our Constitution - a Constitution that had at its
very core the ideal of equal citizensnip under the law; a Constitution
that promised its people liberty, and justice, and a union that could
be and should be perfected over time.
And yet words on a parchment would not be enough to deliver ·
slaves from bondage, or provide men and women of every color and
creed their full rights and obligations as citizens of the United
States. What would be needed were Americans in successive generatJOns who were willing to do their part - through protests and struggle, on the streets and in the courts, through a civil war and civil disobedience and always at great risk - to narrow that gap between the
promise of our ideals and the reality of their time.
This was one of the tasks we set forth at the beginning of this
campaign - to continue the long march of those who came before us,
a march for a more just, more equal, more free, more caring and
more prosperous America. I chose to run for the presidency at this
moment in history because I believe deeply that we cannot solve the
challenges of our time unless we solve them together - unless we
perfect our union by understanding that we may have different stories, but we hold common·hopes; that we may not look the same and
we may not have come from the same place, but we all want to
move in the same direction - towards a better future for our children
and our grandchildren.
This belief comes from my unyielding faith in the decency and
generosity of the American people. But it also comes from my own
American story.
·
I am the son of a Black man from Kenya and a White woman
from Kansas. I was raised with the help of a White grandfather who
survived a Depression to serve in Patton's Army during World War
II and a White grandmother who worked on a bomber assembly line
at Fort Leavenworth while he was overseas. I've gone to some of the
best schools in America and lived in one of the world's poorest
nations. Lam married to a Black American who carries within her
the blood of slaves and slaveowners - an inheritance we pass on to
our two precious daughters. I have brothers, sisters, nieces,
nephews, uncles and cousins, of every race and every hue, scattered
across three continents, and for as long as I live, I will never forget
that in no other cou,itry on Earth is my story even possible.
It's a story tharhasn't made me the most conventional candidate.
But it is a story that has seared into my genetic makeup the idea that
this nation is more than the sum of its parts - that out of many, we
are truly one.
Throughout the first year of this campaign, against all predictions to the contrary, we saw how hungry the American people were
for this message of unity. Despite the temptation toview my candidacy through a purely racial lens, we won commanding victories in
states with some of the Whitest populations in the country. In South
Carolina, where the Confederate Flag still flies, we built a powerful
coalition of African Americans and White Americans.
This is not to say that race has not been an issue in the campaign. At various stages in the campaign, some cominentators liave
deemed me either "too Black" or 'not Black enough." We saw racial
tensions bubble to the surface during the week before the South
Carolina primary. The press has scoured every exit poll for the latest evidence of racial polarization, not just in terms of White and
Black, but Black and brown as well.
And yet, it has only been in the last couple of weeks that the discussion of race in this campaign has taken a particularly divisive
turn.
On one end of the spectrum, we've heard the implication that my
candidacy is somehow an exercise in affirmative action; that it's
based solely on the desire of wide-eyed liberals to purchase racial
reconciliation on the cheap. On the other end, we've heard my former pastor, Reverend Jeremiah Wright, use incendiary language to
express views that have the potential not only to widen the racial
divide, but views that denigrate both the greatness and the goodness
of our nation; that rightly offend White and Black alike.
I have already condemned, in unequivocal terms, the statements
of Reverend Wright that have cau~ such controversy. For some,
nagging questions remain. Did I know· him to be an occasionally
fierce critic of American domestic and foreign policy? Of course.
Did I ever hear him make remarks that could be considered controversial while I sat in church? Yes. Did I strongly disagree with many
of his political views? Absolutely - just as I'm sure many of you
have heard remarks from your pastors, priests, or rabbis with which
you strongly disagreed. .
But the remarks that have caused this recent firestorm weren't
simply controversial. They weren't simply a religious leader's effort
to speak out against perceived injustice. Instead, they expressed-a
profoundly distorted vie"': of this country - a view that sees White
racism as endemic, and that elevates what is wrong with America
above all that we know is right with America; a view that sees the
conflicts in the Middle East as rooted primarily in the actions of
stalwart allies like Israel, instead of emanating from the perverse
and hateful ideologies of radical Islam.
As such, Reverend Wright's comments were not only wrong but
divisive, divisive at a time when we need unity; racially charged at
a time when we need to come together to solve a set of monumental problems - two wars, a terrorist threat, a falling economy, a
chronic health care crisis and potentially devastating climate
change; problems that ,are neither Black or White or Latino or
Asian, but rather problems that confront us all.
Given my background, my politics, and my professed values
and ideals, there will no doubi be those (or whom my statements of
condemnation are not enough. Why associate myself with Reverend
Wright in the first place, they may ask? Why not join another
church? And I confess that if all that I knew of Reverend Wright
were the snippets of those sermons that have run in an endless loop
on the television and You Tube, or if Trinity United Church of
Christ conformed to the caricatures being peddled by some commentators, there is no doubt that I would react in much the same
way
But the truth is, that isn't all that I know of the man. The man I
met more than twenty years ago is a man who helped introduce me
to my Christian faith, a man who spoke to me about our obligations
to love one another; to care for the sick and lift up the poor. Ire is a
man who served his country as a U.S. Marine; who has studied and
lectured at some of the finest universities and seminaries in the
country, and who for over thirty yean; led a church that serves the
community by doing God's work here on· Earth - by housing the
homeless, ministering to the needy, providing day care services and
scholarships and prison ministries, and reaching out to those suffering from IIlV/AIDS.
In my first book, Dreams From My Father, I described the experience of my first service at Trinity:
"People began to shout, to rise from their sears and clap and cry
out, a forceful wind carrying the reverend's voice up into the
rafters ....And in that single note - hope! - I heard something else; at
the foot of that cross, inside the thousands of churches across the
city, I imagined the stories of ordinary Black people merging with

Presidential hopeful, Senator Barack Obama

the stories of David and Goliath, Moses and Pharaoh, the Christians
in the lion's den, Ezekiel's field of dry bones. Those stories - of survival, and freedom, and hope - became our story, my story; the
blood that had spilled was our blood, the tears our tears; until this
Black church, on this bright day, seemed once more a vessel carrymg the story of a people into future generations and into a larger
world. Our trials and triumphs became at once unique and universal, Black and more than Black; in chronicling our journey, the stories and songs gave us a means to reclaim memories that we didn't
need to feel shame about...memories that all people might study and
cherish - and with which we could start to rebuild."
That has been my experience at Trinity. Like other predominantly Black churches across the country, Trinity embodies the Black
community in its entirety - the doctor and the welfare mom, the
model student and the former gang-banger. Like other Black
churches, Trinity's services are full of raucous laughter and sometimes bawdy humor. They are full of dancing, clapping, screaming
and shouting that may seem jarring to the untrained ear. The church
contains in full the kindness and cruelty, the fierce intelligence and
the shocking ignorance, the struggles and successes, the love and
yes, the bitterness and bias that make up the Black experience in
America.
And this helps explain, perhaps, my relationship with Reverend
Wright. As imperfect as he may be. he has been like family to me.
.He .streng~ed m)Llilith~ oIDcated.my wedding.JUll[_hap_ti1&d ;ny
children. Not once in my conversations with him have I heard him
talk about any ethnic group in derogatory terms, or treat Whites
with whom he interacted with anything but courtesy and respect. He
contains within him the contradictions - the good and the bad - of
the community that be has served diligently for so many years.
I can no more disown him than I can disown the Black community. I can no more disown him than I can mi White grandmother a woman who helped raise me, a woman who sacrificed again and
again for me, a woman who loves me as much as she loves anything
in this world, but a woman who once confessed her fear of Black
men who passed by her on the street, and who on more than one
occasion has uttered racial or ethnic stereotypes that made me

Americans of his generation grew up. They came of age in the late
fifties and early sixties, a time when segregation was still the [aw of
the land and opportunity was systematically constricted. What's
remarkable is not how many failed in the face of discrimination, but
rather how many men and women overcame the odds; how many
were able to make a way out of no way for those like me who would
come after them.
But for all those who scratched and clawed their way to get a
piece of the American Dream, there were many who didn't make it
· those who were ultimately defeated, in one way or another, by disc
elimination. That legacy of defeat was passed on to future generations - those young men and increasingly young women who we see
standing on street corners or languishing in our prisons, without
hope or prospects for Ille future. Even for those Blacks who did
make it, questions of race, and racism, continue to define their
worldview in fundamental ways. For the men and women of
Reverend Wright's generatictn, the memori~s of humiliation and
doubt and fear have not gone away; nor has the anger and the bitterness of those years. That anger may not get expressed in public,
in front of White co-workers or White friends. But it does find voice
in the barbershop or around the kitchen table. At times, that anger is·
exploited by politicians, to gfn. up votes along racial lines, or to
1
make up for a politician's own failings.
And occasionally it finds voice in the church on Sunday morning, in the pulpit and in the pews. The fact that so many people are
su~rised to hear that anger in som~ of Reverend Wright's sermons
simply reminds us of the old truism that the most segregated hour
in American life occurs on Sunday morning. That anger is not
always productive; indeed, all too often it distracts attention from
solving real problems; it keeps us from squarely facing our own
complicity in our cond,ition, and prevents the African-American
community from forging the alliances it needs to bring about real
change. But the anger is real; it is powerful; and to•simply wish it
away, to condemn it without understanding its roots, only serves to
widen the chasm of misunderstanding that exists between the races.
In fact, a similar anger exists within segments of the White community. Most working- and middle-class White Americans don't

I have never been so naive as to believe that we can get beyond our
racial divisions in a single election cycle, or with a single candidacy - particularly a candidacy as imperfect as my own.
cringe.
These people are a part of me. And they are a part of America,
this country that I love.
Some will see this as an attempt to justify or excuse comments
that are simply inexcusable. I can assure you it is not. I suppose the
politically safe thing would be to move on from this episode and
just hope that it fades into the woodwork. We can dismiss Reverend
Wright as a crank or a demagogue, just as some have dismissed
Geraldine Ferraro, in the aftermath of her recent statements, as harboring some deep-seated racial bias.
But race is an issue that I believe this nation cannot afford to
ignore right now. We would be making the same mistake that
Reverend Wright made in his offending sermons about America - to
simplify and stereotype and amplify the negative to the point that it
distorts reality.
The fact is that the comments that have been made and the
issues that have surfaced over the last few weeks reflect the complexities of race in this country that we've never really worked
through - a part of our union that we have yet to perfect. And if we
walk away now, if we simply retreat into our respective comers, we
will never be able to come together and solve challenges like health
care, or education, or the need to find good jobs for every American.
Understanding this reality requires a reminder of how we
arrived at this point. As William Faulkner once wrote, "The past
isn't dead and buried. In fact, it isn't even past." We do not need to
recite here the history of racial injustice in this country. But we do
need to remind ourselves that so many of the disparities that exist in
the African-American community today can be directly traced td
inequalities passed on from an earlier generation that suffered under
the brutal legacy of slavery and Jim Crow.
Segregated schools were, and are, inferior schools; we still
haven't fixed them, fifty years after Brown v. Board of Education,
and the inferior education they provided, then and now, helps
explain the pervasive achievement gap between today's Black and
White students.
Legalized discrimination - where Blacks were prevented. often
through violence, from owning property, or loans were not granted
to African-American business owners, or Black homeowners could
not access FHA mortgages, or Blacks were excluded from unions
or the police force, or fire departments - meant that Black familie;
could not amass 'any meaningful wealth to bequeath to future generations. That history helps explain the wealth and income gap
between Black and White, and the concentrated pockets of poverty
that persists in so many of today's urban and rural communities.
A lack of economic opportunity among Black men, and the
shame and frustration that came from not being able to provide for
one's family, contributed to the erosion of Black families - a problem that_welfare policies for many years may have worsened. And
the lack' of basic services in so many urban Black neighborhoods parks for kids to play in, police walking the beat, regular garbage
pick-up and building code enforcement - all helped create a cycle of
violence, blight and neglect that continue to haunt us.
This is the reality in which Reverend Wright and other African-

feel that they have been particularly privileged by their race. Their
experience is the immigrant experience -as far as they're concerned,
no ones handed them anything, they've built it from scratch.
They've worked hard all their lives, many times only to see their
jobs shipped overseas or their pension dumped after a lifetime of
labor. They are anx.ious about their futures and feel their dreams
slipping away; in an era of stagnant wages ~d global coro'petition,
opportunity comes to be seen as a zero sum game, in which your
dreams come at my expense. So when they are told to bus their children to a school across town; when they hear that an African
American is getting an advantage in landing a good job or a spot in
a good college because of an injustice that they themselves never
committed; wh~n they're told that their fears about crime in urban
neighborhoods are somehow prejudiced, resentment bl!ilds over
time_·
Like the anger within the Black community, these resentments
aren't always expressed in polite company. But they hij-ve helped
shape the political landscape for at least a generation. Anger QVer
welfare and affirmative action helped forge the Reagan Coalition.
Politicians routinely exploited fears of crime for their own electoral
ends. Talk show hosts and conservative commentators built entire
careers unmasking bogus claims of racism while dismissing legitimate discussions of racial injustice a~d inequality as mere poli4cal
correctness or reverse racism.
'
·
Just as Black anger often proved counterproductive, so have
these White resentments distracted attention from the real culprits
of the middle class squeeze - a corporate culture rife with inside
dealing, questionable accounting practices, and short-term greed; a
Washington dominated by lobbyists and special interests; economic policies that favor the few over the many. And yet, to wish away
the resentments of White An1ericans, to label them as misguided or
even racist, without recognizing they are grounded in legitimate
concerns - this too widens the racial divide, and blocks the path to
understanding.
This is where we are right now. It's a racial stalemate we've been
stuck in for years. Contrary to the claims of some of my critics,
Black and White, I have never been so naive as to believe that we
can get beyond our racial divisions in a single election cycle, or
with a single candidacy - particularly a candidacy as imperfect as
my own.
But I have asserted a firm conviction - a conviction rooted in my
faith in God and my faith in the American people - th~t working
together we can move beyond some of our old racial wounds, and
that in fact we have no choice as we are to continue on the path of
a more perfect union.
Por the African-American community, that path means embracing the burdens of our past without becoming victims of our past. It
means continuing. to insist on a full measure of justice in every
aspect of American life. But it also means binding our particular
grievances - for better health care, and better schools, and better
jobs - to the larger aspirations of all Americans -- the White woman
struggling to break the glass ceiling, the White man whose been laid
off, the immigrant trying to feed his family. And it means taking full

responsibility for own lives - by demandi~g more from our fathers,
and spending more time with our children, and reading to them, and
teaching them that while they may face challenges and discrimination in their own lives, they must never succumb to despair or cyn1c1sm; they must always believe that they can write their own destiny.
·
Ironically, this quintessentially American - and yes, conservative · notion of self-help found frequent expression in Reverend
Wright's sermons. But what my former pastor too often failed to
unde~tand is that embarking on a, program of self-help also requires
a belief that society can change.
The profound mistake of Reverend Wright's sermons is not that
he spoke about racism in our society. It's that he spoke as if our soci. ety was static; as if no progress has been made; as if this country a country that has made it possible for one of his own members to
run for the highest office in the land and build a coalition of White
and Black; Latino and Asian, rich and poor, young and old -- is still
irrevocably bound to a tragic past. But what we know -- what we
h~ve se~n - is that Am~rica can cha~ge. That is the true genius of
this nanon. What we have already achieved gives us hope - the
audacity to hope - for what we can and must achieve tomorrow.
In the White community, the path to a more perfect union means
acknowledging that what ails the African-American community
d~s _no_t ju~t exist in the minds of Black people; that the legacy of
d1scnnunatJon - and current incidents of discrimination, while less
overt than in the past - are real and must be addressed. Not just with
words, but with deeds - by investing _in our schools and our communities; by enforcing our civil rights laws and ensuring fairness in our
criminal justice system; by providing this generation with ladders of
opportunity that were unavailable for previous generations. It
requires all Americans to realize that your dreams do ~ot have to
come at the expense of my dreams; that investing in the health, welfare,and education ofBlack and brown and White children will ultimately help all of America prosper.
In the end, then, what is called for is nothing more, and nothing
less, than what all the world's great religions demand - that we do
unto others as we would have 'them do unto us. Let us be our brother's keeper, Scripture tells us. Let us be our sister's keeper. Let us
find that common stake we all have in one another, and let our politics reflect that spirit as well.
For w~_have a choice in•this country. We can accept a politics
that breeds division, and conflict, and cynicism. We can tack.le race
only as spectacle - as we did in the OJ trial - or in the wake of
tragedy, as we did in the aftermath of l(atrina - or as fodder for the
nightly news. We can play Reverend Wright's sermons on every
channel, every day and talk about them from now until the election
and make the only question in this campaign whether or not th:
American people think that I somehow believe or sympathize with
his most offensive words. We can pounce on some gaffe by a
Hillary supporter as evidence that she's playing the race card, or we
can speculate on whether White men will all flock to John McCain
in the .general elecrion regardless of his policies.
We can do that.
. But if we do, I can tell you that in the next election, we'll be talkmg about some other distraction. And then another one. And then
another one. And nothing will change.
That is one option. Or, at this moment, in this election, we can
come together and say, ' Not this time." This time we want to talk
about the crumbling schools that are stealing the future of Black
children and White children and Asian children and Hispanic children and Native American children. This time we want to reject the
cynicism that tells us that these kids can't learn; that those kids who
don't look like us are somebody else's problem. The children of
America are not those kids, they are our kids, and we will not let
them fall behind in a 21st century economy. Not this time.
This time we want to talk about how the lines in the Emergency
Room are filled with Whites and Blacks and Hispanics who do not
have health care; who don't have the power on their own to overcome the special interests in Washington, but who can take them on
if we do it together.
This time we want to talk about the shuttered mills that once
provided a decent life for men and women of every race, and the
homes for sale that once belonged to Americans from every rel igion, every region, every walk of life. Tnis time we want to talk
about the fact that the real problem is not that someone who doesn't
look like you might take your job; it's that the corporation you work
for will ship it overseas for nothing more than a profit.
This time we want to talk about the men and women of every
color and creed who serve together, and fight together, and bleed
together under the same proud flag. We want to talk about how to
bring them home from a war that never should've been authorized
and never should've been waged, and we want to talk about how
we'll show our patriotism by caring for them, and their families , and
giving them the benefits they have earned.
I would not be running for President if I didn't believe with all
my heart that this is what the vast majority of Americans want for
this country. This union may never be perfect, but generation after
generation has shown that it can always be perfected. And today,
whenever I find myself feeling doubtful or cynical about this possibility, what gives me the most hope is the next generation - the
young people whose attitudes and beliefs and openness to change
have already made history in this election.
There is one story in particular that I'd like to leave you with
today - a story I told when I had the great honor of speaking on Dr.
King's birthday at nis home church, Ebenezer Baptist, in Atlanta.
There is a young, twenty-three year old White woman named
Ashley Baia who organized for our campaign in Florence, South
Carolina. She had been work:iug to organize a mostly AfricanAmerican community since the beginning of this campaign, and one
day she was at a roundtable discussion where everyone went around
telling their story and why they were there.
And Ashley said that when she was nine years old, her mother
got cancer. And because she had to miss days of work, she was let
go and lost her health care. They bad to file for bankruptcy, and
, that's when Ashley decided that she had to do something to help her
mom.
She knew that food was one of their most expensive costs, and
so Ashley convinced her mother that what she really liked and really wanted to eat more than anything else was mustard and relish
sandwiches. Because that was the cheapest way to eat.
She did this for a year until her mom got better, and she told
everyone at the roundtable that the reason she joined our campaign
was so that she could help the millions of other children in the country who want and need to help their parents too.
Now Ashley might have made a different choice. Perhaps somebody told her along the way that the source of her mother's problems were Blacks who were on welfare and too lazy to work, or
Hispanics who were coming into the country illegally. But she didn't. She sought out allies in her fight against injustice.
Ariyway, Ashley finishes her story and then goes a,ound the
room and asks everyone else why they're supporting the campaign.
Th_ey all have different stories and reasons. Many bring up a specific issue. And finally they come to this elderly Black man who's been
sitting there quietly the entire time. And Ashley asks him why he's
there. And he does not bring up a specific issue. He does not say
health care or the economy. He does not say education or the war.
He does not say that he was there because of Barack Obama. He ·
simply says to everyone in the room, "I am here because of Ashley.'
"I'm here because of Ashley.' By itself, that single mqment of
recognition between that young White girl and that old Black man
is not enough. It is not enough to give health care to the sick, or jobs
to the jobless, or education to our children.
But it is where we start. It is where our union grows stronger.
And as so many generations have come to realize over the course of
the two-hundred and twenty one years since a band of patriots
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Political Unity is in the Air for Local Democrats
If you have been foUowing my editorials, you know we have gone a round or two with Joe Baca, but have always
encouraged him to work with the people who want to work with him. They say sometimes poUtks makes strange bedfellows when you can agree on certain issues. Almost two years ago we were at odds with each other over who should represent the people of the Democratic 62nd Assembly District and Senate 32nd District in this area. Without rehashing the
gory deta& we elected Gloria Negrete McLeod to Senate and Wilmer Amina Carter to Assembly and re-elected Joe Baca
toCOngnl$.
Well the election for Congnl$ and the Assembly is upon us once again and unity is in the air between the camps. This
ls good news for the Democratic voters of these districts. With tension and mistrust high between some groups, it ls great
to see the elected officials in Washington and Sacramento agree to support one another on behalf of the voters. This past
weekend I witn~ the endorsements of Wilmer Amina Carter, Joe Baca, Josie Gonzales and Gloria Negrete McLeod
all supporting each other for re-election. I see this as p ~ in reducing racial tensions and a real boost to providing
service to our area.
While some voters may be unhappy with this, it should mean better service for the majority of people. It should mean the staffs- will work closer
together on finding solutions to constituent problems instead or worrying
about who gets the credit for solving the problem. It should provide greater
access for local governments in the cities of San Bernardino, Colton,
Fontana and Rialto.
Another reason I am in support of returning these incunlbents to office
this time is because they are the incumbents. When Wilmer Amina Carter
ran there was no incumbent seeking re-election. Joe Baca has begun to
address the issues of the district and has held various events In the district
that were relevant to seniors and local government. As.,embly Member
Carter has worked closely with her district office since she has been in
Sacramento. She and Senator Negrete McLeod have held several hearin~
and conferences to address local issues. I am a former International Brotherhood Electrical Worker (IBEW at Edison)
and United Steel Worker Association (USWA) at Kaiser Steel Fon~a and learned then that seniority ls the bedrock of
the union. Well the real pros of a seniority system are our state and federal elected officials. In the case of Assembly
Member Carter she has a good working relationship with the incoming Speaker of the As.,embly Karen B81l8 and Baca is'
very active in the Democratic National Party. Assignments to committees are based on seniority and involvement.
At this moment, the unity of our top officials -- Blacks, Hispanics and Whites- is of major importance and benefit to
all the people of County of San Bernardino.
I

I

Obama's Racial Drama: The Race Debate
I~n't New, It's American History
As you know this week we had a ru-estorm of news regarding leading Democratic Presidential candidate Barack
Obama and his now retired pastor, Jeremiah Wright's condemnation of America's policies and actions. One thing that is
clear to me Is that many Americans don't know the history of America and even less about the Black American church.
I have talked with many church-going people about the news dips that have bannered the airways the past week and
without fail 100% said they agreed with Rev. Wright. I am a member of the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church
which was founded because Richard Allen, and other African-Americans were told they could not worship at the altar of
the White Methodist church they attended in Philadelphia, the City of Brotherly Love. Although the AME Church was
founded because .of racial discrimination, the church does not discriminate and has White members, and even recently
one of our local churches, Quinn AME in Moreno Valley, had a White pastor. IC you have ever attended an AME service
you know our pastors are passionate about the Father, Son, Holy Spirit, scripture, and current Issues that make spiritual connections to our faith. The anger exP.ressed by Pastor Wright, can also be viewed as passion. Yes, there may have
been some underlying anger but what I saw is dearly a passionate plea for America to see the results or poUcles that have
disenfranchised people around the globe and especially here at home. Often in our Bible studies of the Old Testament,
comparisons are made to our plight in America. Black ministers routinely interject Issues of current and historic injusdce. When we sing ''Go Down Moses...Tell Pbaraoh...Let My People Go," we're talking about today.
Would I have voiced _my opinion in a similar manner, no, but I do understand and relate to what he said. Should
America be damned by God for the atrocities it has committed on various ethnic groups in this country and foreign oountrles abroad? I hope and pray not.
In speaking with members of our community, I heard many issues discussed which underscore what Wright was trying to convey. To some it conjured up the current administration lying to us about the war in Iraq. Many beUeve Bush
and.Cheney went to war over oil. Others comment that the terrorists involved in the 911 hijackln~ were n_ot from Iraq,
but from one of our allies Saudi Arabia, They question why we attacked Iraq, when there were no weapons of lll8S1I
destructions. One person brought up our government's response to the aftermath of HurricaJ!e Katrina and the thousands of neglected Black Americans who were treated Inhumanely. Others commented on the Tuskegee Experiment in
Alabama. rn ca.'ie you don't remember, from 1932 - 1972, the US PubUc Health Service conducted a study to determine
the effects of syphilis on the human body. Without their knowledge hundreds of Black men, were told they were being
treated for "bad blood" when in fact the government was studying how the disease spreads and kills. These men were
denied penicillin and in tum infected the women of the community as well as the children born to those couples. The government didn't apologize until the 1990's. Others asked, "Have you beard of the Prison Industrial Complex?" Another
brought up our government giving small pox infected blankets to Native American Indians. This happened in America.
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Verizon Grant To Help Create Greater Opportunities
for·California's' Black-owned Businesses

·Photo Courtesy of Pace News
Verizon Western Region President Tim Mccallion (4th from the left) is joined by Robert Gnaizda, Greenlining
lnstitute;,Skip Cooper, BBA; Mary Ann Mitchell, NBBC; Aubry Stone, CBCC; and CPUC Commissioner
•
Timothy Simon
The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

CBM Staff Report
Joined by collaborative partners the
National Black Business Council, the
California Black Chamber of Commerce,
and the Black Business Association,
Verizon announced Tuesday, seed funding for a historic consortium designed to
provide greater opportunities for
California's African-American owned
businesses.
The African-American Supplier
Engagement Collaboration not only creates supplier diversity opportunities for
Verizon, but encourages other major corporations throughout California to develop partnerships as well.
Verizon Western Region President Tim
McCallion urged other corporations to
see this as an opportunity for engagement
and collaboration with the minority business community. "This effotl will provide
a pathway where suppliers can compete.
It's a big investment in building a network of the future," he stated. "The program will create new· opportunities for

California corporations to develop enduring partnerships with African-American
owned companies, based on a solid value
proposition for all involved," he told
attendees at the ceremony held at the
California Afro-American Museum in
Los Angeles.
Also present at the ceremony were
Assembly Member Curren Price, Chair of
the Assembly Select Committee on
Procurement, and recently confirmed
California Public Utilities Commissioner
Timothy Simon.
Simon called the partnership a "bold
step" that will provide access to opportunity not a barrier in the process to certification. He praised Verizon for its lea~ership and tailed this step a reflection of a
corporate culture that believes economic
access is important to the growth of all
communities.
Price, head of the newly created committee responsible for examining and
expanding opportunities for small businesses and Disadvantaged Business
Enterprises (DBE) to apply for and gain
government contracts, called this type of
partnership "fundamental." "This is especially important where small businesses
are concerned, as their growth and sue-

cess is paramount for the state's success;
while the small business is providing a
much needed service to the public, the
state is serving the public good by supporting small businesses," he said.
The initiatives of the AfricanAmerican
Supplier
Engagement
Collaboration include:
• Developing step-by-step instructions
to guide participating businesses thro~gh
the request-for-proposal process;
• Providing a template showing participating businesses ways they can engage
other African-American businesses as
second-tier contractors;
• Increasing the number of AfricanAmerican businesses listed in the
California Public Utilities Commission
clearinghouse by developing resources to
help applicants navigate the certification
process.
According to Verizon, the grant continues its commitment to creating diversity
among its suppliers and promoting the
prosperity of the communities where it
does business. In 2007 Verizon spent
more than $157 million with minority,
women and disabled veteran business
enterprises in California.

Editorial Continued on Page A-4
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The Nordstrom Scholarship Program
Nordstrom is committed to celebrating our communities.
We think supporting the development of our young people
in their pursuit of higher education is a great place to start.
For this reason, we're pleased to offer the Nordstrom
Scholarship Program to hi'gh school juniors who would
like to go on to college.
The Nordstrom Scholarship will be awarded to five high
school students from the Los Angeles County school
dist rict. Students must complete the application and meet
eligibility requirements. Applications must be postmarked
no later than May 31, 2008. The $10,000 scholarships will
be paid over four years in equal installments of $2,500.
Applications are available at high school guidance
offices and at all Nordstrom stores. For more information,
please call Rodney Friend, Los Angeles Diversity Affairs
Director, at 310.750.2702, or visit Customer Service
at your nearest Nordstrom.

NORDSTROM
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OBAMA
Continued from Front Page

Political prognosticators give Clinton
more of a chance of catching, or even surpassing, Obama in the national popular
· vote but Obama argues that superdelegates
should follow the pledged-delegate, not
the popular-vote, leader.
While Clinton is appealling to superdelegates to override the will of the voters and

JUDGESHIP
Continued from Front Page

socioeconomic backgrounds as well as
applicants who are gay or disabled.

SAFE
Continued from Front Page

and the rise in violent crime brought on
by the proliferation of panhandlers in
the city.
Another committee member Marlene
Evans called the report frustrating and
said she is considering resigning.
"When l asked people what they
voted for? They said, they voted for
more cops not police helicopter service."

ROSA PARKS
Continued from Front Page

aspect of the event for me. I didn 't realize how significant it was until I put my
hand on that plaque, and realized all the
years of work and her struggle,' and all
the years before and after. That plaque
will last as long as the sun shines and the
water flows. That plaque will be here as
a remfoder of everything she and so
many others of us did , so I was just really impressed by' that, and as a matter of
·fact, I didn't think l was going to tear up,
but I did," .said Assembly Member
Carter.

EDITORIAL
Continued from PageA-3

We have reported on and been tol_d many
horror stories from men who served in the
military. They fought in wars defending
America only to return and be called " n... .r''
and not allowed to even eat at a Woolworth's
lunch counter. In one story the Gennan p~i •
oners ol war were allowed to eat in a restaurant and the Black war heroes were not. This
discrimination was BY LAW. Obama rightly
said that Wright's generation experienced
these things and more. He didn't mention the
lynchings that in some southern towns

cast their vote for her, many superdelegates are doing just the opposite.
Clinton's lead among superdelegates,
once a comfortable 60 votes, has been cut
in ha! f, to 36 delegates.
The latest tally has Clinton with a slight
lead among superdelegates. With 57 percent of the superdelegates decided,
Clinton's lead is shrinking.
Obama leads Sen. Clinton in pledged
delegates: 1,396 to I,24 1. Because of the
proportional system used by the
Democratic Party to allocate delegates,

Obama is widely expected to remain in
front of Clinton in pledged delegates at the
conclusion of the primary season.
Here are the remaining 566 delegates to
be selected: Pennsylvanfa (158 delegates),
Indiana (72), Kentucky (51), West Virginia
(28), Puerto Rico (55), North Carolina
(115), Oregon (52), Montana (16), South
Dakota (15) and Guam (4).
Experts say the pressure on delegates to
vote as their states voted will be very
intense and few are likely to stand up to it.

"I would love tci see something of everyone on the bench," she said.
Judges from diverse backgrounds,
Majors-Lewis said, bring life experience
that often proves beneficial when handling
court cases. And the litigants benefit too,

she said, because if the judge happens to
be of their same ·race or ethnicity, they will
feel more comfortable with the procedures, no matter the outcome.

She said it seems like the nearly
$2 I2,000 spent on hovering helicopters
chasing fleeing suspects could be used
for better crime fighting techniques on
the ground.
"Everyone is applauding more foot
patrols. We know that works," she said.
While the report generated a largely
ho-hum response, most residents
approved of the quarter-cent tax no less
for its symbolic message that San
Bernardino is a city fighting to regain
its turf.
,
"The city does feel safer," sa.id

Brenda Riddick who admits to doing
something she hasn't done in years walk from her Westside home to nearby Community Hospital of San
Bernardino - after dark.
"I've always been afraid to walk
those two short blocks after dark. I
think the bad guys are getting the message citywide we 're taking back our
communities. Our seniors have eve·ry
right to be out on the streets after dark . •
Our children won 't be harassed and
killed." .

"The most significant aspect of the
event for me was that we recognized
someone who played such a pivotal role
in our history, as a woman, as an African
American," said Senator Gloria Negrete
McLeod.
"This is the fust of its kind in San
Bernardino County, so this is a memorial event today, very important event lo
San Bernardino," said Council Member
Joe Baca, Jr., whose legislation (when he
was the assembly representative) made
the renaming possible. He also highlighted a few other sites in California
that have been previously dedicated to
Parks, which include an interchange
located in the Central Valley and
Interstate 10 which crosses Crenshaw

Blvd., Los Angeles.
Baca further stated, "Unifying the
communi ty was the most significant
aspect of the event for me,.and knowing
that people of color can come together.
Rosa Parks has been an icon to everybody and she been a good role model,
today is a great day in the city of San
Bernardino."
Department of General Services
Architect, Maria Gaffoumis said this
represents a diverse background ,
"Weave a pattern that you can live with.
The blanket of the poor is the su_n and
this building signals unity in our community."

became family outings where people clamored to have photos of themselves with the
mutilated bodies, and then made the photos
into postcards lo send to their friends and
family through US Mail. If you don't believe
me, get the book "Without Sanctuary." It documents this period in American history. Or
read Ida B. Well's "A Red Record." In her
study of lynchings she documented hundreds
of stories including names and locations.
This was in America, the America that Rev.
Wright spoke so passionately about.
Every year we sponsor an Underground
Railroad trip that teaches educators and students not just about the horrors of slavery but
the hope of freedom, it is the most rewarding

and most healing experience anyone can
have. It is something, we discovered , that
must be talked about openly and honestly. On
one of these trips, once we arrived in Canada
our tour guide started tailing about the War of
1812 from the Canadian perspective. Some of
the educators on the tour .ugued with the
guide, saying that his facts were wrong.
Finally, the tour guide said, "you tell your
side of the story, but now you're on the
Canadian side."
Even during this primary season, issues of
race surfaced in other interesting ways. When
90% of Blacks in, Mississippi voted for
Obama political pundits commented on the
phenomenon in some cases referring to him
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PATTERSON
Continued from Front Page
' by the same values
to the world: That wt: live
that we profess, and we are a government of
laws, not individuals," Paterson said.
Paterson, who becomes New York's 55th
governor, has said he will get right to work.
The -Legislature faces ao April I deadline to

JACQUET

ave

·continued from Front Page

children to pass out literature and to understand the importance of voting . Jacquet
carried a lot of weight in the community
and last week his voice was silenced by
death.
Joseph Forest•Ja,cquet, Sr. was born on
December IO, 1916 as For~st Sidney in St.
Martinsville, Louisiana to Alice Bernard
Jacquet and Ozan Joseph Jacquet. He was
one of six children. Joseph united in holy
matrimony to his loving wife, Willie Mae
Scott on November 16, 1943.
Joseph accepted Christ at an early age,
and was a member and student of the
Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church in
Beaumont, Texas where he attended
school. He loved spons , and received
many awards in football. Upon completing
school, Joseph enlisted in the United States
Coast Guard/Merchant Marines. He was
an electrician aboard the U.S . Pon Mercer
ship during and after World War II.
After his marriage to Willie Mae, they
lived in Houston, Texas· and · then they
moved to Seattle, Washington. Their residency in Seattle was brief, and he and his
wife returned to Houston, Texas where he
continued working as an electrician for
W.R. Smith Company. His employment
history, where he labored until his medical

pass an estimated $124 billion budget, and
Paterson also said that health care, education,
jobs and problems facing "the single mother
with two jobs" need immediate attention.
He joked about his limited vision; he can
see things close to him out of one eye.
At Spitzers last State of the State address,
he said, Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver
stopped him from accidentally breaking a
glass with his gavel, then told him, ' I will not

allow you to tum the State of the State into a
Jewish wedding."
Paterson was a Democratic state senator
for more than two decades, representing parts
of Harlem and Manhattan's Upper West Side.
Politicians past and present, including
presidential candidate Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton, New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg and governors from three neig!i- '
boring states, attended the c~remony.

retirement in 1971, highlights the follow- hood and made a visit to them. He taught
ing companies: The Moul in Rouge, them ho"' to be good ne'ighbors and there
Edwards Air Force Base, Hamilton Air was never another incident.
Force Base, and General Services
It was Jacquet who would walk the
Admini~tration where he labored as an
neighborhood at night protecting the 20th
Electrical Engineering Contractor. Joseph street community and there was •no crime
was extremely skilled in his knowledge there because of it.
and understanding of electrical engineerJoseph endured the race that was set
ing and received multiple awards, com- before him and has answered his call to
mendations, and proclamations for his tal- glory. On March 9, 2008, with his grand.
ents.
son Samuel Jonathan Macon ill at his side,
During the late 1950's Joseph and Will ie he departed this life at 3:40 a.m.
Mae relocated to Saa BernaFdino ,
He is preceded in death by his mother,
California, and remained there until his Alice Jacquet; father, Ozan Jacquet; three
passing. Joseph was very active within his · brothers, George Joseph, Willie Joseph,
community, and became a well-known and and Phillip Joseph; one sister, Ruby Barr;
respected voice on civic and public service and two sons, Curtis "Sonny" Hurd, and
issues. He exemplified extraordinary civic Jerry Albert Love. He leaves to cherish his
and professional fea_dership· skills artd has memory, his loving children, Mildred
received various awards and acknowledge- Brady-Johnson, Houston, Texas; Joseph
ments for his many years of service and (Marcie) Jacquet, Jr., Mitchellville,
commitment to social justice and equality. Maryland; Robert (Malcye) Jacquet,
His tenure as a leader within his communi- Beaumont, California; Marion· (Edward)
ty extends over several decades of service. Simmons, Rialto, California; Rosalyn A.
He served on various committees, political Jacquet, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Ruth
boards and task forces, advocating change. (Scott Taylor) Jacquet, Perris, California;
He has been recognized and honored as a Barbara Macon, Rancho Cucamonga,
pillar of strength in San Bernardino City California; Pamela (Otis) Wilson, Phoenix,
and County. ·
Arizona; and, Lawrence Wayne (Renee')
When the Hell's Angels moved into the Jacquet, Pahrump, Nevada; one brother,
neighborhood, they would ride their Elton Joseph Jacquette, Beaumont, Texas;
motorcycles recklessly up and down the in aildition to twenty-seven grandchildren;
street at all hours of the day and night, thirty-five great grandchildren; and, a host
Jacquet gathered the men of the neighbor- of family and friends.
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as the candidate for Blacks, but when McCain
received 100% of the White vote in any of the
contests: he wasn't referred to as the candidates for Whites. The question facing us
today is where-do we go from here? We are
all Americans. We all want to pursue life in a
free, secure, and safe homeland. We all want
to worship in an environment free from political intimidation. We all want to be respected
for who we are. Pastor Wright's sound bites
from the pulpit may have paved the way for a
discussion of race in America and although
criti~ism is warranted a serious discu,sion of
the history that led to his ideology should follow. Maybe someday we can get this behind
us.
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300 Law Firms working together we will refer you to an attorney that specialize in your legal needs
Workers Compensation
Criminal Cases
Auto Accidents
Medical Malpr~ctice
Slip & falls
Probate
Family Law

(800) 500-7047
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Bring Your Home to Life with The Charter Bundle!
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Digital Cable
Includes On Demand!

t

Telephone

, , Unlimited Call ing!

Charter Digital Cable•

Charter.High-Speed· Internet

Charter Telephone·

Discover Better TV!
• Watch thousands of shows
+ movies On Demand - many are FREE
• Tons of great entertainment - 100+
channels
• Ask about HD - more choices than ever

Ge~ Faster, Rellable Service!
• Speeds up to 5Meg - up to 6X faster
than DSL
• 10 e-mail addresses per account
• Powerful security software

Talk"'I You Want for One Low Price!
• Unlimited local & long distance calling
• Includes Voicemail, Caller ID, Call
Waiting and more
• Keep your phone number when you
switch

30 Day Mof}ey Back Guarantee -

Call Today!

1~877-SAVE-011
(1-877-728-3011)
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Dignified, Cultured & Refined
eyes of one's fellow man as well as being a
special moral consideration. Dignified characterizes a loving and forceful spiri! of character and then carrying oneself in that manner. Cultured is a lofty (absolutely great)
elevation of the Mind and Soul. It results
from Poetic Thinking-the taking of what is
ordered in the intellect and ·then critically
analyzed so as to expand and elevate and
manipulate it with lruths and insights
derived from Pure Feelings. Refined refers
to being Mannerly (caring about and caring
for the feelings of others, of animals, and
oneself), courteous, and principled.
The achievement of these three, on the
way to making ones life a Masterpiece,
begins wiih masterful control Qf ones emotions and passions. To be masterfully
Dignified, Cultured, and Refined-- regardless of the society involved-- is to be a living

Prostate Test Helps Men
Avoid Unnecessary Biopsies
Dear Dr. Levister: My father died of
prostate canctr. For years he refused to get
an exam.
How accurate is testing for prostate cancer? K.T.
Dear K.T. A new twist on the standard
way to predict prostate cancer risk appears to
offer African-American men a much-needed ,
improved accuracy jn detecting the disease.
The fPSA, a more sensitive test for cancer
risk than the standard PSA test men get as
part of routine physicals,' won Food and
Drug Administration approval two yeacs ago,
based on a national trial of 773 men who had
both tests as well as prostate biopsies. This
earlier trial showed that fPSA detected 95
percent of the cancers. It also reduced unnecessary prostate biopsies that men would have
routinely after the standard PSA test.
New studies show African-American men
could be spared the expense and trauma of
prostate biopsies. Nearly 75 percent of the
prostate biopsies that both Black and White
men get are unnecessary.
Prostate cancer k.ills an estimated 42,000
American men annually, and it is one of the
toughest cancers to treat once it begins to
spread. lt is the second-leading cancer killer
among American men overall - just above
lung cancer. Black men have the highest rate
of prostate cancer worldwide. More Black
men die of prostate cancer than other groups.
• Like high blood pressure, prostate cancer
is also a "silent killer" - it usually lurks in a
man's body without symptoms. Although·
the. prostate gland may be low key, when it
acts up, it doesn't half step. So for you
brothers over forty, this means you could be
walking around feeling fine while the disease
festers. The disease is usually well on its
way before you notice something is wrong.
Symptoms to look out for arc hesitant or
1Veak urine streams, a feeling of an un-emptied bladder, and an increased need to "take a
l~ak."
Here's what you can do to protect yourfrom prostate cancer. If you are fortyfive or older, make an appointment with your
ctoctor for a prostate exam. An examination
should include a prostate-specific antigen
(fPSA) test and digital rectal exam (DRE).
, Empty your bladder before bedtime;
drink plenty of water; go easy on spicy acidic
foods and drinks (e.g. hot sauce, citrus-fruit
juices and soda pop); keep your stress level
ct.own; exercise, eat a healthy diet; don't
smoke.
1 Take responsibility for your health.
Prostate cancer doesn't have to be a death
sentence. f>rostate c31Jcer survivors include
actors Sidney Poitier; Louis Gossett, Jr: former D.C. Mayor, Marion Barry and singeractor Harry Belafonte.
Get out of the "stubborn male" mode, not
seeking_ proper preventive care, merely
extends an invitation to cancer.
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Mother often said to me: "Son, I want
you to be dignified, cultured, and refined."
Although she never elaborated and I was
never sure what she meant, I did know that
understanding the meanings of these tenns
would serve as a useful guide to follow in
developing my Humanity. Among Ancient
Africans Dignity is inherent in each human
being. It is the result of being a child of God
and being the possessor of a divine presence
-- both demanding a special status in the

example of Humanity in its broadest sense.
Basically, it is about being Human and
Humane within the context of African
Tradition. This includes ones cultivation of a
gentle, counseling, comforting spirit which
is focused on the alleviation or the soothing
of states of mental unrest and helping to
leave people better than when and where
they were · found (Ddnkor, African
Spirituality, p55; Bailey, Anger In Black
An1ericans p348). Learning what Dignified,
Cultured, and Refined are about follows the
same process as learning the alphabet. Only
after the alphabet is learned and internalized
can one advance to putting words together.
Once words ·are meaningfully put together
they can be properly fashioned for speaking
or writing. The degree to which speaking or
writing is successful depends on the content,
the words chosen, and the "polishing" of the

communication.
· Similarly, cultivating being Dignified,
Cultured, and Refined starts with learning
the equivalent of the aiphabet. To these ends,
three Fun~amentals (meaning there is no
possibility of further divisions) of any learning pursuit are: first, the Source-- that which
furnishes the initial and continuous supply;
that which flows forth freely or may be readily recurred (returned to), as is the source of
a river; second, the Cause-- any event, circumstance, or force which produces an
effec\ or result; and third , the Origin-- the
point from which something starts or sets
out. Fourth is an awareness of the functions
of the Right and Left brains because all good
or bad events that happen in ones life are
detennined by how one uses ones brain, and
to what degree. Fifth is the possession of' a
solid philosophy of life because this is the

frame in which all life-shaping, all lifechanging, and all-life maintenance choices,
decisions and solutions are made. For
Ancient Africans,- God was the Standara;
Ma'at, the cherished values arising out of
that standard; and Nonaggression as the
power approach to dealing with people.
Sixth, Africans believed there was nothing
better to learn to do what one does not naturally do than the hard instruction involved in
learning math. ·seventh is being with,
among, and related to the sacred colors of all
people-Black, Red, Yellow, Brown, and
White-so as to increase ones skills in getting along with them as fellow human
beings.

website: www.jablifeskill~.com
JQSeph A. B'ailey, II, M.D.

An Urban Legend that Binds Us: The word "Picnic"

I
I

Richard 0.

JONES
Last summer, as my churcl) prepared for their annual church picnic,
one of our members suggested to me
that we must not use the word ' picnic' because it has strong ties to
lynching Black people. I told my
friend that she had been .mislead.
However, recentl"y I received the following asinine e-mail:
This e-mail is being sent to you as
a public service announcement and
as information in the form of a little
known Black -History Fact. This
information can also be found in the
African American Archives at the
Smithsonian Institute. Although not
taught in American learning institutions and literature, it is noted in
most Black history professional circles and literature that the origin of
the term "picnic" derives from the

acts of lynching African-Americans.
The word "picnic" is rooted from the
whole theme of "Pick A Nigger."
This is where individuals would
"pie" a Black person to lynch and
make this into-a family gathering.
There would be music and a "picnic." ("Nie" being the White
acronym for "nigger.") Scenes of
this were depicted in the movie
"Rosewood."
We should choose to use the word
"barbecue" or "outing" instead of the
word "picnic." Please forward this email to your family and friends and
let's educate our people.
My response was, "No thank
you." I don't wish to misinform my
friends and family with the likes of
· another vicious Internet hoax . Many
Black people are too quick to
believe negative rumors ; therefore, I
refuse to contribute to national ignorance. These type of hoaxes only
serve to make Black people look stupid and by no means is an advancement in education. It is too easy to
go to the library and research the origin of words in dictionaries and/or
encyclopedias to believe and spread
every bit or garbage that comes

The Black Voice News
951.682.6070
Presents the
2.008 Season

through cyberspace. I have heard the
same thing many times but never
seen the word "picnic" used as a reference to ·lynch Blacks in any book
of history, not even in the "Slaves
Narratives." It seems to me that as
many slaves and ex-slaves and
descendants of slaves who have
written published books and papers
and/or published newspapers during
the era when lynching Blacks was
commonplace there is no mention of
that reference or connection. Tda B.
Wells, Frederick Douglas, Booker T.
Washington, The Crisis Magazine
by the NAACP, Before the
Mayflower by Leroy Bennett Jr. ,
Soul of Black Folks, by W.E.B. ·
DuBois , not even in the books by
Black Muslims such as The
Honorable Elijah Mohammed ...
nothing.
According to my extensive
research long exhausted in and
arollnd the Los Angeles and
Riverside Public Libraries, I found
that the word picnic can only be
traced to its French origin in the 17
century, which have nothing to do
with the . lynching of Negroes. In
America since the I 800s the word

only referred to outdoor cooking,
which usually includes barbeque
and family fun .
·
richardo-

Email:
jonesl@verizan.net

ff
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We have a program just for you!
• CHOA -California Housing
Opportunity Agency
• First -Time Homebuyers New and Existing Homes available
• Cal HFA Homeownership program
• CHOA Lease Purchase Progmm
with 36 month option to purchase
• 30 Year fixed interest rate
• Closing cost can be financed

Call JESSIE SUTTLE for detail

951-279-9990
CalHFA

Corona lVlen 's
Suit Outlet
I t ~ Dutjnulsui.a tUUl TU/xedb'r
DESIGNER ITALIIIN SUITS:

-¥-

Wait for the Big One!
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Carauelli • Montefina Uomo • Pronto Mondo
Giorgia Fiorelli • Ferretti • Cianni Cellini
Uinci • Sergio Martini

Free interactive Pre-Show, bring the hids early to participate!
Hosted by Reality TV personality from CBS" Amazing R,ue: Jon Weiss!
SAN BERNARDINO - VVa-terman Disc:.ount Mall
Waterman &
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Buy ·your tickets online at www.CircusVargas.org
Also info and tickets at the Circus Ticket Office or call
877-GOTFUN1 (877-468-3861·)
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Porn - AMulti-Million
Dollar Dining Experience
Opens At Fantasy
Springs Resort Casino
The Black Voice News
INDIO

Fantasy Springs Resort recently held
the· grand opening of its brand new,
multi-million dollar restaurant, POM.
Uti°liiing state of the arl lighting and
ll,Udio technology, POM evolves in
sophistication by transitioning seamlessly from the serenity of morning breakfast to a sexy, ultra hip nightspot for dinner. Sleek in its design, created by the
world renowned firm of SOSH
Architects of Atlantic City, NJ and posh
in its accents from award winning interior designer, Andrea Piacentini of
Seattle, WA, POM is pleasing to the
eye. The entry foyer welcomes the guest
with an elegant touch of mosaic tile and
crystal glass panes encased with brushed
ch'rome rails. Rustic stone tiles lead to
the grand wooden staircase that
descends 22 steps to the spacious seating areas below. POM is awash in natural light. Every table offers sp~ctacular
views of the surrounding courtyard and
you may even catch Executive Chef,
Freddy Rieger gathering fresh garnishes
in his Herb Garden.
· Warm and welcoming, created from
the finest natural wood and handpicked
quarry grade granite, the POM Bar is a
place for friends and acquaintances to
gather. Sit in velvet comfort while your
bartender expertly mixes a signature
·Jean Marc Vodka Martini or savor a
pitcher of handcrafted Sangria. Crystal
glass globes illuminate from above,
floating like bubbles dancing on a desert
breeze. As your gaze moves skyward,
view 16 unique, hand-blown glass
sculptures gracing the two story high Art
• Wall. POM offers a one of a kind dining
experience.
The concept of POM is simple. Serve
the freshest and healthiest ingredients,
creatively prepared to pique all the senses and presented eloquently with attention to detail. Chef Rieger has fused tra<litional California Cuisine with tastes
from Latin America and Italy, offering a
global feast for the palate.
· POM is localed on the mezzanine
Jevel and is open seven days a week for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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The Riverside Black History Month
Committee, Riverside Community

Juanita

BARNES
Read ·a passagB of Scripture
afterward, write down what you
believe God is saying to you
through it ... Karen Willoughby of
Vancouver, Washington is going
through the Bible in thi~ manner,
verse by verse. It's been a real
serenity -- building influence on
her life .

HELLO MORENO VALLEY 1

College District, Mary S. Roberts
Foundation, Altura Credit Union, Rogan
Building Services and the YWCA .of
Riverside County are all proud to
announce. the "JUST DO YOU - The
Remix" Empowering Young Women's
Conference to be held on Saturday, March
22nd at Riverside City College, Landis
Auditorium.
In order to try and provide positive role
models and classes to benefit the young
women of our community, several organizations have collaborated to bring a day

full of workshops for both youth and
adults. alike. The sessions will include
subjects such as:
• Health
• Education
• Self Esteem
• You Can Make It- We'll Show You
Ho_w
• Self Defense
• Communication (Adults)
• Tell-Tale Signs of DT11g Use (Adults)
• Promiscuity & Depression (Adults)

performances I know you were
Moreno Valley this past week blessed. I am sure she is at work
one of our l~ading citizens went to doing what she does best, getting
be with the Lord, Mrs Miriam people together. Mrs. M_iriam
Johnson , the loving wife of Edward Johnson will be greatly missed in
Johnson and wonderful mother of this Valley.
two beautiful daughters. Minister
Moreno Valley do not forget the
Johnson was so kind and faithful to
the ministry that she founded over upcoming show -- The 8th Annual
twenty ye!lfs ago, "MIRIAM and Ebony Fashion Show at the
COMPANY
PERFORMING Moreno Valley Conference Center,
ARTS MINISTRY." So many peo- April JO, 2008. For additional
ple were taught how to honor God information, please call (951) 443in the theater arts. Mrs. Johnson's 36 ll or (951) 924-9429 or (95 1)
E-mail: mvbchome going services will be March . 697-7772.
20, 9:00 a.m. at Harrison and Ross cf@yahoo.com This is a cultural
Mortuary, 738 East Highland event, support your community,
Avenue San Bernardino, Ca. For hurry the tickets are running out
information call (909) 882-1288. If see you there.
at anytime you attended any of her

Annual Hip-Hop Festival Comes To SB

(951) 242-7746 or (951) 684-0805. I'll
see you there!

The.re will also be an "Apollo Style
Taleni Show." So we encourage young
ladies and women to all come out. I've
been blessed to be a part of this conference from its inception and will be granted the honor of being their keynote speaker. Everything is FREE and all are invited to attend. So for Women's History
Month, come learn how to "JUST DO
YOU!"
For more details please visit
www.b/ackhistorycommittee.org or call

Give your alt in all that you do. Then·
the PLUS won't just be more, it will be the
difference!
Wendy is the founder and president of
Personal Services Plus, Inc., an Event
Management
Company.
Visit
www.personalservicesplus.com or email
her at wendy@personalservicesplus'.com.

"RESURRECTION SUNDAY"
at Cathedral of Praise International
Ministries will be held on Sunday,
March 23, 2008. There will be
three services 6:00 a.m. Sunrise
Service; 8:00 a.m. Celestial Praise;
and ll:00 a.m. Pentecostal Praise.
Communion will be seryed at each
service, so come · out and be
blessed.

visit us online
blackyoicenews.com

On Sunday March 30th 2008 at
8:0(') a.m. and 11:00 a.m. at
Cathedral of Praise International
Ministries, services will be at Fans
Dat. COPIM located at 1521 South
Riverside Ave. Rialto, Ca. (909)
874- 8676. Come out and be
blessed.

www.blackvoicenews.com

Staff Reports
Some of underground hip-hops most recognized names will
co.nverge at the Paid Dues Festival held at the National
Orange Show Events Center in San Bernardino on March 22.
Saturday will mark the anticipated third annual event hosted by Los Angeles native and hip-hop MC MURS.
Performers slated for the event will include: Bus Driver,
Dilated Peoples, Jedi Mind Tricks, Kool Keith, Living
Legends, and Mac Lethal, amongst other independent artists.
The concert is scheduled to begin at 4:00 p.m.
For more inform~tion visit guerillaunion .com/paiddues

Lender Foreclosure Auction
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Southern California

1,000+ Homes Must Be Sold!
Free Catalog 800-864-8038

(909) 387-0173

www.USHomeAuction.com
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Advertise for as low as
Call 951.682.6070
Anna Wenger

Business Directory
- I ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

Don Griggs
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Direct 951-288-4230
Inland Empire

•

Law Offices of"""""."""""""'

• Criminal Defense I DUI
• Divorce & Family Law
• U.S. Immigration Law
• Police Abuse Lawsuits
• Auto Accident Injuries

Aaron L. Turner
(909) 383-8480
• Aggressive Personal Revresentation
• Criminal Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors

The Finest in Custom Shirts

For IVlore Information Cont~ct
Campaign Coordinator
Astrid Mickens. DrPH. CHES

ZULU ALI
Attorney At Law
_Former Police Officer I Marine Corps Vet

By Appointment: Our Showroom or Your Office

el: (951) 782-8722 I www.zulualilaw;com

Law Offices of

tffr '

RICHARD ·F. NEVINS

LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS

95

'258-0060

Specializing

• Sisterlocks ™/Brotherlocks ™
• ~raids (Micro, Cornrow, Etc.)
• LocsfTwists/Maintenance
• Children Welcome

877

OPEN 24 HOURS

591-ASAP
(2727)

Ingram (Rocky) Washington

(951) 686-5193

(951) 601-1362

3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501

.

Monica s Tax an
Bookkeeping

.__..

4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC
■----

Presents

w,...,_,..™

951'-782-9177 or 951-534-9701
fax

1 951-782-9738

fa;n

,951,571-3258
"Bringing Communities Together Through Business Connections"™

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
R~(toi~~ true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome

-~ ~ - .
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Discou':::J
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170 N. Arrowhead Avenue

~~~mro

(off Rialto Ave. between Cactus and Cedar)

www.wgrialto.com

909.877.4305
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http://www.cash4yourhome1n24hrs.com

Eat
Wise
Nutrition Education & Prevention Strategies

Come experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded,
but always clean and friendly.
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iebbdrg.com

F,REE Perso,nal Training
FREE Nutritional Guidance!
Guaranteed Results

.....____________ ... _. __
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Guide

3900 Market St., Suite #270
Riverside, CA 9250 1

___________
_
HOUSES
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Inland Empire Black Business

Directory & Resource

~
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e-mail: oluf~mi@adelphia.net

Open: Mon.-Fn. • Sun. by Appts. Only

Call tod.ty for a complimentary
consultation!

Irene Daniels
Reverse Mortgage Specialist
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200_• Ontario, CA 91764

Dr. Astrid Mickens-Williams
·owner & Consultant

Office: 909-476-8825 • Fax: 866-882-9134
Cell: 951-505-6335

Health & Nutrition Consultation Service
Be Smart. Eat Wise
909.556.5331
eat-wise@hotmail.com
· http://eat-wise.net

irene.daniels@Wellsfargo.com
~
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RESTAURANTICATERING

R_uthie Ragin Realty is now doing home loans as
Higher Ground Lending. Still providing the same
excellence of Real Estate expertise, but can now
offer home loans.
Reverse Mortgages
Refinance
Purchase/New Construction
Construction
Competitive rates, excellent service and that familiar
tone. Call now

~X•Pl•tkJ•J•N+

Mobile Catering
Anytime I Anywhere

Eat In
Take Out

'G RAM'S

BBQ PALACE

Call in Orders
Gumbo, Chitlin, Catfish

~

MINUTEMAN

~PRESS

TomMcKeon

Quality comes first; because it's your Image that counts.

l0444 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92505
3527 Main St.
Riverside, OA 92501
www.gramsbbq.org

Phone: (951) 782-8219
Fax: (951) 782-8217
email: gramsbbq@aol.com

ph. 951.35 1.1754 • 95 l.35 l.1876

mmpriverside@minutemanpress.com
www.riverside.minutemanpress.com
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· Segregation Knocked out .Joe Louis

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Leland Stein III

There isn't a sports crown held
in higher e~teem than being the
heavyweight champion of the
world.

Although track athletes who
win Olympic medals are feted
every four years as the best in the
world, a fighter boxes against the
entire world two or three times a
year.
Before Jackie Robinson , Jesse
Owens and Marion Motley, there
was Joe Louis Barrow Jr. - one
of the greatest heavyweight
champions of all-time, if not the
best.
At the time Louis began boxing, Black prizefighters were
unable to compete for the heavyweight world title, because Jack
Johnson, the first Black fighter
to capture the heavyweight title ,
had stirred up social and civil
unrest with his various antics
and made matters worst by marrying a White woman. With
Johnson's knockout win over Jim
Jeffries in 1910, riots by Whites
erupted across the country.
HBO's documentary "Joe
Louis:
America's
Hero
Betrayed," is an intriguing special about the life and times of
Louis, known as the "Brown
Bomber."
The documentary reaffirms the
fact Louis became America's
first crossover superstar athlete.
He gained that status by knocking out German boxer Max
Schmeling in the first round of
their rematch, before more than
80,000 fans at Yankee Stadium
on June 22, 1938.
I remember my dad, Leland Jr.

Local Students Show Well at Ben
Brown Invitational Track Meet

and his consorts, telling me stories about Louis ~s I sung the
praises of Muhammad Ali. He
explained how important Detroit
raised Louis was to my grandfather and many other Black people during that time.
.
Blacks danced and celebrated
into the wee hours of the night
following any Louis win.
I guess for a race ·of people that
had been stepped on and stepped
over by the iron fist of segregation and racism, Louis was like a
beacon of glowing light that
showed White Americans that
Blacks could be disciplined,
humble, tenacious , while implementing the sports' code of fair
play.
Blacks ·illuminated their very
dim lights of hope that America
could be fair and less violent on
Louis' mega-glow that burst out
like a bright burning sun
throughout every Black communiry in America when ,he beat a
White opponent in the ring.
"When Joe Louis fought it was
better than Christmas," Dick
Gregory said in the HBO
Special , "because you never
knew if you would get anything.
But when Joe fought it was our
day."
Added promoter Don King:
"He (Joe) gave voice to things
we could not afford to say. He
stood up in the race for a better
America."
Concurred Motown founder·

Berry Gordy: "When Joe won it rights of Black soldiers and
was phenomenal to be Black, golfers. He was instrumental in
because he was a hero to all the the inclusion of the first Black
people. His title win and the vic- · golfers to play in a PGA spontory over Schmeling was a defrn- sored event. He listened to the
ing moment in Black history."
Black soldiers in America's segWhile Black America rejoiced, regated military and their con·most in , White America sim- cems about being treated as secmered and stewed. The all White ond-class citizens while fighting
·
journalists of the day portrayed for their country.
Louis in the stereotypical
No matter the positive spirit of
method they did to Blacks in Louis and his philanthropic
movies - shuffling and ignorant. efforts to the United States
However, once Nazi Germany Government, in the end he
and Hitler began its aggression became public enemy No. 1 for
throughout the European theater, being a successful Black man .
for the first time in segregated He was betrayed by a govern~
America,
many
White ment that he gave his heart,
Americans actually rooted for a money and soul to.
All know that Louis did not do
Black man - Louis - to beat
another White man, Schmeling.
his own taxes or any of his finanWhat Louis' crossover appeal cial business. The boxing prorevealed in the end, is that it real- moters, tax accountants and
ly did not knock down the hard financial managers were all
·•
core separatist that ruled the day White men .
The disturbing part of the HBO
in America.
The fight_continued for equal special was the level at which the
liberties and rights through the IRS dogged Louis, and it t9ok
'60's .and is still in contention to every penny he earned after and
at the end of his boxing days.
this day.
Louis joined the military dur- They left an American hero
ing World War II - some say he whom we all know was not a
was naive - to show his support scholar
broke, dowt1trodden
and love for his country. He vis- and confused.
ited over 5 million soldiers during his tenure in the military and
Former Black V~ice News
he even dbnated money from his Sports Editor, Leland Stein ca'!:
fight purses to the war effort.
be heard on WGPR radio (107.5)
Louis was a patriotic, humble every Sunday from II p.m. to
and giving human being - to a midnight. He can be reached at
fault. He even fought for the lelstein3@aol.com.
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BANK&TRUST
Customers First.

Photo by Sam James
Reginald Wyatt (I) with Laura McDowell

DIAMOND BAR - La Sierra High School 11th grader,
Reginald Wyatt ran the 400 hurdles for the first time this year
in the college division at the Ben Brown Invitational Track
meet recently held at Mt. Sac. He clocked in at 51.45 . This
was the fastest high school time in the nation.
Laura McDowell, a 13-year-old from Chemewa Middle
School competed and was the youngest athlete that competed in the Women's 400 meter and 400 meter hurdles. She
had an impressive showing at the meet finishing third overall in the 400 meters and fourth overall in the 400 meter hurdles .
Laura is expected to have an outstanding year and contin~
ue to be nationally ranked among the elite athletes in her
division which are the top, 20 in the nation.

Tuesday, April 8, 2008
Ontario Convention Center
2000 Convention Center Way
11 :00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

VIP Networking Session
Brought to you by

I Accountemps·
A Robert Half Company

12 :00 p.m. - l :30 p.m,
Luncheon

$60 per person
$540 per table of 10

The Ujim~ Project and Riverside City
.
College MCAC

Ashra Kwesi is a lecturer on ancient African history
ar.id religion. He reveals firsthand information from
the temples, tombs and papyrus papers recorded
·when African people were teachers of the world. His
compelling lectures are based on 27 years of historical expeditions in Africa, covering Egypt, Ethiopia,
Kenya and Ghana. Fourteen of those were spent as
an apprentice to the renowned scholar, Dr. Yosef ben
Jochannan. Mr. Kwesi presents spirited, visually'do~umented presentations designed to inspire and educate people of African descent and the world.
March 20, 2008 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm Riverside City
College Digital Library Auditorium
I

Are We
Headed for a
Recession
or Will It be a
Near Miss?
Our economy: It's been a wild ride. Possibly the most
challenging environment the region has seen in two decades •
or more.
Learn more about the state of the Inland Empire economy
while connecting with the region's diverse business community
as The Business Press presents the 10th annual Economic
Briefing on April 8 at the Ontario Convention Center.
Noted economist John Husing will present his economic
forecast for 2008. He will be joined.by a panel of experts who
will discuss what business leaders can do to improve their
situations as we recover from the housing crash, and what
to expect in the coming year.
Panelists include:
• Steve Johnson, longtime building consultant and
Southerh California director of Metrostudy, the housing
market research firm
• Mary Sullivan, a real estate consultant who has researched
the Inland Empire's industrial and office markets for
23 years
• Patty Senecal, director of government affairs for the
International Warehouse Logistics Association, and the
former vice president of Transport Express
• Larry Sharp, Rresident and CEO of Arrowhead Credit
Union, who will provide a review on changes occurring in
credit markets and their implications for the health of the
residential market in the Inland Empire

Parking: $6 per vehicle

Attendees also will receive a copy of the Husing Report.

Exhibitor Booth: $550

Don't miss what is sure to be one of the Inland Empire
business community's most talked-about events of the year.

presents

Secure your reservation today online
at www.thebizpress.com/events
For more information or to become a sponsor of this
exciting and newsworthy event, call 909-806-3102

Sponsored by:

THE BUSINESS PRESS

TIIE PHESS-E~TEHPHISE ~
l11i1111d Suuthtrn ( 't1/i(r r11io · \ ,\'('I•.·., Sn11rr,,
1
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A Night at the Hangar with Ellis Hall
album, "Christmas With the
California Raisins." He is the
voice of Baron of Bug Way
(Disney California Adventure),
Uncle Grizzly (Sesame Street
Live)
and
Santa,
(CBS
Television Special How Santa
Got His Village). He sang the
title track for the highly
acclaimed animated comedy,
Chicken Run (DreamWorks).
He was the voice of
Beetlejuice and arranged vocals
for the Universal Studios Tour
attraction.
This list along with his countless live . solo performances,
which include the Kennedy
Center, Hollywood
Bowl,
Grammys and the Oscars

Ellis Hall (left) with Michael Bolton

(Governor Ball) celebrations,
Figure Skating World ceremonies, Super Bowls, premier
parties, fundraisers and award
shows goes on and on: He also
has several solo performances
with symphony ap~arances. He
recently performed at the Nokia
Theatre receiving raved reviews.
A pivotal point in Hall's career
came when he signed as the first
artist to Ray Charles' own record .
company, "Crossover Records"
in 2003 . Ray Charles, the legend
died in 2004 passing the torch to
his friend , Ellis Hall to keep
good music alive. In honor of
the outstanding legacy that Ray
Charles has brought to the
American culture, Hall is contin-

watered down rhythm and blues ,
no razzle-dazzle, "I made highly
inspiration soul," says Ellis. "I
make music that produces a·
healing of the heart. And that is
truly amazing ... yes, it is." He"
continues, "I dare anyone to feel
this infectious joy of my soufful :
celebration."
For further information about :
Shery Levitt Educational and
Cancer Research Foundation , :
please contact Katja Snyder at
(310) 943-3349 or visit the website at www.slef.org. For ticket
information please ca11 (310)
39'1-9267.

TH 50TH
EBO , FA
FAIR PRESENTS

fulfills today, sharing his music
RIVERSIDE
with the world.
Listening to the hit tunes of the
By Lea Michele Cash
50's and 60's era, he started
Imagine experiencing a glori- playing bongos and excitably
ous sunset reflecting a hue of expressed his artistry. In addicolors . so brilliant, it astounds tion, with the assistance of two
you-taking your breath away. great influences in his high
Or imagine a field of wild flow- school life, teachers Dr. Henry
ers dancing with glee to the Santos & Paul Beauguss, Hall
rhythm and sounds of a gentle reached out to piano (the keybreeze. What do you have a board), and bass. He mastered
glimpse
of?
Ellis
Hall. them all' with mellifluous fusion
Magically inviting your mind for the seeds ha1 been planted,
and body on a soulful celebra- and music was now forever in
tion, a musical journey infused his heart. After finishing h_igh
with a passionate intensity that school in 1970, he toured up and
leaps straight from his heart to down the eastern seaboard in
every juke joint and loungeyours.
On Saturday, March 29, the traveling with "Jim Washington
Shery Levitt Educational and and the Pleasure Seekers" and .
HOSTED BY
Cancer Research Foundation "Dave DePree & Hustlers" and
Continually
presents
its
5th Annual Milt Jackson.
Fundraising Benefit "A Night at inspired by challenges and venthe Hangar'' taking this soulful turing down new roads, he
BENEFITOF:
journey featuring Ellis Hall. hitched across the country with
only
his
guitar.
During
the
70's
This special dinner and silent
~ Ser.bs
auction will be held at the Santa and 80's· he joined other bands,
f.bn
QnirMoncia Airport, Barker Hanger then started his own two bands,
1E
f'11darldt
Snat
"Ellis
Hall
and
the
Truth"
and
with all proceeds benefiting
young students whose lives have the "Ellis HaU Group."
lbal> - · r.A
In 1984, Hall moved to Los
taken a tragic tum and who need
Apl JO. 21D
Angeles
and
joined
the
financial assistance to stay in
U>pn
school. In addition, the organiza- funk/R&B sensational soul-stirTICKET PRICES:
tion is dedicated and committed ring group "Tower of Power" as
lead
vocalist
and
keyboardist.
\l>- $56.00
to raising and granting funds to
Exploding into the American and
support cancer research.
Genni Mnlssb, - $40.00
consciousness,
"We are proud to have such a international
ltCKE IS AYAILASLEAT:
magnificent talent support at our touring the world, he remained
VIIJ ~ flllll~
mission at Shery Levitt with the group until 1988, when
14G)
EIMarth Slreat-&.la D6
he
launched
a
solo
~areer,
taking
Educational
and
Cancer
(fS)
&-5Ba:)
his
musical
·
talents
and
song
Research Foundation," said Ian
Levitt, President and Founder. writing abilities to another level.
lluu DalM
"We are in for a tremendous His first release as a solo artist
1223)
Psris
was
a
version
of
the
Motown
treat, an electrifying evening and
smash
from
the
·
60's
"Every
f.bn Valr/,rA'll!6/
unforgettable performance filled
Little Bit Hurts". Hall has lent
(951) 243-E7
with music magic.
Ellis Hall is a producer, com- . his vocals and instrumental talFOR TICKET INFORMATION CONTACT:
poser, arranger, musician (instru- ents and/or performed with such
t.bnValr/
mentalist & percussionist) , song- top artists as Stevie Wonder,
111:k
a■,m Cannu11y Follldalbl
writer, and vocalist. He has Kenny G, Michael McDonald,
Lhla
(E) 4G-31i11
rocked large and small audiences James Ingram, James Taylor,
on countless stages around the Warren rlill, George Duke,
world ·as a featured guest artist Michael Sembello, Huey Lewis
and/or lead vocalist band mem- and the News, Bo Diddley, Taj
ber for over three decades. He Mahal, Freddie Hubbard, Bobby
remains the best-kept secret in Kimball and Toto, Jason Schelf
the music industry and at the of Chicago and Bobby Womack.
His most recent album "The
very forefront of non-sighted
multi-instrumentalist virtuosos Spirit Lingers On" is a re-issuing
who possess soul, R&B, gospel, to include a very special tune
blues, jazz, country styles, he is "Patiently" dedicated to dear
dubbed as a musical genius, a friends and every family enjoyprodigy that is illuminating and ing the birth of a first child. In
~\ (l )Rl(~S (:l(l)l'S
electrifying, a symphony orches- addition to his zest for music and
• Qualification Requirements
extensive list of credits, he has
trated in one human being.
• Mortgage Process (Required Documents)
Transcending childhood blind- also found success in television,
• Mortgage Loan Programs
ness, throughout his career over- commercials (both Radio & TV),
coming tremendous obstacles, he and movies. Just to name a few,
Lawrence's
Big
has artistically combined multi- Martin
~
ple musical elements featuring a Momma's House (20th Century
Registration
8:30 - 9:00am
five-octave range adding his Fox), Polar Express (Warner
9:00
9:45am
.
•
Mortgage Lending Overview
own unique personality and Bros), Catch Me If You Can
Alvin Burkett, IndyMac Bank
style. He contrasts his voice to a (DreamWorks), Love Can Build ,
• Financial Products anq Services
9:45 - 10:30am
beautiful effect and is unques- A Bridge (NBC), Bruce
FannieMae Representative
tionably a majestic life force that Almighty (DVD, Universal),
Introduction of Afternoon Workshops
10:30 - 10:45am
is.both colorful and inspirational, NYPD Blue (ABC, New York
10:45 -1 1:45am
Session #1 Workshop
traversing virtually every musi- Undercover (FOX), Santa
12:00 - 12:55pm
Lunch
cal notion in his head and heart Barbara (NBC), Beauty Spop (
Session #2 Workshop
1:00 - 1:45pm
• to his fans. Born in Savannah, MGM ), The Wonder Years
Session #3 Workshop
2:00 - 3:00pm
Georgia to Ellis and Arvanna (ABC), and Around the World in
Hall, the fourth of six children, at 80 Day (Nickelodeon) . His
the age of one, he began to lose voice is featured in numerous
DbiUtilii ~
his sight. By the age of five, the McDonald, Michelob, The
-Alvin Burkett
Wal-Mart,
Mattel,
family moved to Boston, Wave,
IndyMac Bank
$25 for registration card, go to
www.ecclesiachurch.com
Massachusetts where he was Goodyear, Budweiser, Lexus and
- FannieMae Representative
$3 5 at the door
Disney
commercials.
immediately enrolled in the
Financial Products
Hall experienced ~emendous
and Services
Perkins School for the Blind.
success
as
one
of
the
California
Learning in early adolescent
years, his education and musical Raisins with their platinum
studies bloomed at the school album, "The California Raisins
given birth to a dream that he Sing the Hit Songs," and a gold
The Black Voice News

ually invited from coast to coast,
to perform salutes to the legendary genius for no one can do
it better that Ellis Hall. Recently,
he performed an unforgettable
evening in Tucson, Arizona with
the Tucson Symphony Orchestra
and . guest Maestro AlbertGeorge Schram, "A Tri_bute to
Ray Charles".
Despite the travails of being
non-sighted, for Ellis Hall his
spirituality, boundless energy,
infectious smile and faith iri himself and God makes everyday a
blessing to deliver music to the
world. This is a testament to his
staying power and vocal versatility from traditional to contemporary to R&B, and Pop. No

AFashion Journey

Into Bliss and Beyond
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"My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge" Hosea 4:8

KNOWLEDGE
'

Financial Seminar
All You Ever Wanted To KnowAbout Motgage Lending!

Saturday, April 5, 2008 @ 8:30am
Ecclesla Christian Fellowship
l 3 14 Date Street,
San Bernardino, CA 92404
(909) 881-5551
www.ecclesiachurch.com

DIRECTIONS
From Rivcnidc
91 FwyE
215 fwy N
30 Fwy E
Del Rosa Exit- Right
Date Street- Right

from Redlands/Yucaipa
30 FwyW
Del Rosa Exit- Left
Date Street- Right

From LA/Pomona
IOFwyE
215 FwyN
30 Fwy E
Del Rosa Exit- Right
Date Street- Right

7
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Short Selling: An Option other than Foreclosure
of Black home ownership .
fell slightly in 2005. It also
reported that home foreclosures among minority
homeowners could rise further in coming years due to
higher rates. The article
said that the race of borrowers is not available on
foreclosure documents, but
studies that compare foreclosure rates to the racial
makeup of the neighborhoods where the foreclosures are talcing place suggest that the rate is rising
higher for minority homeowners.
So who is to blame? The
sub-prime mortgage rates
for one. Sub-prime loans,
are loans made to borrowers with credit histories that
the industry considers less
than prime. These loans
have interest rates that' are,
on average, three points
higher than the prime rate
and they carry higher fees
and prepayment penalties
that make them expensive
to refinance. Further, many
of the sub prime borrowers
took out adjustable rate
mortgages where payments
rose if interest rates rose.
Their plan was to refinance
these loans using the
expected increase in value
of their house to help them
i,'-'A 'f,I.I l<
qualiry ror a better loan.

..

~ ......

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Dr. F. Beer, Mai Akasaka
and Dong Woon Kim
The housing boom of the
last decade has helped
increase minority home
ownership rates above 50

percent for the first time in
2004. Social scientists
praise this success because
home ownership encourages greater neighborhood
.stability and economic
progress. President Bush
cites rising minority ownership as an achievement

under his "ownership society" programs.
Unfortunately,
things
have changed. The market
is crashing and minorities
are losing their residents in
huge amounts. An article
published in the New York
Times reports that the rate

Actress Hattie McDaniel's Memory Honored
On Stage
Actress Hattie McDaniel was known for saying "I'd rather play a
maid for $700 a week than be one for $7.00 a week." Seventy years
ago she won an·Oscar. So in celebration of the Oscar winning, the
life of Hattie will be portrayed on stage at the lnghr~m Community
Center, located at 2050 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
St. Paul A.M.E. presents Vickilyn Reynolds in "Hattie ....What I
Need You to Know" directed by Reginald D. Brown. There will be
on~ performance only and only 350 tickets are available for April
19, 2008 at 6:00 p.m. Tickets are available for $35.
For information call (909) 887 -1718.
New Hope Missionary Baptist <;:hurch
Dr. Robert L. Fairley, Pastor

Revival • Revival • Revival
"Witnessing for C rist with Lips, Life,
a d Lo e"
Act 1:8 NIV

~uesday - Thursday

March 20, 2008
6·:30 PM nightly

Unfortunately, house values did · not increase, but
instead dropped!
In
Riverside
and
San
Bernardino Counties, the
average price of homes has
dropped by 18.6% and 16%
respectively.
Now that houses are no
longer increasing in value,
sub-prime borrowers cannot refjnance. This forces
them to pay a much larger
mortgage payment, which,
they
cannot
afford.
Conclusion?
A sharp
increase in foreclosure.
If you have bought a
house within the last 2
years, you know exactly
what I mean. It is time to
understand what your
options are. In this article
we explore Short Selling.
A short sale is a nice
option to get out from possible foreclosure and sell
your house. Here is how it
works.
Imagine that you have a
house that has a $200,000
mortgage. Unfortunately,
your real estate agent states
that the house is now worth
$150,000. If you find a
buyer for your house, you
are going to be required to
come up with the additional
$50K. Most people don't
have as much extra cash .
When you do a short sell

you need to contact the
lender and get their
approval to sell the house ·at
whatever the market is at.
Sometimes lenders agree to
this because they know
their other option is foreclosure. When they have to
sell a foreclosure they usually wi11 only get 50 to 60%
of the market value of the
house.
Most people who have
had a foreclosure have a
difficult time buying a
home within the first 3
years, unless they have a
generous down payment.
Even then, their interest
rate might be higher due to
the fact that the new lender
knows the person has. lost a
house to foreclosure in the
past. If you elect to "Short
Sell" your home, make sure
you work with an agent
familiar with the procedure.
A professional realtor will
assist you in avoiding a
deficiency judgment for the
amount of money that the
bank lost.
Lenders may claim whatever debt they've forgiven
as a loss on their taxes and
issue a 1099 form. In other
words, the forgiven debt is
taxed as earned income.
You should definitely
check with your accountant
for this information.

. . ...,,. . . i

Highest Rating
by the Better
Business Burea

Highest Rating
by the Better
Business Burea

25th Year Anniversary

For
LeVias and Associates
Thank you and all of Southern California for your loyalty and constant referrals
We promise you for the next twenty five years our service will be as good or better
than the previous twenty five.

(BPO) 500-7047

Party Time Old School Dinner and Dance
LeVias and Associates invite you to join us in our yearly
· Old School Friendship Dinner and Dance.
Let's dance to the great music of
Marvin Gaye.The Temptations.The Supre_
mes and Earth Wind & Fire.

S~turday, April 5th 2008,
Hollywood Park Casino
3883 Century Blvd., Inglewood, California
8:00 pm - 2:00 am • Dinner Served 8:00 pm - 9:30 pm
Tickets on Sale At ·

New Hope Annual ~evival services will be held with Rev. Fredrick L. Fa!rley, Pastor,
Brean Baptist Church, Phoenix,AZ as lecturer and Rev. Keith Clark, Pastor of the
World Assembly Community Church, Oakland, CA as evangelist.
New Hope MBC
1575 W 17th Street • San Bernardino

Hollywood Park Casino
3883 Century Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90302

Men Suits Warehouse
20775 Avalon Blvd.
Carson, CA 90746

$25.00 in Advance • $35.00 At Door if Available
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Schools & Education
Jobs Wanted

443

Employment Opportunities

ADOPTIONS
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? We
match Birthmot!lers wlt!l Families
nationwide. u,.;ng Expenses Paid.
Toll Free 24(( Pbbys One True
Gift Adoptions. 1-866-459-3369.
(Cal-SCAN)
AUTOS WANTED
DONATE YOUR CAR: Olikln!n's
Cancer Fund! Help Save A Child's
Ltte Tllrough Researeh & Support!
Free Vacation Package. Fast,
Easy& Tax Deductible. Call 1-Wl252-0615. (Cal-SCAN)
DONATE

YOUR

VEHICLE!

Bu1inH1 & Financial

945

Receive Free Vacation Voucher.
United Breasl Cancer Foundation.
Free Mammograms, . Breas1
Cancer Info www.ubcf.info Free
Towing, Tax Deductible, NonRunners Accepted, 1-888-4685964. (Ca~SCAN)
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ALL CASH CANOY ROUTE. 30
Machines and Candy. All for
$9,995. Be yoor own Boss.
MultJVend LLC, 880 Grand Blvd.,
Deer Park, NY. 1-888-625-2405.
(Cal.SCAN)
AMERICA'S FAVORITE COFFEE
Dist. Guaranteed Accounts. Muti
Billion $ Industry. Unlimrted Profit
Potential. Free Info. 24n 1-800729-4212. (Cal-SCAN)
CALLING ALL MOMS! Ctvistian
Jewelry Marl<eting Canpany Says
'Join Our Nationwide Team'. Work
From Home. Choose YO\I Hours·.
Unlimited Polential. Complele
Training. Toll Free 1-877-5933449. (Cal-SCAN)
BUSINESS SERVICES
ADVANCE YOUR PLAN to Grc,,v
yoor Business! Get Email marketing, Direct mail, and SEO lo
prospect fo, you! 1-951-678-7775.
www.AdVancedDatabaseMarl<etin
g.com (Ca~SCAN)
ADVERTISE! Newspaper advertising works! Reach 6 million
Californians! 240 newspapers
statewide. $550 for a 25-word
classified ad. Cal (916) 288-6019
elizabeth@aipa.com www.Cal•
SCAN.com (Cal.SCAN)
DISPLAY ADVERTISING! Reach
over 3 milion Californians il 140
community newspapers. Cost
$1,800 fo, a 3.75'1<2' display ad
(Super value t!lat works out lo
about $12.86 per newspaper). Call
(916)
2BB-ll019
elizabeth@cnpa.com
WWW.Cal•
SCAN.com (Cal.SCAN)
NEWS OR PRESS RELEASE
SERVICE? Tllo CalWomia Press
Release Service is the only serv•
.ice wit!l 500 current daily, weeijy
and college newspaper contacts-in
Califomia. Questions call (916)
288
6010
www.CalifomiaPressReleaseServi
ca.com (Cal-SCAN)
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 Convert your Logs To Valuable
Lulliler with your own NOf'MlOd
portable band sawmill. Log skidders
also
available.
www.NorwoodSawMins.corrl3llON
-FREE Information: 1-800-5781363 - x300-N. (Cal-SCAN)

I

Em,loyment

o--.

HELP WANTED/DRIVERS

500
550
575
600
625
650
675

NEW MEXICO HIGH Country. 3-8
acre partels. Trees, views, undergroond utilities, surrounded by
government land. Low down, guar·
anteed
financing.
www.SWProperties.com 1-888812-5830. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140
acres was $149,900, Now Only
$69,900, Amazing 6000 ft. elevation. lrmdible mountail views.
Malure tree cover. Power & year
round roads. Excellent financing.
Prtced forQUICk sale, Call NML&R.
Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN)
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE ·
Neveda 5 acres . $19,900.
Beautiful b\Jlding ~te with electric
& county maintained roads. 360
deg,ee views. Great recreatiooal
opportunffies. Financing available.
CaH nowl 1-877-349-0822. (Ca~
SCAN)
SOUTHERN
COLORADO
RANCH Sale 35 Aaes- $29,900.
Spe~cular Rocky Mountain
Views Year round aa:ess. elec/
tale indJded. Excellent Financilg
available w/ low down payment
Call Red Creek Land Co. Todayl 1,
866-696-5263 x3469, (Cal.SCAN)

Alejandro Jesus Rodriguez
1553 S. Escondido Blvd. Apt. '107
Escondido, CA 92025
~~~jiness is conducted by
Regisbant has not yet begun lo
transact business under lhe fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnalion in
t!lis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
fnformalion wllich he o, she knows
lo be false is guil1y of a crime.)
s/. Alelandro J. Rodriguez
Tl1e filng of t!lis statement does
not of i1self aut!loriza the use in
this state of a fictitioos business
name in vootion of t!le rtghts of
another undar federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement ! led with the Coonty of
Riverside oo 01/31/08.
I hereby certify that this ,Y Is a
::,f1on~i~f theoffi~ina staleNOTICE: This~tioos business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was fled in the
Office of the Coonty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement musl be filed before
that
time.
The fling of t!lis statement does
not itself authorize t!le use in t!lis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rig,ts of
anot!ler under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Saq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. ward, Coulty Cieri<

FILE NO, R-2008-01324
p. 2128, l/6, 3113, 3l'20

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
APPlES-2-0RANGES
1179 Brasado Way
Riverside, CA 92508
RiV8fSide Coonty

NEW MANUFACTUREDHOMES,
Now Wholesale prices direct to t!le
public.
Save
thousands
Guaranleed. Free infonnation
Packet. TOllfree 1-866-467-8811
/para espanol marque ext. seiscienlos cuetro. (Cal-SCAN)

ms business is conducted by
lndi'lidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitioos name(s) listed above.
·1dec!are that al t!le infonnation in
t!lis '1atement is true and correct.

NEW ARIZONA LAND Rush! 1 or
2-1/2 'Football Field" Sized Lots!
$0 Down. $0 Interest. $159-$208
per monlhl Money Bacit
Guarantee! 1-888-ll10-4996 or
www.SunSi1esLandRush.com
(Cal-SCAN)
SCHOOLS/INSTRUCTION
GET
CRANE
TRAINED!
Ci:ane/Heavy Equipmen1 Training.
National Certification Prep.
Placement Assistance. Financial
Assistance. Nevada School of
Cons~uction. www.Heavy6.com
Use Code "SCCNH" 1-817-2542936. (Cal.SCAN)
TIMESHARES/RESORTS
TIMESHARES! TIRED of FEES?
Call www.BuyATimeshare.com to
sell, ~ t or buy a tlmeShare. Get
free ilfo today and get cash at
dosing. Call Nowl 1-877-8681931. (Cal-SCAN)

Fictious
Business
943 1
Mame
Statements

DRIVER - CDLTraining: $0 dO'Ml,
financilg by Central Refrigerated.
Drive for Central, earn Lil to $40k+
AMENDED
1st yean 1-800.587-0029 x4779. , The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
www.CentralDnvingJobs.net (CalYTJ 71UTO TRANSPORT& TOW•
SCAN)
ING
4214
Mescale Rd.
DRIVERS: ASAP! Si!J)-On Bonus.
Riverside, CA92504
35-42 cpm. Earn over $1000
Riverside
County
weekly. Excellent Benefits. Need

~~:,n1~i~:.~~a~
to be false isguilty of a crime.)
s/. Patricia Mercedes Vega
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use "
t!lis stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federa1 stale, o,
common law(sec. 1446et. seq. b
&p code)
Slatement filed with the County of
Riverside oo 02/01/08.
I hereby certify that t!lis copy is a
conect ccpy of the original state'ment on life in my office.
NOTICE: Tllis ffcti11ous business
name statement expires five years
from t!le date it was filed in t!le
Office of the Coonly Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The ffiing of t!lls statement does
not itself authorize lhe use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of t!le rii,,ts of
anot!ler under federal, slate o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

~i18i: ~~ m/Jt=· bu~ness
name statement expires five years
from the date ii was filed in lhe
OfflC8 r:J t!le County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Bus,iess
Name
Statement musl be filed before
that
lime.
Tlle fi111g of this statement does
not itseW authorize t!le use In this
slale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights r:J
another under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Qiunt)' Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02163
p. 2128, l/6, 3113, 3/20
The lollowing persoo(s) is (are)
doing bu~ness as:
CHAltLIES PLUMBING HEAT•
ING & AIR CONDrTIONING
1410 Third Street #12
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
Cha~es Robert Carisa
2323 Mary St
Riverside, CA 92506
:~~:i'."ess Is conducted by
~=ntu~~=
ness name(s) listed above on
9/13/2007,
I declare t!lat all the information in
this statement is true and CO!Tect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
fnforrilatioo wllch he or she knows
~-g ~~i a crime.)
The filing o! this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in vic,ation of the rights of
another ooder federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&o code)
Slatement filed with t!le County of
Riverside on 02/21108.
I hereby certify that this ccpy is a
correct ~y of t!le original state~~l~:fi ~rsm~i:· business
name statement expires five yaars
from the date it was filed in t!le
Office of t!le County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious • Business
Name
Statement mus1 be filed before
that
lime,
The filing of t!lis statement does
not itseW aulhorize t!le use in t!lis
state of a Fictitious B\Jsiness
Name in violation of t!le rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Coon!)' Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02199
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3/20

p, 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

The foll0111ng person(s) Is (are)

doing business as:
BRIGHT HOPE EVANGELISTIC
CENTER
1072 Heacod<
Moreno va!ey, CA 92557
Riverside County
P.O. Box 5515
Riverside, CA 92517
Riveraile County
Bright Hope Evangelistic Center
10721 Heacock SI.
Moreno Vaney, CA 92557
CALIFORNIA

Tllis business is conducted by
Corpo,ation.
~~~!':sn~=r~~r~~:
ness name(s) listed above on Feb.
1999.
I declare that all lhe infonnatloo In
this statement is true and co"ect.

!~==~~
i~::~::-,;
to be false is guilty of a
crine.)

t~:I

~rs

Com. Real Estate 975

~~:~=~a~

t~

\

canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-01664

p, 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

AMENDED

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST FRIDAYS
2181 Prtnce Albert D1ive
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside Coonty
Mary 0a,.;s Welch
2181 Prtnce Albert Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
Tllis business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitioos name(s) listed above.
I declare thaf all the infonnation In
t!lis statement is true and correct.

lto~be~:'.mit~ir~~
false is guilty of a
crine.)

s/. Mary 0. Welch
The filmg of t!lis statement does
~ of itsett authorize the use in
t!lis state of a ficti11ous business
name in ,.;o1ation of t!le rights of
another under federa1 stale, o,
common law (sec. 1446el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed wit!l the Coonty of
Riverside on 01/04/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
conect copy of the original statement oo flle In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Slatement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself aut!lorize the use i1 this
state of a Fictttious .Business
Name in violation of the rtghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
•
Larry W, Ward, Countv Cieri<
FltE NO. R-2008-001b3
p, 1117; 1/24, 1/31, 211, 2128, 316,

3113. 3l'20

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
1ransact business under t!le ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare t!laf all t!le Information in
this statement is true and conect.
(A registrant \\llo declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/. Jackson W. Gerbi, President
The filing of t!lis statement does
not of ilself authorize the use in
this state of a ictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&o code)
Statement filed with t!le County of
Riverside on 02/21/08.
I hereby certify t!lat this copy is a
conect copy of t!le original statement oo file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name sta1ement expires five years
from the date it was filed In t!le
Office of t!le County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
thal
lime.
Tlle filing of t!lis statement does
not rtseW authorize the use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of t!le rtghts of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
No.wt2~~:34aerk
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3l'20

~fffi'

The lollowmg person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
OJ'S" GLASS CO.
10921 Nebraska Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
P.O. Box 8471
Riverside, CA 92515
Riverside Counly

•

Roger Campos Ledesma
10921 Nebraska Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.

~~~~n~~~~~~~~~i".!~

ness name(s) listed above on
2003, ,
I declare t!lat all the in!ormation in
this statemen1 is true and co~ect.

f~~~:~J=~:~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
,s/. Roger C. Ledesma
The fifing ol 1his statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
statement filed with lhe Coonty of
Riverside oo 02/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ccpy of the original stalement on file in my office.
,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before
that
(ime.
Tlle filing of t!lis statement i!Oes
not itseW authorize the use in t!lis
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in viofalioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or

I

The following person(s) is (are)

Rlv~8,,":~1~:e Coonty of
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
conect ~Y of t!le original slate-

~I~ ~ 7~

business
name statement expires tive years
from the date it was filed in the
Office r:J the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
stalemenl musl be filed before
that
time.
The fililg of this stalement does
not itsett authorize the use in t!lis
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of lhe rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward. Coonty Clerk
FlLE NO. R-2008-02296
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120
The lollow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
K&R COMMUNICATIONS
3322 Connors Dr.
Penis, CA 92571
Riverside Coonly
P.O. Box 52425
Riverside, CA 92517

·4290 Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501

Riverside, CA
~ctfxe7~~ty
Riverside, CA 92513
Zacarias Garcia Murillo
9101 Jersey Drive
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
lndi~ual.
~~~:it~;:1r1~~ititt:ii~i
ness name(s) listed above oo
02/01/08.
I dedare t!lat an t!le informalioo in
this statement is lrue and correct.

of a crime.)
The fil,ig of this statement does
not of itself aut!lorize the use in
t!lis stale of a fictitious business
name n vK>lation of the rights of
another under federal, slate, o,
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside oo 02/11/08.
I hereby certify that this coFs is a
::'ooWii~th~:'Jina stateNOTICE: This lctitious business
name statemenl expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the Ccunty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of t!lis statement does
no! itself authorize the use in this
state of a Ficmious Business
Name in vK>lation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Countv Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-0lnO
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

The lollov,mg personls) Is (are)

doing business as:
INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT
TUTORING
180 W. Big Sprilgs Rd.Apt. 15
.Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
Madina Michelle Brammer
180 W. Big Sprilgs Rd. Apt. 15
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare thaf al t!le lnformalioo in
this statemen1 is true and correct.

~:~i::'.mi
i~ci::~:1n:s
lo be false is guilty of a Clime.)

s/. Madina Brammer
The filing of this statement does
no! of rtsett authorize t!le use In
this state of a fictitious business
. name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside oo 02/04/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement oo file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in t!le
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictilious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befo,e
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize t!le use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professioos
Code~
NOi~~~~lerk
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

~fffi'

The lolk>Mng person(s) is (are)

~~i b~~flsoWtoR-N-MORE
25775 Via Salemo Ct.
Moreno Valey, CA 92551
Riverside County
Daphne Michelle Lewis
25775 Via Salemo Ct.
Mo,eno Valey, CA 92551

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regisbant has not yet begun to

,Y

I hereby certify that this
Is a
=n~yii~theoffi~ina stateNOTICE: This lctitioos business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the Coonty Clertt A new
Fictilioos
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
Tlle fiing of this sialement does
nol itself authorize the use in !tis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411 ,
Et Saq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Oerl<
FILE NO. R-2008-02223

p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

the loll0\\1ng person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
L.G.llROWN NOTARY SERVICE
25182 Corte Oranada
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside County
25060 Hancock Ave. Ste. 103-126
Munieta, CA 92562
Leah Le'Nae Goodloe-Brc,,vn
25182 Corte Oranada
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business is conducted by
lndi,.;dual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bu~ness under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that an t!le information in
t!lls statement ~ true and corred.

!~=g;~'
.m,~ir::~
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)

s/. Leah L. G. Brown
The fililg of lhis statement does
not of itseW authorize the use r,
Ke~n Gerard King
t!lis state of a fictitious business
12360 Tuscola St.
name in violation of t!le rights of
another under federal, slate, o,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
Redentor Cruz Ladiana, II
&p code)
3402 Churchill Lane
Statement filed with the Counly of
Penis, CA 92571
.. Riverside on 02/19/08.
' [ hereby certily t!lat ttis ccpy is a
This business is conducted by Co•i;orrect corey of the original statePartners.
~~\~ fi m/~:· bu~ness
Registrant has nol yet begun to
transact business under the fictiname stalemenl exµres five years
tious name(s) listed above.
fTem the date I was filed in t!le
, I declare t!lat all t!le lnfonmatioo in
Office of lhe County Oerk. A new
. this slatement is true and conecl
Fictiious
Business
Name
Statement mus1 be !led before
~:.'~ea:n':s
that
time.
The fiing of ttis statement does
to be false is g.Jilty of a crime.)
nol Itself autrorize t!le use in this
s/: Redentor C. Ladiana / Kevin G.
state of a Fictitious Business
fding this statement does
Name in violation of t!le rights of
another under federal, slale or
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
name in ~Olation of the righls of
Code).
anot!ler ooder federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Larry W. Ward, Counly Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02110
&p code)
Statement filed with t!le Coonty of
p. 2128, 3/6, 3113, 3120
Riverside on 02/07108.
I hereby certify t!lat t!lis copy is a
The lollowiig person(s) is (are)
doog business as:
correct copy of the original staleL.S. TECH SOLUTIONS
ment on file in my office.
3214
Durahart St. 'B'
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Riverside, CA 92507
name statement expires five years
Riverside County
from the dale it was filed in the
P.O. Box 1133
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Riverside, CA 92502
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fded before
Lawrence James Sanders
that
time.
3214 Durahart St. 'B'
The filing of t!lls statement does
Riverside, CA 92507
not itseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, state o,
comrron law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
CodeW

~f,

f~~:~J
i~~iWJ~SU~o
& BANNERS
5628 Van Buren Blvd.

t~;(~::n:s
~-~~:;•Ji~\%

Disposition Services, Inc.
250 S. State St.
San Jacinto, CA 92583
CALIFORNIA

transact business under the flcti•
tious name(s) lis1ed above.
I declare Iha( all the information in
this statement is true and co"ecl
A registrant wllo declares as true,
nformatioo wlllch he o, she knows
to be false is 9ui11v of a Clime.)
s/. Daphne Michelle Lewis
The !ling of this statement dces
not of ttself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In viOlalioo of the rtghts of
another under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

tcode)

f~=tnt~

Code),

Larry W. ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-01334

s/. Stephen E. Patterson, CEO 1
The fifing of t!lis slatement <lOel
not of itself authorize the use in
t!lis state of a fictitioos business
name in violation of t!le ri\1lts of
another under federal, stale, o,
COL-A and 3 moot!ls recent OTR
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Carlos Juan Dioso Morton, Jr.
&p code)
required. 1-800,-635-8669. (Cal4212 Mescale Rd.
Statement !led with the County of
SCAN)
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside oo 02/19/08.
OUR TOP REGIONAL Driver
This business is conducted by _ I hereby certify that this ccpy is a
correct ~y of the original statemade $61,147 in2007! How much • Individual.
Registrant has not yet ~un to
didYoueam?$.41 perrnile?Make
~6~~fi ;:~m;J:: business
bansact business under the flctimore in 20081 Home weekly!
name statemen1 expires five years
Heartland Express 1-800-441from the date rt was Hed in the
f:~tion in
4953. www.HeartlandExpress.can ·
Office of the County Clerk. A new
this
stalement
is
true
and
cooect.
(Cal-SCAN) •
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
i=ea=
t!lat
time.
HELP
WANTThe filing of this slalement does
ED/MISCELLANEOUS
~-t~S:J~iu~
not
ilself
aut!lorize
t!le
use
in
ttis
The filing of th~ statement does
state of a FicUtlous Business
REPO AGENTS NEEDED in
not d itsett authorize the use in
Name
in
'Violation
of
the
rti,,ts
of
California. Please apply onine at
this stale of a fictitious business
another under federal, state o,
name In v!Olallal of the rights of
www.RepoManJobs.can (Cal•
common
law
(See
Section
14411,
another under federal, state, or
SCAN!
Et Seq., Business and Professions
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Code):
&p code)
HOMES FOR SALE
LarryW. Ward, County Clerk
Statement fled wlt!l t!le Coonty of
FILE
NO. R-2008-02092 •
Riverside on 01/10/08.
FORECLOSED HOME AUCTION.
p, 2128, l/6, 3113, 3120
I hereby certify that this ccpy is a
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside &
correct ~y of the original stateMore. 1000+ Homes Must Be
The !ollowmg person{s) is (are)
Sold! Free Catalog 1-800-864~t18'E:
m/J:! business
~".9J1tti~t l¥011
8038. www.USHomeAuction.com
name statement expires ijve years
8388 Camelia Drive
(Cal-SCAN)
from the date rt was filed in the
Riverside, CA 92504
Office of lhe County Clerk. Anew
Riverside
County
Fictitious
Business
Name
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE
P.O. Box 7995
Statement must be filed before
Riverside,
CA92513-7995
1hal
time.
BULK LAND SALE 80 acres Tl1e filing of this statement does
$49,900. Take advantage of buy·
Camille
Lynn
Bu11s
not 11sef authorize the use in t!lis
ers market and own beautiful
8388 Camelia Drive
state of a Fictitioos Busness
Riverside,
CA
92504
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
Tllis
business
is conducted by
common law (See Section 14411.
Individual.
Et Seq., Business ard Professions
mountain property. Price reduced
Code).
~~=ni~:~:~~u~J~
oo large acreage in Arizona's wine
Larry W. Ward,.~~!1,_ty Clerk
tioos narne(s) listed above. ·
country. Won't lastl Good access &
FILE NO. R-2wo-uu393
I
declare that all t!le lnfonnatioo in
,.;ews. Wildlife abounds al Eureka
p. 1/24, 1/31, 211, 2114, 2128, ~'
this statement is true and correct.
3113, Jf(IJ
Spnngs Ranch. Financing available. Offered by AZLR. ADWR
The lolow,ng person(s) is (ere)
report. 1-877-301-5263. (Caldoing business as:
~-~:ii: E.
of a crime.)
SCANI
A.B.C. SUPERIOR SERVICES
The fiing of this statement does ·
1553 S. Esaindido Blvd.Apt. #207
INVEST IN MONTANA Land for
not
of
itself
authorize
t!le use in
Escondido, CA 92025
t!le future 20 AC with SLM Hunting
t!lis state of a fictitioos business
San Diego Coonty
nanl'I in violation of t!le rights of
Land - $39,900 34 AC Timber

f~f~/:r..
f~~S:~J

another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. .t,
&p code)
Stalemenl fded with t!le Coonty of
Riverside on 02/20/08.
I h~reby certify lhat this copy is a
correct ~y of t!le original state-

~-~:t

Patricia Mercedes Vega
1179 Bresado Way
Riverside, CA 92508

LUXURY OREGON COAST
Estate - 3,967sf wstom lodge
home on82 ac~ w/gageous 180
oceen view. 4-staP barn & rollr,g
pasture! Too much 10 mention
here. Minutes to wortd dass fist>
ing & 1 hour to Bandon Dunes
GoW. Offered at: S2.9M
m.OldCoastRanch.info o, 541247-7857. (Cal-SCAN)

Recreation
Transportation

Lobby Hours:
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

MAN UFACTURED/MOB! LE
HOMES

REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE

700
720

, To mail.or e!_ace your ad in person:

3:00 P.M.
Ri<lges & Min. Views• $99,900 40
AC with SLM Horse Trails $49,900 Year round road and new
utilijes. Surveyed, approved and
insured. Beautiful ..;ews, sunsets,
taos of e:k. Stale land and BLM
access. Miles of hiking, riding, and
hunting from your back doorl
DiScount l)ficing & seller tenns
until Apnl 151!1. Call 888-361-3006
o,
,.;sit
www. Wes tern Skie sLa nd .com
(C~SCAN)

autos

Commercial Real Estate
Apartments For Rent
Condos &Townhomes For Rent
Houses For Rent
Real Estate For Sale
Condos &Townhomes For Sale
Houses For Sale

HOW TO REACH US:
951.682.6070

For insertions, changes and cancellations:

IAnnouncements 100 I

homes

400
437

,.,,

Deadlines
TUESDAY

951.682.6070

j:o,bs

Announcements
Home & Business Services
Pets & Animals
Merchandise
Business & Financial

445

The Black ·Voice News

~l oi

This busness is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has nol yet begun to
transact bu~ness under t!le ftcti·
tious name(sl listed above.
I declare t!laf all the riformation in
this statement is true and con-eel.

f~==~Ji=:~i:s

to be false is guil1y of a Clime.)
s/. Lawrence Sanders
The filing of t!lis sla!ement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
t!lis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rtghts of
anot!ler under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
statement filed with t!le Coonty of
Riverside oo 02/19/08.
( hereby certify that this ccpy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tllis fictitioos business
name statement expires five years
from the dale rt was filed in t!le
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalemenl must be filed before
that
~ lime,
The filing of t!lis statement does
not itsett aut!lorize tile use in !his
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008--02100
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

11ie following persor,(s) is (are)

doing busiless as:
LEWIS TAX SERVICE (L.T.S,)
25775 Via Salemo Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Riverside County
Paul Pointer Lewis, Jr.
25775 Via Salerno Ct.
Moreno Valley, \:A 92551

Tllis business is conducted by
lndividlal.
Regisbant has not yet begun to
bansact business under t!le fictitioos riame(sl listed above.
I declare tha{ all the information in
this statement is true and correcf.

r~=~~J

~~ea:noin:.
to be false is guil1y of a crime.)
s/. Paul R. Lewis, Jr., ONner/CEO
The filing of this stalemenl does
not of itself authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitioos business
name in ,.;olation of the rtghts of
anot!ler under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with lhe County of
R~erside on 02/22/08.
I hereby certify thal this ccpy is a
correct ccpy of the original statement on file h'1 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitiws business
name statement expires five yaars
from the date it was filed in the
Office of t!le County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
Tllo filing of this statement does
not rtsett authorize the use in t!lis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

~fffi' No.i~~J~r~k!rk

p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

to false is g.iilty of a Clime.)
s/. Kevin Poond
The fling of this statement does
not of itself authorize t!le use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, QI
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq'. b
&p code)
Stalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/'l0/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in rrr; office.
NOTICE: Tllis fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Slalement must be filed before
that
time.
Tllo filing r:J this statemen1 does
not itsett authorize t!le use in t!lis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code~
Noi~%oi~;fs5lerk
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

~fffi'

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
L.C.
CONCRETE
AND
MASONRY
24511 Filaree Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Riverside County
Lo,enzo Castaneda Lopez
24511 FllareeAve.
Mo,eno valley, CA 92551
This business is ccnducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti·
tioos name(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the infonmation in
this slatement is true and conect.

f~:::~cit~:~:~:s

to be false is guil1y of a crime.)
s/. Lorenzo Castamed Lopez
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In ~olatioo of the rtghts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Slalement filed with t!le County of
,erside on 02/21/08.

The foll0111ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MANDALAY ESCROW
7899 Mission Grove Pkwy, Sutte A
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside County
The Sparks Team Realty, Inc.
7899 Mission Grove Pkwy, Suite A
Riverside. CA 92508
CALIFORNIA
Tllls business is ccnducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) lis1ed above.
I declare thaf au t!le infonnatioo in
t!lis statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information wllich he o, she knows
1o be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Michele Sparl<s, President
The filing of ttis statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use in
t!lis state of a fictitioos bu~ness
name ~ VIOiation of t!le rights of
another under federal, slate, o,
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Couity of
Riverside oo 02/15/08.
I hereby certify that t!lis copy is a
correct ~ of the original state-

~i~:fi ~~ m~~- business
name sta1ement expires five years
from the date It was filed il the
Office of the County Oerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement rrusl be filed before
that
time.
The filing of t!lis statement does
not Itself authorize the use " t!lis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of t!le rights of
anot!ler under federal, state o,
common law (See Saction 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-01983
p. 2128, 3/6, 3113, 3/20
The following person(s) is (are)
re1i~u~brt~1NISTRY
24281 Postal #215
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
P.O. Bex 5515
Riverside, CA92517
Stephen Eugene Patterson
27710 Auburn Lane
.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is ccnducted by
lndi..;qµal.

~,::sn~~~~~~;i~s~

ness name(s) listed above on
February 200.
I declare t!lat all t!le infonmation in
this statement is true and conect.

~~:~::Jii~:::~:s
to be false is guilty of a crime.)

s/. Slephen E. Patterson, CEO,

Sole Proprietor
The filing of this statement does
not of rtsett authorize the use in
t!lis stale of a ictitious bus1ness
name in violalion of the rights of
another under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

•

Engine Lathe.
Sign-On Bonus
Offered

Ke..;n Richard Pound
13165 Nighthawk Ct.
Chino, CA 91710

f~~~:~:,:i
~::h:~n':s
be

~

Reuland Electric a
manufacturer of electric motors is looking
for a Machinist -

the following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KING POUND PROMOTIONS
ADTRUX
IN TRANSIT ADS
13165 Ni!lht!lawk Ct.
Chino, CA91710
San Bernardino County

Tllis business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
bansact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare t!lat all the information in
this slatement Is true and correct.

Code~
No.? ~~?rk
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

English Instructor
Deadline: 04/21/08

Mathematics Instructor
Deadline: 04114/08

Grea1
benefits.
Position available for
swing shift. For more
information regarding
this
position
call
between 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. 626-8545170; or apply in· person
at
Reuland
Electric, 17969 E.
Railroad St., Industry,
CA 91748, M-F 7 a.m.
- 3:30 p.m.; or fax/email your resume to
626-964-2431 I hr•
ca@reuland . com .
Applications available
at www.reuland.com Em ployment tab.
EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

&p code)
Stalement filed with t!le County of
Riverside on 02/19/08.
I hereby certify that this cqJy is a
correct cqJy of t!le original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busiless
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in lhe
Office of the Counly Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in t!lis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

Larry W. Ward, Coonty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008.020ll1
p. 2128, 3'6, 3113, 3l'20
The following persor,(s) is (are)
doing business es:
MOISES TOWING
4161 Me St.
Rr1erside, CA 92519
Riverside Counly
Jose Cerda INMN)
5351 371h Sl
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business under the fictitioos name(s) listed above.
I declare !haf all lhe ilfonmatioo in
t!lis statement is true and co"ect.

f~r::=~:::~:s

lo be false is g.Jilty of a Clime.)

s/. Jose Cezda Gonzalez
The filing of this statement does

not of ltselt authorize the use In
th~ state of a fictitioos business
name in violation of lhe rti,,ts of
anot!ler under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

ti=~!
filed lvith the County of
Riverside on 02/20/08.

I hereby cernfy that this ~ is a
~~n'1if/;i~th~:2ina stateNOTICE: Tllis 6ctitioos bu~ness
name statement expires five years
from the data it was fled in the
Office of the County Clertt Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
nol rtselt authorize the use in ttis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in ..;o1ation of the ri\1lts pf
anot!ler under federal, stale .br
canmon law (See Section 14411 ,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<

•

MACHINIST - CNC
HORIZONTAL MILL
Sign-On Bonus
Offered

We have an opening
for a machinist for
graveyard. For more
information regarding
this positions call
between 7 a.m. to
3:30 p.m . 626-8545170; or apply in person
at
,Reuland
Electric. 17969 E .
Railroad St., Industry,
CA 91748, M-F 7
a .m. - 3:30 p.m.; or
fax/e-mail
your
resume to 626-9642431
/
hrca@re u land com.
Appli cat ions
availa ble
at
www.reu land .co m Em ployment tab.
EEOE - Females ;ire
encouraged to apply.

I

Employmtnt Opportwnttiff

ETIWANOA SCHOOL DISTRICT

Certificated T•acher Opening•
For th• 2008-2009 school yur

Only Complete Applicallons wm be
considered
Requirements:
NCLB Compliant
CLAD Certified
Apply@ www.eltwanda.org

Human Resources Analyst
Deadline: 04/04/08
On~ on-line electronic applications
and
supporting materials are accepted.

943 1

p. JIO, J/13, 3'20, 3127

•

New County recruitments this week:

Animal License Checker I
$10.90-$13.90/hr ·

Child Support Staff Training Instructor & Trainee•
$17. 76-$27.55/hr

Deputy Sheriff-(Lateral)
$3,903.47-$5,468.67/mo

Deputy Sheriff-(Pre-Service)

App~ onllne at

iobs1rcc.edu

$22.52-$31.55/hr

Deputy Sheriff Trainee
$19.79-$21.73/hr

Engineering Technician I
$14.58-$18.65/hr

Laboratory Response Network Coordinator
$26.27-$33.53/hr

For Assistance Gall

(951) 222-8595

Sheriff's Custody Specialist
$2,9~9.33-$3,742.27/mo

San Bernardino County HR
t 57 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino

An Equal Opportunify Employer

(909)387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant

P, 3/13

• Continued from B-2
FILE NO. R-2008-02188
p. 2128, l/6, 3113, 3120

• Tlie following person(s) is (are)
... dol~ business as:

.

ON ARIO YELLOW
CAB
COMPANY
YELLOW CHECKER CAB COM•
PANY
6258 Pear Ave.
~ona, CA 92880
Riverside County

FiBI American Transportalion
Company Eng
6258 Pear Ave.
Corona, CA 92880
• CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
• C;o,poration.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name{s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement is tnue and correct.
(A registrant who declares as tnue,
1nl:Jnilation which he or she knows
to be false Is guil1y d a crime.)
s/. Hussein A. Mahamud,
PfOSident
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
neme in violation of the rights of
another under fed~ state, or
conmon law (sec. 1 .el seq. b
~cod•)
tement filed witil the County of
Riverside on 02/19108.
I hereby cer1Jfy that this
ts a
ctrrec! COf1Y of the or'gina state-

:Y

I

Employmtnt ClppomlnHlts

943 1

not .of itself authorize the use in
this state o/ a liciitious business
name In vlotalion of the lights of
another under federal, state, or
common ~w (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&ccode)
S atement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/21108,
I hereby certify that this
is a
correct ~y of the origina stat&ment on fie in ~ffice,
NOTICE: This 'tious business
name statement expires five yeaB
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in vtofalion of Iha lights of
another under federal, state or
common ~w (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business end Professions
Code¼
La1 . Ward, County Cieri<
FIL NO. R-~2210
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3120

ment on file in m~.
NOTICE: This . . s business
name statement expires five yeaB
from the date it was fi~ in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseW authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another Under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code¼
La'.? . Ward, County Cieri<
FIL NO. R-2008--02088
p. 2128, l/6, 3lf 3, 3/20

,Y

The kilkiwing persoo(s) is (are)
doi~
nessas:
·
RE
ING PRO
5717 Mitchel Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Riverside County
Ubaldo Manuel Chavez-Delatorre
5717 MttcheU Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505

T1'ie following peraal(s) is (are)

This ~siness Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bu~ness under the lictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that alf the infamalion in
this statement is true and C001d.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnabon which he o, she knows
to be false Is guil1y of a cnme.)
s/. ubaldo M. Chavez-Detatone I
Aldo Chavez
The filing of this statement does

I

En,ptoymant Opport1M1Hlt1

dol~ bu~ness as:
RO AL TATTOO & BODY
PIERCING
620 Indian Circle
Pems, CA 92570
Riverside Coonty
= M . Conne'
2
~~'fve.
Moreno I/alley, CA 92553

I

Penis, CA 92570

Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stat• o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-~198
p, 2128, 316, 3113, 3/20

This business Is conducted by Co-

Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business lllCler the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare 1hat al the information in
this statement Is tnue and correct.

AMENDED

f~~~~~i~eaQ

The following penon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SORIA'S TRUCKING CORP.
3607 Mvers Sl
Riverside, CA 92503

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, George CoineJO
The fiing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in villation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01129/08.
I hereby certify that this CO!lY is a
comict copy of the orig;naf statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictnlous Business
Name in violation of the ~his of
another under federal. Slate or
corrvnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Soria's Trucking Corp.
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Co,poration.

~,::.o~~~u:=

ness name(s) isled above on Jun
6, 2003.
I declare that all !he lnfoonation In
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
fnformation which he o, she knows
to be false Is guilty of a cr'me.)
sl. Calixto Sona, President
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In
this state of a tictitious business
name in violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, state, o,
conmoo law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 11/02/07.
I hereby certify that this COf1'I Is a
oorrect copy of the Qriginal stat&ment 011 file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the date It was flied 11 the
Office of lhe County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing ol lhis statement does
not itsel authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state 0<
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business Md Professions
Code).
Lerry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-150&4

Code}.

t.arrv W.ward, County Clerk

FILE NO. R-2008-01172
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3/20

Rene Camargo (NMN)
802 S. CSL

943 1Employmtnt ~ 9431

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

nie following person(s} is (are)
doing business as:
SAtf JACINTO VALLEY MORTUARY
250 S. State St.
San Jacinto, CA 92583
Riverside County
Disocsition Se,vlces, Inc.
250 S. State St
San Jacinto, CA 92583
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
(:orporallon.

~1;:n~:-:cr~~=

p, 1118, 11115, 11122, 11129, 1117,
1a4, 1131, m . 2128. 316,

Wa

ness name(s) listed above on
07/19/2002.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement Is true and correct.

sl. Jackson W. Gerbi. President
The fiing of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under fed~, state, or
common law (sec. 1...u et. seq. b
&p code)
County of
I hereby certify that this CO!lY is a
correct copy of the Ofiginaf stat&ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not nseij authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professloos

•

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary

Employn,ent Opportunities

943 1

I

Employ,HIII 0ppor1unitln

~-~:"c~arre~tv of a crime.)
The filing of this statement does
not of ttser authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, state, 0<
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Stalement fi~ l\ith the County of
Riverside on 01/10/08.
I hereby certify that this COf1'I Is a
correct copy of the Qriginaf statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the date ~ was filed i1 the
Office ol the County Clertt AlleW
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fi~ before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itsett authorize the use In this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights bf
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wanl, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-00432
p. 1117, 1!14, 1131, 217, 2128, -~

Annetta Fa&.iHickman
15615Tum
St.
Moreno Valley, A92555
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that al the information in
this statement is true and correct.

3/J3, JliV

~~:,ru_:~~~

(909) 388-4918

I

f~=:~Jt!~~

· ~~~i\f.:~~6UP
15615 Tumberry SL
Moreno Valey, CA 92555
Riverside County
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. 71-415
Riverside, CA 92507

Interested applicants can download applications at www.JoinSBPD.o rg or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the. recruiter at

943 1

This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the tictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that afl lhe information In
this statement Is true and correct.

Toe following person(s) is (are)

The SBPD. offers competitive sala(Y;
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

943 1

RIVERSIDE

to be false ~ guil1y ol a crime.)
sl.Annetta Faye Hiclunan
The filing of this statemert does
not of itself authonze the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In vi~tion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 144u et. seq. b
code)
~v~=~1Jit~lhe County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the griglnal stat&ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This lictitious business
name statement expres five yeara
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business

The following peison(s) IS (are)

doing business as:
WEST SERVICE MUSIC
46640 Jackson SL
Indio, CA 92201
Rivfflide County
PO. Box 2594
Indio, CA 92202

En,poyn,tnt

~ 943 1

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare lhaf anthe infonnation in
this statement is true and CO!T8Cl

!~~:~~;~~=

to be false is guil1y of a crime.)
s/. Paul L. Chapman
The filing of tfis statement does
not of itself authorize the use in

I

E.,...t ap,..t,a,ltles

COUNTY

@[}:{]~~O[p[pD@
DEPA R' TM ENT

qua

serJos

~,=~=r"~~~:is~

l

~~:~=~:~:~

f~~~:=~::ea=

~i'.?No.i =tf~

solilloNs

This

=

=.

~(sac.~

tS:

°'

Paul lewis Chapman
43314 Nairobi Dr.
Indio, CA 92201

&i

I

ESTATE

Aaron 'vincent Chaires
4474 Leonard Court
Riverside, CA 92501

Code).
Larry W. Wanl, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-022~5
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3/20

Additional positions include:
• Law Enforcement Trainee
• Dispatcher
Community Service Officer
Records Technician

Employment OpportunHlts

~~ ~~r°'~EAL

APPRAISAL SERVICES
4474 Leonard Court
, Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside County

=:'!~Vos~

to be false is guilty of acrime.)
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/sellhelp/es
Statement must be filed befOlll
s/, Elias Nsameh
panoll), en la biblioteca de leyes
that
time.
de su coodado oen la oorte que le
The filing of this statement does • The fiing o/ this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
not of itself authorize the use in
quede mas cerca. Si no llUede
ar la cuota de presenfacion,
state of a Fictitious Business
this state of a liciillous business
name in violation of the rights of
al S8a'8tario de ~ oorte que
Name in violation of the rights of
~ de un forrrulario de exencion de I another under f~ra!,_state or
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
pago de cootas. SI no presenta su
common~ (See "8CUOfl 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
&i, code)
respuesta a Hempo, ~ede perder
el caso por incumplimiento y la
Code).
Statement filed with the County of
Lerry W. Wanl, County Cler1<
cone le POdra quilar su sueldo,
Riverside on 02/26108.
dinero y bienes sin mes aadverFILE NO. R-2008-024'38
I hereby certify that this cq,y is a
tencia.
p, 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127
correct copy of the ortginal statement on file in my office.
Hay otros requisitos legafes. Es
'1COll11180dable que Dame a un
T1'ie lolowing per1011(s) Is (are)
NOTICE: This fictitious business
doinQ business as:
name statement expires five years
abogado ilmedlatarnente. Si no
conoce a un abogado, puede HaANl't>NIOS PIZZA
from the date I was filed in the
mar a un seMcio de remission a
43384-A FIOrlda Ave.
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
abogad6s. Si no puede pagar a un
Herne~ CA 92544
abogado, es possible
cumpla
Riverside County
Statemen~ must be fi~ before
that.
time.
con los requisitos para obtener
Ashraf Pliiip Tawdrous
The filing of this statement does
servicios legates ratuoos de un
not
itself
authorize
the
use
in
this
rarna de
legates sin
1437 Ledluga Way
state of a Fictitious Business
~ de lucre. Puede encontrar San Jacinto, CA 92582
Name
in
violation
of
the
lights
of
Code}.
estos grupos ~ fines de lucro en
another under federal, state or
Larry W. Wanl, County Cieri<
el litio web de California legal
This business Is conducted by
Serv i ces ,
Individual.
common law (See Section 14411,
FILE NO. 1·2008-00M3
(www.lawhalpcalifomla.org), en el
Et Seq., Business and Professions'
p, 2!l8, 316, 3113, 3/20
Code).
Centro de Ayuda de las Cortes de
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
Cal i f o r n i a ,
ness name{s) lisled above on
The following peBOO(s} is {are)
FILE NO. R-200&-024138
doing business as:
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/sellhelp/es
2/25108.
XTREME IMPRESSIONS
panoll) o poniendose er, contacto
I declare that all the information In
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127
con la cone o el coleglo de aboga•
this statement is true and correct.
t 2338 Brewster Dr.
A registrant who declares as true,
The following peison(s) is (are)
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
dos locales.
The name ancjaddress ol the court
nformation which he 0( she knows
Riverside County
r~=sr~:Ns
Is: Superior Court of California,
to be fafse Is_9\llltv of a aime.)
1096 caiirresa Blvd,, Suite 210
County of Rivffllde, 4050 Main
SI. Ashraf P. fawlfrous
Spencer Wa'fTie Moore, Jr.
SL, Rlversije, CA 92501
Calimesa, CA 92320
12338 Brewster Or.
~Ji~a~n~~ Riversije County
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
The '11ame, addre~!i and telephone oomber o/ p,a,ntifl's attorthis stat• of a fictitious business
ney, o, plaintiff without an attorney,
name in violation of the riglts of
Jane McNeal (NMNl
This business is condU<:ted by
1096 calimesa Blvd.. Suite 210
Is: RaytTM)Od R. Lee S6#149316,
Individual.
.
another under fed•~~ state, o,
common law (sac. 1..., el seq. b
Calimesa, CA 92320 ,
Registrant has not yet begun to
Suppaj Trucchi & henein, LLP,
lransact business under the ficti3055 ndla St, San Diego, CA
&ii code)
Tahiru Koromah (NMN)
Slaternent filed with the County of
tious name{s} listed above.
92103
1096 Ca6mesa Blvd., Sutte 210
I declare Iha( all the information In
Date: April 09, 2007
Rlverside on 02/25108.
aer1<, by c. Bowman, Deputy
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
Calimesa, CA 92320
this statement is true and correct.
p. 2128, l/6, 3113, 3120
correct copy of the originaf stat&ment on fie in my otr,:e,
This business is conducted by a
NOTICE; This fictitious business
General Partriership,
lo be false is guil1y of acrime.)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
name statement expires five yeara
Registrant commenced to transact
s/. S1)81lcerW. Moore, Jr.
CHAN~ OF NAME
business under the fictitious busiThe filing of !his statement does
from the date It was filed in the
CASE NUMBER RIC mm
ness name(s) listed above on
nol of itself authorize the use In
Office
of
the
County
Clerf!.
A
new
To !'JI Wlterested PeBOOS'. Petitioner
Fictitious
Business
Name
03/01106.
this state of a fictitious business
Mayra Gllltgot fled a petition with
Staternent must be filed before
I declare that all the infonnation In
name in violation of the rights of
this cout fo, a decree ~
that
time.
this statement Is true and ~eel.
another under ~ , state, or
common law (sec. 1..., el seq. b
names as follows: Andm Isabel
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use In this
&i, code)
Gatltgot to Andm lsabtt Ortiz,
to be false is guilty of acrime.)
state of a Fictitious Business
Statement fi~ with the County of
Adrion Glbr1tt Gallogol to Adrion
Name
in violation of the riglts of
s/. Jane McNeal
Riverside on 02/20/08.
Gabriel Orth, Angil Gallogos to
The
filing of this statement does
I heraby certify that this copy Is a
another
under
federal,
state
or
Angil JON Ortiz. The Cour1 Orders
common law (See Section 14411,
not of itseW authorize the use In
oorrect copy of the original stat&that all pe!SOllS ilterested In lhls
ment on file in my office.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
this state of a fictitious business
matter appea, before this court at the
name in violation of the lights of
NOTICE: This fictitious business
hearing Indicated below to slx>w
another under federal, state, or
name statement expies five years
common law (sec, 1440 el seq. b
fran the date tt was filed in the
cause, r any, 'I/tr/ the petition kr
&p code)
Office of the Comly Clerl<. A new
p. 316, 3/13, 3/20, 3127
change o/ name shxJd not be gnmtStatement filed with the County of
Fictitious Business
Name
ed. Any po,son objecting to the name
Statement must be filed before
The lol0W1ng perioo(s) Is (are) Riveraide on 02/26/08.
changes described above must file a
doing
business
as:
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
that
time.
written objeclion that includes the
BUMPER 2 BUMPER CUSTOMS
c«rect COf1'I of the ortginal stat&The filing of this statement does
reasons b the objeclion at least two
1150FlintSt.
ment on file in my office.
not itself authorize the use In this
court days befooi lhe mater objeo,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
NOTICE: This fictitious business
state of a Fictitious Business
lion Is tinefy fled, the court may
neme statement e,pires five years
Riverside County
Name In violation of the rights of
from the date l was filed in the
another under federal, state o,
grant the petition wittlout a hearing.
'
Office of the County Clerk. A new
common law {See Section 14411,
~
Leon
Chartes
Notice of Hearing: Date: 4/8/08 f,me:
Fictifious
Business Name
Et Seq., Business and Professions
228S. Ralph Rd.
8:30 Dept: 8. The address of the
Code).
Lake
Elsinore,
CA
92530
Statement
must be filed befo,e
court is: Supe~or Court of
that
time.
Lerry W. Ward, County Cieri<
Clllfomlo, County of Rlvtfstde,
FILE NO. R-2008-021~
Jennlfar Shannon Charles
The fiing of this statement does
4050 Main 81, {P.O. Box 431),
228 S. Ralph Rd.
not itself auttooze the use in this
p, 2!l8, 3'6, 3113, 3120
Rlvfflldt, CA 12502-4431. A copy
state of a Fictitious Business
lake Elsinore, CA 92530
of this Onler to Show Cause shenbe
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state o,
CASE NUMBER RIC >469253
This business Is conducted by
published at least once each common law (See Section 14411,
Husband & WWe.
Notice to Defendant: Linda
for foll successM1 wests prior to lhe
Et
Seq., Business and Professions
Ptleraon; LN John Ptltnon;
Registrant
commerced
to
transact
date set br hearing on the petition in
Code).
buslnass
under
the
fictitious
busiand Dots 1 through 20, Only
the
folklwing
newspaper
of
general
Larry
W. Ward, County Clerk
You are being sued by pla1ntiff:
ness name{s) listed above on
cilculation, printed In tt.s county.
FILE NO. R-2008-02476
W1w1n111 lllutual Insurance
2/1/08.
Black
Voice,
4290
Broci<ton
Avenue,
I
declare
that
all
the
lnformallon
In
p. 3-5, 3113, 3/20, 3127
company, 11 aubrogtt and on
Riverside, CA 92501.
behaH ol lrauma M. German
this statement Is true and correct.
The
folki'Mn9
peBOO(s) is (are)
You have 30 Calendar Days after
(A registrant who dedares as tnue,
Oate: Feb. 19, 2008
doing business as:
fnformation whlcll he or she knows
this sun,mons and leQal PIP.""
Gloria C. Teosh, Judge of lhe
to be false is QUIity of a crime.)
INLAND BASKETBALL TRAIN•
are served on you to file a written
Superior Court
ING
response at this court and have a
p. 2128, 316, 3113, 3/20 · sl. Jenntter Cfiarles
The filing of this statement does • 12200 Kitching Ave.
cop~ served on the plaintif. Aletter
o, pnone call wll not protect you.
not
o/
~
authorize
the
use
in
Moreno
Valey, CA 92557
nie following person(s) is (are)
Your written response must be In
this state of a fictitious business
Riverside County
name In violation of the riglts of
proper le!lal loon Wyou want the
irl'9lt~rcs~TIONAL COMcourt to near )'OUr case. There
another under federal, state, or
warren Craijl Ufondu
MUNITY CENTER, INC.
12200 Kitching Ave.
may be a cou1 foon that you can
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
ALL 4 U RECREATIONAL COM·
Mo,eno Valey, CA 92557
use for your response. You can
&ii code)
MUNITY CENTER
Statement
filed
with
the
County
of
find these court forms and more
MU RECREATIONAL COMMUilfonmation at the Caifomia
This business is conducted by
Riverside on 02/25108.
NITY CENTER
Courts Onina SeW-Help Center · MURCC
I hereby cer1Jfy that this COf1'I is a
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
(www.courtlnfo.ca.gov/sellhelp),
correct copy o/ the ortglnaf stateAIHU
transact
business under the lictiyour county law library, or the
ment
011
fie
in
my
office.
16517 Cheltenham Road
lious name(sl listed above.
courthouse nearest you. II you • Riverside, CA 92504
NOTICE: This fictitious business
cannot oay the filing lee, ask the
name
statement
expires
five
yeaB
1
-0eciare
Iha( au the information In
Riverside County
court def1t for a fee waiver form. n
from the date It was filed in the
this statement is true and correct.
you do not file your response on All 4 U Reautionat Communl1y
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
(A registrant who declares as true,
bme, you may lose the case by
Fictitious
Business
Name
fnfonmation which he 0< she knows
Center, Inc.
default, and your wages, money,
Statement must be filed before
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
16517 Cheltenham Road
and property may be ta.\en without
that
time.
s/. Warren Ufondu
Ro,erside, CA 92504
further wam\nQ from the court
The filll)g of this statement does
The filing of this statement does
CORPORATION CA
There are olher legal requlr&not itself authorize the use In this
not of itsett authorize the use in
ments. You may want to can an
state
of
a
Flctltlous
Business
th~ state of e fictilious business
' bysiness is conducted by
attorney riQht trway. tt you do not
Name In violation of the riglts of
name in violation of the rights of
Corporuon,
know an ailomey, you may want to
Re!Jstrant has not yet begun to
eel an attomey referral S8IYice, If
:,S:.ede~~Z1f.
:11a~.o~
transact busiless under the ficti.
you cannot aftird an attorney, you
Et Seq., Business and Professions
&raicode)
tious name(s) listed above.
may be etigble for frae legaf servCode!.
1
I declare 1hat an the infonmation in
~ 211/08~ County of
ices frQn1 a nonprofit legal services
Lerry W. Watd, County Cieri<
tfis statement is tnue and correct.
program. You can locate these
FILE NO. R-2008-02371
I hereby certify that this copy is a
!A
registrant who declares as tnue.
nonproftt grot4JS at the Calttoma
p, l/6, 3113, 3/20, 3127
correct COf1'I of the or'ginal state,nformalion ..tllch he she knows
legal Services Web site
ment on fife in my office.
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
(www.C0ll1lnfo.ca.gov/selfhelpl, or
nie following person(s) Is (are)
NOTICE: This fictitious business
sl. Madalene 11ggle Lockhart,
by contacting your local courl or
doing
business
es:
name statement expires five yeara
Direct0</President
county bar association.
CARONE
from the date I was filed in the
The fiing of ttiS statement does
Tiena 30 D~s de Calendario
9306
Namla
Dr.
Office of the County Cler1<. Anew
not of itseW authorize the use In
despues de que le entreguen asta
Riverside, CA 92503
Fictiious
Business
Name
this stete of a fictitious business
cltacion y papetes legak!s para
Riverside County
Statement must be filed before
name In violation of the rights of
presentar una respuasta por
that
time .
another under federal, state, or
escrito en esta corte y hacer que
Elias Naameh
The filing of this statemer,t does
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
se enlr8!lUe una copla al deman17072 Whispenng Brook Way
not nseij authO<tze the use In this
&o code)
dante, lfna carta o una Hamada
Riverside. CA 92503
state of a Fictitious Business
statement filed with the County of
telefonlca no lo prolegen. Su
Name in violation of the rights of
Riverside on 02/26/08.
respuesta por escrito tiene que
another
under federal, state 0<
:,~~siness is conducted by
I hereby certify that this.cq,y is a
ester en fonmato legal conrecto sl
common law (See Section 14411 ,
correct CO!lY of the grigirlat statedesea que procesen su caso er, la
Et
Seq.,
Business
and Professions
ment on file in my office.
•
~u~ Godel.
corte. Es possible que haya un forNOTICE: This fictitious busiless
mulario que usted pueda usar
tious
nane(sl
isled
above.
Larry
W.
Wanl,
County
Cieri<
name statement expires five years
para w respuesta. Puede encont declare that' all the information in
FILE NO. R-2008-019'33
from the date It was filed In the
lra' estos forrrularios de la oorte y
this
statement
is
tnue
and
COfT1ICl
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127
Office of the County Cletk. A new
mas intonmacion en el Centro de
(AregistrlVlt who declares as true,
Fictitious
Business
Name
Ayuda de tas ~ de Caifcma
111forritalion which he or she knows
T1'ie @lowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LIGHTHOUSE ' OF
HOPE
943
943
VEHICLE
SALES
o,po,tuoltfN
o,po,tuoltfN
Opport,o,itltt
28822 Front St #207
Temecu~. CA 92590
Riverside County

this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement lied with the County of
Rive/side on 02/20/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a'
c«rect COf1'I of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date nwas filed in the
Office of the County C~r1<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befae
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation o/ the rights of
another under federal, state o,
conmon taw {See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code¼

AMENDED

The following person(s) is (are)

f~~g:~i~:~=
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)

i

Thursday, March 20, 2008
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943

(NMN)

~:"1J&na:iW:,

I I~

I I~

I I~

943

Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

I

Lighthouse of Hope, Inc,
28441 Rancho Calif. Rd. #103
Temecula, Ca 92590
CA2870357
This business is conducted by
Co,poration.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
lious name(sl listed above.
I declare Iha( aH the information in
this statement is tnue and correct.

~~~nl-=

~!"~~,:.

to be false Is guitv of a crime.)

s/. Lynn Nelson, !'resident
The filing of !his statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
th~ state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the lights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)

STAN .SNIFF, SH,ERIFF-CORONER

~=

The Riverside Cou nty Sheriffs Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

Sheriff 911 Communjcatjons Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

_$16,ooo Total
Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months·- $500
12 Months - $1 ,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

$10,000 Total

! 1 ~ e County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fife in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of Vie County Cler1<. A nf!N
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
N.rne n violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (Sae Section 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-02!>81
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127

The lolowing person(s) is (ere)
doing business as:
LIUSELLS.COM
3593 t Bordeaux Pl.
Winchester, CA 92596
Riverside County
SiMa Uiana Sevillano
3593 t Bordeaux Pf
Winchester, CA 92596
This business Is conducted by
Individual. •
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(sl l~ted above.
I declare Iha( all the infonnalion i1
this statement is true and correct.
f ~ ~ = = :; ~ a ~

NOW HIRING
1-888-JOIN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG

Correctional Senior Food Service Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2, 000

$10,000 Total
• Hire/ Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only Paid Over Five Year Period.

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's
Department, visit our website at www.jojnrsd.org

to be fafse Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. SiMa Sevillano
·
The filing of this statement does
not ~ itself authorize lhe use i1
this state of a ficttious business

name in violation of the riglts of
another under federa~ state, or
common law (sec. 144u el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rlverside on 02115/08.
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
1
0
~:ni, :~i1~e~e:
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befae
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseW authorize the use in !his
state of a· Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
· another under federal, state or

11:~:

common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larrv W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-01975
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127

The @kiwing person(s) is (are)
r~gG~i~~LalLEAN1NG
5412 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
Nelkla Cuevas (NMN)
5412 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Jua, Antonio Banderas
5412 Central Ave.
Riveraide, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Husband &Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bu~ness under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

fto~be:l::~~J
i~::~:~:s.
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Juan A. Banderas
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights o/
another under federal, stale, 0<
common ~w (sec. 1440 el seq. b

&pcode)

~='!~~County"
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the Qriginaf state=
ment on fife in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yem
from the date it was filed n the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
FlcUtious. Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this stalement does
not itseff authooze the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In ~alion of the rights of
another under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clelk
FILE NO. R-2008-021'20
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127

The lo/lowing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
NOVEL EXPRESS
1959 S. Belle Ave.
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
Pete Rojo Camacho
1959 S. Belle Ave.
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
Individual.

~,:~~~~~:'!

ness name(s) fisted above on July
07.
I declare that all the information in
this 51Nement is true and C001d.
i~ = = = ~a =
to be false is guil1y of a crime.)
s/. Pete Camacho
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, 0<
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
statement filed l\ilh the County of
Riverside on 02/22/08.
I hereby certify that t!lis copy is a
correct coty of the original stat&~l~:fi ~ m=- business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseff authooze the use in this
state of a Flcti\lou1 Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state 0<
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code!.
Larry W. Ward. County Cleft<
FILE NO. R-2008-02287
p. 316, 3113, 3/20, 3/27

The lolkiwing persoo(s) Is (are)
doll19 business es:
TH.CHOP SHOP
13018 Lakota Sl
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riveraide County

r=tr:"sl Brockington, II
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
•
Registrant has not yet blgun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I deelare that all the infonmalion ill
this statement 1s·true and ctrrecl.

f~::==r::Q

to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Steohen Brockington, II
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious busine$S
name In violation of the rights ol
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed l\ilh the County of
RiveBlde on 02127/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
conrect ~y of the original state-

~~\~:fi ~~ m,r~· business
name statement expires five yeaB
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.

J"tt!W~~.~::n~~ •

state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights o/
another under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILENO. R-2008-02509
p 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127

The following persoo(s) is (aro)
doing business as:
TRUST NONE RECORDS
4747 Jurupa Ave.Apl#99
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside Counly
Meivin Melton Kennedy
4747 Jurupa Ave. Apt. 99
Riverside, CA 92506
Marice Antwon Kennedv
4747 Jurupa Ave. Apt. 99
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement is tnue and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
information ..tllch he or she knows
to be false is guilty of acrime.)
s/. Melvin Kennedy
The fiing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
convnon law (sec. 1440 el seq, b
&pcode)
Statement fi~ with the County of ·
Riverside on 02/15/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
ctrrect C0f1/ al the onginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date l was flied In the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The Nlng of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business •
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wanl, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-01960
p, 3'6, 3113, 3/20, 3127
the following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WOODCREST
PROPERTY
RESTORATION
4882 Appleton St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
Richanl Allen Carrillo
4882 Appleton St.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is conducted by
lndMdual.

~:n:.e::,:,~~
Continued on Page B-4
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lious na~s) lisled above.

I declare lhat all the Information In

1f1is statement is true and correct.

~=ti=~t~:~

1o be fa.Isa is guillv of a crime.)
s/. Richard Alren Carrillo
The filing a this s1atement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in viOlation of the rights of
another under federaI state, or
canmon law (sec. 1446et. seq. b
&llcode)
Statement lied wi1h the County of
Riverside on 02122/08.
I heleby certify that this copy is a
carect copy of the 9flg,ial statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This flClitious business
• name s1alement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Cou1ty Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Slatemenl rTllJSI be filed before
that
time.
. The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use 111 tills
state of a Fictitious Business
Name ill violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
.
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-02264
p. l'6, 3/13, 3/20, 3127
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE Of NAME
CASE NUMBfR RIC "920U
To All Interested Persors: Petitioner.
Ebony M. London filed a petition
wkh this court fo, a decree changing
names as folloWs: Ebony MIShan
London lo Ebony MIShan
Richards. The Court Ordels that al
persons inleresled in this maHer

appear belo,e !his coun at the hearing '1dicated below to show cause, ff
""I, why lhe petition fo, change of
name should not be granted. Any

person objecting to the name
changes described above must file a
written objection !hat includes the
reasons for the objection at least two
court days belo,e lhe matter objection is timely filed, the court may
grant the petition without a hearing,
Notice of Hearing:Date:~
Tome:
l:JO Dept: 4. The address 01 the
court is· Superior Court of
California, County of Riverside,
4050 Main Sl, (P.O. Bo, 431 ),
Rlvtrslde, CA 92502--0431. A copy
of this Order to Show Cause shall be
J)I/Jlished at least once each weelc
for four successive weeks poor to the
dato set for hearing oo the petition In
the loltowlng newspaper or general
citulation, printed In this oounty
Blad< vora,, 4290 Brod<lon Avenue,
Riw!rside, CA 92501.
Daw: Fob. 6, 2008
Gloria C. Teosh, Judge of the
SUpeoiOr Court
p. 316, 3/13, 'Jl'lO, 3127

name statement expires five years
from the date tt-was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this s1atement does
not itself authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cleek
FILE NO. R-2008-00918
p. '}/7, 1/14, 2121,
3113,
3/20, Jll 7, 413 '

21;

The follOWtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CAREGIVER PROVIDER
317 Via Napoli
Cathedral Oty, CA 92234
Riverside County

Don Garcia Deleon
317 Via Napoli
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
· lndNidual.
RegiStrant has not yet begUn to
transact business under tile fictitious na~s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
f~=t,nt.=i~:ea~
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Don G. Deleon
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state ol a fictitious busi'tess
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
canmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed lvilh the County of
Riverside on 031031Q8.
I hereby certify tllat this copy is a
correct copy i:i the original s1atement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale tt was filed in the
Office of the Colllty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiting of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state o,
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
N0.1 - = iClerk
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127, 413

~Jm

The following person(s) is {are)

r~~~~~&five

12391 Sampson Ave. Unit M & N
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
3410 la Sierra Ave. F718
Riverside, CA 92503

Miguel Alberto Savall
2958 Rodewood Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503

This bu,aness is conducted by
Individual.
dang busine9S as:
Registranl has not yet begun to
A&M FINISHED CARPENTRY
transact
business under the ficti12893 Frederick SL,Aj)I. 102113
tious name(s) listed above.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
I
declare
that' all the information in
Riverside County
this statement is true and correct.
(A
registrant
who declares as true,
Burt Anthony Ambrose
fnlormatlon whk:h he or she knows
Frederick Sl Apl 102 Bldg.
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Miguel Savall
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
Micl,el Artesl Mendoza
.
this state ol a fictitious business
7637 Montrose Ave.
nama in violation of the rights of
Hesperia, CA 92345
another under federaI s1ate, or
common law (sec. 1446el seq. b
This business is conducted by a
&p code)
General Partnership.
Statement filed lvitll the County of
Registrant has not yet beglll to
Riverside
on Om!l/08.
transact business under the ficti.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
tious name(s) listed above.
correct
copy
of the 9flginal stateI declare Iha( all the infonnation in
ment on lie in my office.
this statement is true and correct.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name slatement expires live yearn
from the date tt was filed in the
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
Office of the County Oerk. Anew
s/. Burt Anthony Ambrose
Fictitious
Business
Name
The filing of this s1atemeol does
Statement must be filed before
nol of ,tse~ authorize the use in
that
time.
this state ol a fictitious business
The filing ri. ltls s1atemerit does
name in violation of the rights of
not
itself
authorize
the
use
in
this
another under federal, stale, or
slate of a Fictitious Business
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Name
in
violation
of
the
rights
of
&p code)
another under federal, slate or
statement filed lvitll the County of
common
law
(See
Section
14411,
Riverside on 03/05/08.
Et Seq., Buoanesl! and Professions
I hereby certify tllat tllis copy is a
Code).
correct ~Y of tile original stateLarry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02S.2
NOTtl;: ~~
business
p. 3/13, '3120, '3127, 413
name statement expires five yearn
from the date it was filed in the
The fooow,ng person(s) i; (are)
Oflk:,, of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
~~tt'cesJ~t~
Statement must be filed before
24825 #3 Allessandro
lhal
time.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
The filing of this slatement does
Riverside
County
not itself authorize the use in tllis
slate of a Fictitious Business
Steven
Phu
Luu
Name in violation of the rights of
9195 San Luis Obispo Ln.
another under federal, state or
Riverside,
CA
92508
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
This
busness
is conducted by
Code).
•
Individual.
'
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Qerk
Registrant
has
not
yet begun to
FILE NO. R-2008-02979
trlYlsact business under tile fictip. 3/13, '3120, 3127, 413
tious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
The fonow1ng person(s) is (are)
this statement is true and correct.
doin!i business as:
ACRl:Y & THARP PRINTING
7271 HI',)' 215E •
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
Riverside, CA 92508
s/. Steven Phu Luu
~S'~~~nty
The filing of tllis statement does
no!
of itself autllorize the use in
Riverside, CA 92516
this state of a fictitious business
name
in violation of the rights of
Krnm •J' Tharp '
another under federal, slate, or
2576 Jessica Rd.
common
law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
Rm>rside, CA 92506
&p code)
Statement
filed lvith the County of
This buskless is conducted by
Riverside on 03/04/08.
Individual.
I hereby certify tllat tllis copy is a
correct copy of the original slatement on file in my office.
ness name(s) listed above on
NOTICE: This fictitious business
1986.
name
statement expires five years
I declare that all the information in
from the date ii was filed in the
this statement is true and corract.
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
lo be false is guilty o/ a crime.)
that
time.
s/. Kimm J. Tharp •
The filing ri. this statement does
The filing of this statement does
not i1self authorize the use in this
nol of Itself au1horize the use in
state of a Fictitious Business
this stale of e fictitious business
Name in ~olation of the rights of
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
another under federal, state, or
common law (See Section 14411,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Et Seq., Business and Professions
&!>code)
Code).
Statement filed with the Counly of
Larry W.Ward, County Qerk
Riverside on 03/00/08.
FILE NO. R-2008-028~3
I hereby certify that ltls copy is a
p. 3/13, '3120, 3127, 413
correct
of the original slate-

The following person(s) is (are)

f93

~~s:~=~:~

m,rir:.

lt~lf:!:Ji~:::~~

~1:!n~=~~~;"~
~~~:~J=~~

:1,Y

~rs

~ ~:fi
m~. business
1
::n~e~~i1:eir:
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not itseW authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
lilrne in violation of the rights of
another under federal,. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
'
Larry W. Ward, County Oerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03017
p. 3/13, 3120, 3127, 413

::r~:

AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing busJ1ess as:
All-STAR VENDING
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Joseph Crandall OouQlas, Ill
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Moreno Valley,'CA 92557

Lisa 'lishele Douglas
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Morano Valley, CA 92557
· This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the flClilious name(s) listed above.
I declare !hat all the information in
this statement is true and COiiect.

~~:lf~:~tc:::~

lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Jooeph C. Douglas, Ill
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a ficti1ious business
name in violation of the rights of
another <11der federal, state, or
oommon law (sec 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/23/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~ of the original state. ~18~:fi Th~ m,rJ~· business

nie fooow,ng person(s) is (are)
d~ng business as:
HEART 2 HEART CATERING
16667 Lakeshore Drive, Suite C
Lake Elsinore, CA
Riverside County
P.O. Box 390
Murrieta, CA 92564
Tanya De,nise Smith
1031 Meadowlake Lane
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business Is conducted by
Individual.

~~~:n~~~it~ir:~r
ness name(s) listed above on

3130/2006.
I declare thal all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

l~~:!:Ji
i~i~:~
to be false is ~uillv of a crime.)
s/. Tanya Denise Smith
The filing of this statement does
not of ltse~ authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in ~olation ol the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 144D el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with,the County of
Riverside on 03110/08.
I heleby 12rtify that this copy is a
co~ect ~y of the original slate-

~~118tfi ~~ m,J=· business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of tile County Clerk. 'A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fii,ig ol tllis statement does
not itseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Nama in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
C-Odel.
Larry W Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03115
p. 3/13, 3/20, '3127, 413
The Folklwing person(s) is (are)
oong business as:
JEROME CONSULTING
2115 Compton Ave. #:llO

Riverside, CA 92881
Riverside County
Joab Jerome (NMN)
2115 Compton Ave. #300
Riverside, CA 92881
This business Is conducted by
lndNidual.

~~~:n1u~ncrcJouir:~

ness name(s) tisted above on
06/05/2005.
I declare that all the information in
tllis statement is true and correct.
{A registrant IMlO declares as true,
information wtich he or she knows
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Joab Jerome
The filing d this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this s1ate of a fictitious busi'tess
name JI violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 14-40 el seq. b
&p code)

~=~~3rot:"

CO!Jnty of
• I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement el(pires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Slalemeril must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this s1alement does
not itseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Na~ In viOlation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008--02136
p. 3/13, 3120, 3127, 413
Ihe following person(s) Is {are)
doing business as:
JKL JUDGMENT RECOVERY
10350 Via Apolina
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
~:~1:~ymead. Ranch Pkwy,,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Joan Curfena Smith
10350 Via Apotina
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious na~sl listed above.
I declare Iha( all the information in
tllis statement is true and correct.
~~==~;r:eaQ

~-~~~~- 1~~ty of a crime.)
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
tllis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with tile County of
Riverside on 03/03108.
I hereby certify !hat this copy Is a
correct copy of the original stalemenl on file in my ri.lice. ·
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name stalement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name .
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation 01 the rights of
another under federal, s1ale or
canmon law (See Seciion ,14411,
Et Seq., Business end Professions
Code).
Larry W. W.rtl, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02167
p, 3/13, 3120, 3127, 413
The following ~ s ) is (are)
dang bu~ness as:
JONES'
PROFESSIONAL
ATTORNEY SERVICES
8988 Douglas Fir Circle
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside County
12625 Frederick St. Ste. 15-257
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Princess J. Jp,,es
8988 Douglas Fir Cir.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registram has not yet begt11 to
transact business under lhe fictitious name(sl fisted above.
I dedare Iha! all 1he infonnation in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~~==i~:;r~~:.

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
' s/, Princess J. Jones
The filing of tllis statement does

not of Itself authorize tile use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/22/0/).
I hereby certify tllat tills copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my olfice.
NOTICE: This nctitious business
name statement expires five yearn
from tile dale ii was filed in the
Office of the County Qerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that.
time.
The filing of this statement does
not ils8f authorize the use in tllis
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq.. Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE ND. R-2008-023-:!5
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127. 413

The lollOWtng person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
JWTECHNOLOGY
13717 Pinnacle Cir.
Desert Hot Sp(ings, CA 92240
Riverside County

Juan Jorge Ademir Valderrama
13717 Pinnacle Cir.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Ttis business is conducted by
Individual.
~,:~n~~i;~~:=
~r~~e{s) listed above on
I declare that i,i the information in
this statement is true and correct.

l~~=~Jii~:;r::~:s
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)

s/. Juan Jorge Aderir Valderrama
The filing of tllis statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another· under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
,
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03103/08. _
I hereby certify that ttis copy is a
correct ~y of 111e original staleN0~11~:fi ~rs m,rJ= business
name statement expires five years
from tile date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that .
time.
The filing of this slatement does
not itself authorize 1he use in this
state 61 a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
commoo law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LarryW. Ward, Counlv Oerk
FILE N0.I-2008-00746
p. 3/13, 3/20, '3127, 413

The filing of this statement does
not of ilse~ autflorize the use in
this state of a fictitious busness
name kl violation of the rights of
another under federaI state, or
common law (sec 1446et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement lied lvitll the County of
Riverside on 03/03/08.
I hereby certify tllat this copy Is a
correct copy i:i the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busiless

::1::n~·::~~1r~

Office of the Cou1ty Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize tile use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name JI violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Coonlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02145
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127, 413

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MY FATHER'S HOUSE CHURCH
INT'L
PROJECT SEED

COG

BROOKS BOOKSTORE
1820 Hamner Ave, Ste. A
Norco, CA 92860
Riverside County
P.O. Box 6339
Corona, CA 92878
Mark A. Thomas Ministries, Inc.
1820 Hamner Ave. Ste. A
Norco, CA 92860
#2185513 CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by
Corporation.
~1~!:sntu=~~":=
ness name(s) listed above on
December 99.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~:~~i~=

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.
Mark
A.
Thomas,
Founder/President &CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of itseK authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
canmon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed lvith the County of
Riverside on 0Ml7,ll8
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy i:i the orignal statement on file in my offiw.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
trom the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name n violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
comrnai law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03028
, p. 3/13, 3120, 3127, 413
the following peiiiii(s) is (ere)
doing business as:
PHOVN1
10051 Magnolia Ave. #81
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County

™6~
t'n'dlf.,":'_9
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by
Individual.

~=n~~t,ir:n~

ness name(s) listed above on
02/29/2008.
I cfedare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
f~~':~J,~;r:ea=
lo be false is guillv of a crime.)
s/. Thach Qu~ Dang
The filing of this statement does
not of ilseKauthorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, o,
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed lvith the County of
Riverside on 03/03/08.
I hereby certify tllat this
is a
::,~'Winofmthe~ -in stateNOTICE: This
business
name statement expires five years
from the dale ii was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.·,
The filing of this s1alement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lariy W Ward, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02139
p. 3113, 3120, '3127, 413

:y

lctitious

nie followmg peiiiii(s) is (are)
~'cih~~~fii~s: DOLL CRE•
ATIONS
21081 Elmwood Streel
Perris, CA 92570
Riverside County
P.O. Box674
Perris, CA 92572-0674
Delores Edith Shivers
21081 Elmwood St
Perris, CA 92570
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet beglll to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

f~=:=i1t~~':s
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Delores E. Shivers
The filing of this statement does
not of ilseK authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anotller under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 144D et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/28/08.
I hereby certify lhat ttis copy is a
correct copy of the original slate•
menl on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year.;
~om the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Oerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
\l:lal
time.
The filing of tllis statement does
not ilseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of tile rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions

Code\,.

~fffi'NOi~ ~~;~flerk
p. 3/13, '3120, 3127, 413

The lolOWJng person(s) is (are)
oong business as:
·
ROYAL MISSION ENTERPRISES
12180 Westerly Trail .
Moreno Valley,CA 92557
Riverside County
Henry Velez (NMN)
12180 Westerly Trail
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
~~~tess is conducted by

Registrant has not yet begun to
the foiOWtng person(s) is (are)
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
doing business as:
MCKNIGHT & CAINES
I declare that all the inlormation in
this stalement is true and correct.
38967 Rockinghouse Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92563
{AregislrlYlt who declares as true,
Riverside County
1nfonmati0J1 which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crirpe.)
Glen Sylvester Caines
s/. Henry Velez
38967 Rockinghouse Rd.
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
Murrieta, CA 92563
this stale of a fictitious business
This business is conducted by · name in violation ol the rights of
Individual.
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec 1440 et. seq. b
&pcode)
ness name(s) listed above on
Statement filed with tile County of
04/01/2005.
Riverside on 03/05/08.
I declare that all the information in
I hereby certify that this copy is a
this statement is true and correct. , correct ~ of the original slate-

~e:i~u;.n~:::~~tiir:~

f~~i==~ir::=
~:~~~~ t~~~, of a crime.)

Th~

~6%3'e:fi
m/,ct\'ti~· business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the

Office of the County Qerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not i1¥1f authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Clerl<
FILE NO. R-2008-02940
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127, 413

The following person(s) is (are)
dang business as:
T MASSAGE CENTER
27536 Ynez Rd.
Temecula, CA 92591
Riverside County
Fang Xue DonQ

4002 Maxson Rd.. Un~ 7
El Monie, CA 91732

Xiao Hui Song
321 Nichlson Ave. #J
Monterey Park; CA 91754
This business is conducted by a
General Partnershif.
Registrant has no yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare lhat all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

=r:.aii:s

f~:==
to be false is guilty of a alme.)
s/. ~ . Fang Xue
The filing of this statement does
not of itseK authorize the use in
tllis state ol a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement ~ed with the County of
Riverside on 03/07,llS. ·
I hereby certify that tllis cqiy is a
correct copy of the origi,at statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This liclitfous business
name s1atement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this s1atement does
not itself authorize the use in tllis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03065
p. 3/13, '3120, '3127, 413

The folklwing person{s) is (are)

~1~:~~Wise

THE ENTERPRISE BUSINESS
CENTER
1()448 Saltbush Cir.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
P.O. Box 8972
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Trina Elaine Brown
10448 Saltbush Cir.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business under the fictitious na~sl listed above.
I declare Iha( all the information in
this slatement is true and correct.

~r:':~=~a~

~-~:~ilty of a crime.)

The filing of tllis slatement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
canmon law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
tcode)
Riv=;'!~liot' County of
I hereby certify that this
Is a

=

:fY

~iinof th~~r slaleNOTICE: This'%Jtious bosiness
name statement el(pires five years
from tile date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not i1self alJthorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business

Name n violab of lle-,jghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LlrTv W Warn, County Clerk
FIL!c NO. R-2008--03069
p. 3/13, 'Jl'lO, 3127, 413

The following person(s) is (are)

dang business as:
THE" CALIFORNIA COWBOY
SHOW
17694 Meadow Mist Court
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
3410 La Sierra Ave. #192
Riverside, CA 92503
Douglas Ralph Salamanca
176114 Meadow Mist Court
Riverside, CA 92503
Marjo Phylis Keen
8094 Jurupa Rd.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under tile fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

1=~1:~~1::::ii:s
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Douglas Ralplt Salamanca
The filing of thts statement does

not of itself authorize tile use in

this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anotller under federal, state, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&i> code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02128/08.
I hereby certify that ttis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fie in my olfice.
NOTICE: This flClitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ii was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this slatement does
not ttself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name n vioalion of the rights of
another under federal, state or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
El Seq.. Business and Professions

Code~
~ffi'Noi~~Clerk
p. 3/13, '3120, '3127, 413

The follOWtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TRIPLET INVESTMENTS, INC.
8817 Windmill Place
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside County
Triple T Investments, Inc.
8817 Windmill Place
Riverside, CA 92508
CALIFORNIA
Tlis busness is conducted by
Cofporation.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
•I declare thaf all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
{A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.
Michele
Sparks,
President/CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&!>code)
Statement filed with tile County of
Riverside on 03/04/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original s1atement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Cleoc Anew
Fictitious · Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The fil,ig of this statement does
1)01 its'eff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
anoll1er under federal, state or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Buoaness and Professions

Thursday, March 20, 2008

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02833
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127, 4r.l
STATEMENT oF ABANDON•
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious busness
na~has been abandoned by

to

Sl~rs=PRISES
21081 Elmwood Street
Perris, CA 92570
Riverside County
Delores Edith Stivers
21081 Elmwood SL
Perris, CA92570
Patricia Ann Shivers
8716 Peoridge Place
Inglewood, CA 90305
This business is conducted by: a
General Partnership
The fictitious bus11ess name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 4/27/07.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
f~r=/:=~;~as~
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Delores E. Shivers
This statement was filed with the
County Cl.-1< of Riverside County
on 2128/08.
Larry W. 'Nard, Counlv Cieri<
FILE NO. R-200706154
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3127, 4r.l

AMENDED

state your~ or file 'Mitten
objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may
be in person or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must
file your claim lvitll the court and
mail a copy to the personal representative appointed by the court
within lour months from the date of
first issuance of letters as provided
In Probate Code section 9100. The
time for fi,ing daims \viii not expire
before four months from the hearIng dale notlced above. You may
examine the file kept by the court.
If you are a person J1terested in
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Special Notice
/form DE-154) of the filing of an
mventory and appraisal of estate
assets or ol any petition or
account as provided in Probate
Code sectkin 1250. A Request for
Special Notice brm is avalable
from tile court derk. Attorney for
petitioner: GEORGE S. THEIOS
SBN 091768, 155 W. HOSPITALITY LN., STE 253, SAN
BERNARDINO, CA 92408-3318,
(9J9) 890-2314
p. 3/13, 3/20, '3127

NOTICE Of PETITlON TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF: DON-

ALD FEHLMAN

CaM Number RIP 093687
To an heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent credttors, and persons 'MlD may otherwise be lflter: ' ~ ~Wi~L::tA

r.=,
t

WEN'W8tic'tM-an ~~
Superior Court of Califo,nia,
County ot RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that:
REf'EE SCARPAa be appointed
. as personal representative to
admmister the estate of the decedent. The petition requests the
decedent's will and cooicils, tt anY.,
be admitted to probate. The will
and ooy codicils are available for
Larrietta Jackson (NMN)
examination in tile file kept by the
court. The petition requires author14901 NorfOlk Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-7064
ity to admfrister the estate under
tile Independent Administration of
Estates
Act. (This authority will
~~d~a~ness is conducted by:
allow the personal representative
The fictitious business name(s)
to take many actions without
referred to above was filed in
obtaining court awroval. Before
,laking certain very important
Riverside County on 2124/06.
I declare that ell the information in
actions, however, the personal
this statement is true and correct.
representative will be required to
(A registrant who declares as true,
give notice lo interested persons
fnformatlon wtich he or she knows
unless they have waived notice or
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
conset11ed lo the proposed action.)
s/...Larrietta Jackson
The independent administration
This statement was filed lvitll the
authority wit be granted uriess an
County Clerk of Riverside County
interested person files an objecon 1/02108.
tion lo the petition and shows good
cause why the court should" nol
~t'.R'~o.? 1~flerk
grant the authority. A hearing on
the litioo will be held in ttis court
p. 1/31, 717, 2114, ~~ 3113,
3/20, Jill, 413
as
Date: APRIL 1, 2008
Time: 9:00 Dept 10, 4050 Main
S~eet, Riverside, CA 92501
SUIIMoNS • UNIFORM
PARENTAGE • PETlTION FOR , Probate. Kyou object to the grantCUSTODY AND SUPPORT
ing of the petition, you should
appear at the hearing and state
CASE NUMBER RIO 2221i1
your objections or lile written
Notice to Respondent Ezequiel
objections with the court before
ObtM Gonulez
the hearing. Your appearance may
1:!~:r'11:lrtitioners;
be in person or by your attorney. If
You have ; Calendar Days afler
you are a credttor or a contingent
credito, of the decedenl you must
this SlJ1lfflOOS and ie!lal papers
file your daim lvill1 the court and
are served on you to fife a written
response at tflis court and have a
mal a copy to the personal reprecopy served on the plaintiff. Ak!tter
sentative appointed by tile court
or phone call wil nol protect you. within four months from the date of
Your written response must be in
first issuance of letters as provi<jed
in Probate Code section 9100. The
proper legal form tt you want the
court lo hear your case. There
time for fiing daims will not expire
may be a court form that you can
before lour montlls from the hearuse. for your response. You can
ing date noticed above. You ~Y
examine the file kept by the court.
find these court forms and more
If you are a person nterested in
information at tile California
Courts Online SeW-Help Center
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request tor Special Notice
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp),
your COillty law library, or the
{fonm DE-154) of the filing of an
mveritory and appraisal of estate
courthouse nearest you. If you
cannot pay the filing fee, ask the
assets or of any petition or
court den for a fee waiver form. If
account as provided in Probate
you do not file your response on
Code section 1250. A Request for
Special Notice form is avalable
time, you may lose the case by
default, Md your wages, money,
from the court clerk. Attorney for
• titiooer: MICHAEL C CONTI
and property may be taken without
further warning M the court
~t s. STATE ST., STE. 100:
There are other legal require•
HEMET, CA 92543, (951) 652ments. You may want lo call an
1400
attorney right away. II you do not
p, 3/13, 'Jl'lO, '3127
know an attorney, you may want to
call an attorney referral service. ff
STATEMENT oF ABANDON•
you cannot afford an attorney, you
IIENT OF USE OF Flcnnous
may be eligible for free legal servThe f~~SINEfi~=~slness
ices from a nonprofit legal services
name(s) he~n abandoned by
program. You can locate these
the foflo\ving persor(sl:
nonprofit groups at the California
legal
Services
Web
site
AMERICAN' HOME LOANS
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/sellhelf)), or
32-220 Ra~ Vista Dr. #104
by contacting your local C0\11 or
Catheaal City, CA 92234 ,
county tr.Ir association.
'liene 30 Dias de Calendario
Mario LOl)eZ (NMN)
ctesi,Jes de que le eritreguen esta
68235 Bella ViSla
citacioo y •papeles legales para
Calhe<tal City, CA 9223'
presenlar una respuesla por
escrilo en esta cor1e y hacer que
This business is conducted by:
se er,tregue una copia al demanIndividual
dante. lfna carta o una llamada
The fictitious business name(s)
telefonlca no lo protegen. Su . referred to above was flied In
respuesta por escrito tiene que
Riverside County on 4/25/07.
estar en formate legal correcto si
I declare that all the information in
desea gue procesen su caso en la
tt,is statement is true and correct.
oorte. Es possible que haya unformulario que usted pueda usar
para su respuesta. Puede enconto be false is guilty of a crime.)
trar estos formularios de la oorte y
s/... Mario LOl)eZ
mas in[ormacion en el Centro de
This statement was ijed with the
Ayuda de las Cortes de Calttornia
County Clerk of Riverside County
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp/es
on 2/28/08.
panol/), en la biblioteca de leyes
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Clerk
de su condado o en la oorte que le
FILE NO. 1-200701420
quede mas cerca. Si no puede
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110
paga- la coota de presentacion,
picfa al secretario de la corte que
The follOWtng person(s) is (are)
le de un formulario de exencion de
~TIF~~~~f as:DEMOCRATIC
pago de cootas. Si no presenla su
respuesta a tiempo, POOde perder
YOTERGUIDE
el caso por incurTl)limienlo y la
14570 Agave Street
corte le POdra quitar su sueldo,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
dinero y bienes sin mas aadverRiverside County
tencia.
Hay otros requisilos legales. Es
BGK Consulting Firm
recommendable que llame a un
14570 Agave Street
abogado inmedialamente. Si no
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
coooce a un abogado, puede IlaCALIFORNIA
mar a un servic1o de remission a
This business is conducted by
.a~dos. Si no puede pagar a un
abogado, es possit.e que cumpla
limited
liability
coo los requisilos para obtener
Company/Partnership.
servicios legales 9raruttos de un
Registran( has not yet begun to
programa de servicios legales sin
transad business under the fictifines de lucro. Puede encontrar
tious name(s) listed above.
estos grupos sin fines de lucro en
I cfedare that all the infonnatlon in
el sitio web de California legal
this statement is true and correct.
Serv ic es,
(www.lawhelpcalifornia.O!Qt en el
Centro de Ayuda de las Cortes de
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
Ca l i fo r n i a ,
s/. Gwendolyn M. Cross
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp/es
The filing of this statement does
panol/) o poniendose en contacto
not of ttself authorize the use in
con la corte o el colegio de abogathis state of a fictitious business
dos locales.
name in violation of the rights of
The name andaddress of the court
another under federal, slate, or
is: Superior Court of Califcmla,
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
County of Riverside, 4050 Main
&i> code)
SL, Riverside, CA 92501
Statement filed with the County of
The name, address, and teleRiverside on 03/04/08.
phone number of plaintiffs attorI hereby certify that this copy is a
ney, or plaintiff without an attorney,
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
is: Claudia Mayala Ibarra, 1532
Lincoln Ave., Corona, CA 92882
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Dale: Oct. 03, 2007
nama statement expires five yearn
• Clerk, by T. Blaylak, Deputy
trom the date it was filed in the
p. 3113, 3/20, 3127
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
111at
time.
CRAIG BRETTMAN aka CRAIG
The filing of this statement does
W. BRETTMAN and CRAIG
not itself authorize the use in this
WAYNE BRETTMAN
state of a Fictitious Business
CIH Number RIP 093729
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
To all heirs, beneficiaries, credicommon law (See Section 14411,
tors, contingenl credijors, and perEt Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
sons who may otherwise be interested in the will or estate, or both,
Larr,, W Ward, County Clerk
of: CRAIG BRETTMAN aka
FILE NO. R-2008-02887
CRAIG W. BRETTMAN end
p. 3/20, '3127, 413, 4110
CRAIG WAYNE BRITTMAN. A
Petition for Probate has been filed
The lollow,ng person(s) is (are)
by: SHERYL SMITH in tile
bu~ness as:
Superior Court of California,
35712 Emilv Ave. ·
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that:
Murrieta, CA 92563
SHERYL SMITH be appointed as
Riverside County
41538 Eastman Drive, Ste. C
PMB102
The petition requests the deceMurrieta, CA 92562
dent's will and codicils, ff any, be
Riverside County
admitted lo probate. The will and
any codicils are available for
Carta Ann Corde
examination in the file kept by the
35712 Emily Ave.
court The ~tition requires authorMurrieta, CA 92563
ity to admmisler the estate under
Ifie Independent Administration of
TNs business is conducted by
Estates Act (This authority will
Individual.
allow the personal representative
Registrant has not yet beglll lo
to take many actions without
transact business under the flctfobtaining court approval. Before
tious name(s) listed above.
laking certain very important
I dooare that all the information in
actions, however, the personal
this statement is true and correct.
representative will be requred to
(Aregistrailwhodeclares as true,
give notice to interested persons
information which he or she knows
unless they have waived notice Of.
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
consented to the proposed acton.)
s/. Carla Corde
The independent administration
The fiing of tllis slatement does
authority will be granted unless an
not of wff authorize the use in
interested persor files an objecthis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
tion to the petition and shows ood
cause why the court shoulJ not
another under federal, state, or
oommon law (sec. 144D et. seq. b
grant tile authorilv. A hearing on
lhe petition \viii be held in tllis court
&p code)
as follows: Date: 5129108 Time:
Statement filed lvith the County of
9:00 Dept.: 10, 4175 Main Street,
Riverside on 03110/08.
Riverside, CA 92501. ff you object
I hereby certify that tllis copy is a
lo the granting of the petition, you
correct copy of the original stateshould appear at the hearing and
ment on file in my office.

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICT1TIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The followin fictitious business
name(s) has\!n abandoned by
the fofkiwing persor(s):
YOU GO GIRL CERTIFIED
NOTARY SIGNING AGENT
14901 Norfolk Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-7064
Riverside County

!:tows:

i:i:ii

f~~~=:~i~::.a~

f~ro~~':~::~;Q

:~~~v::WrN:J~:

w:-i

~~

:i:or:a :=~.:

NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement-expires five years
from the dale tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Flctillous
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
l tllat
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseff authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R·200S-03119
•
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FIRST CLASS aDERLY CARE
17843 'limberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
Cash Financial Services, LLC
17487 limberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
limited
Liability
Company/Partnersltip.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the ficti.
tious na~sl isled above.
I declare lhaf all ltie Information In
this statement is true and correct.

f:~1ti:=i~;~a=
to be false is guilty of a crime.)

s/. Carol Holl, Manager
The filing of this s1atement does
not of Itself authorize tile use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in ~Olation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
•
Statement 6ed with the County of
Riverside on 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~ of the orig,iai stale-

~~\8tfi

~~ml=.· busiless
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
111at
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in tllis
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
C-Ode).
Larry W. Wand, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-031'55
p. 31'20, 3127, 413, 4110

n~

The following peisoii{s) is (are)
business as:

35712 Emil\' Ave.
Murriela, CA 92563
Riverside County
41538 Eastrnoo Drive, Ste. C
PMB102
Murrieta, CA 92562
Riverside County
Carta Ann Corile
35712 Emily Ave.
Murriela, CA 92563
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busines.s under the ficti..
tious name(s)·isted above.
I declare lhat all the information in
tllis statement is true 'and correct.

!~~=:=~~=
to be false is guilty of a'crime.)

information which ha or she knows

~-%:"t. t.~~ of a crime.)

The filing of this statement does
not of ilsett authorize the use ill
this stale of a fictitious business
name in viOlation of the lights of
another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Slatemeot filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/14/08.
I hereby certify that tllis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fding of this statement does
not ltseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the lights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu,aness and Professions
Code).
Larry W, Ward, County Cle(k
FILE NO. 1-2008-008!!4
p. 'Jl'lO, 3127, 413, 4110

The following person(s) is (are)

~~i~f~i:; TRANSPORT
SERVICES
24571 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
24461 Sunnymead Blvd. #103
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

K.l,MImports Exports
24571 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
CALIFORNIA ·
This buoaness is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant h~s not yet begun to
transact business under the ficli.
tious name(s) isled above.
I declare tllal all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
fA registrant who declares as true,
fnlormation wtich he or she knows
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Glen Walls, Chief Finance
Officer
The filing of this stalement does
not of itself authorize the' use In
this state of a fictitious business
name kl violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&i> code)
statement filed wi1I\ the County of
Riverside on 03/12/08.
I hereby certify that tllis copy is a
correct ~ of the original slate~l;:fi To%m~r:· business
name statement expires five years
from the date ii was filed in the
Office of tile County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseff authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under lederal, slate o,
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03323
p. 3/20, 3/27, 413, 4110

The follow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing bu,aness as:
MARTNEZ AUTO REPAIR
6333 Mission Blvd. 11B
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside County

s/. Carta Cord"e
Enrique Martinez Ochoa
The filing of this statement does
6248 Rustic Ln.
not of itself authorize the use in
Riverside, CA 92509
this slate d a fictitious buskless
name n violaion of the rights of
:~~~'.ness is conducted by
another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 14-40 et. seq. b
Registrant has not yet begun to
&p code)
transact business under the fictitious name(sl isled above.
~ = t ~ ';'8kthe County of
31
I declare thaf all the information In
this statement Is true and correct.
I hereby certify !hat this
is a
:=cton~Yinofmth~:Jln state- .
NOTICE: This ~tious busilless
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
name statement expires five years
s/. Enrique Martinez Ochoa
from the date it was filed in the
The filing of !his statement does
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
not of itself authorize the use in
Fictitious
Business
Name
this slate of a fictitious business
Statement must be filed before
name n violation of the rights or
that
time.
another under federal, slate, or
The filing of this statement does
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
not itself authorize tile use in tllis
&p code)
stale of a Fictitious Business
SlaterTMll flied wilh the County or
Name in violation of the rights of
Riverside on 03112/08.
another under federal, state or
I hereby certify tllat this
is a
common law (See Section 14411,
:~on~f.Yi:mtheoffi°2211 staleEl Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
NOTICE: This ~ous business
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
name slalement expires five years
mE NO. R-2008--03119
from the date It was filed in the
p. '3120, 3127, 413, 4110
Office of the COlllty Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
STATEMENT oF ABANDONStatement must be filed before
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
that
time.
.
BUSINESS NAME
The filing of this statement does
The following ficlitious buS'18SS
not !self authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
na~s) has l>een abandoned by
Name in Yiolation of the rights of
:\\rJA ov,;ng ~on(s): LOPEZ
another under federal, state o,
CONSTRUCTION
common law (See Section 14411,
34116 Dale Palm Dr. Ste. A
El Seq., Business and Professions
Cathe<i'al City, CA 92234
Code).
Larry Ward, County Clerk
Eddie lpira
FILE NO. R-2008-03265
33320 Wishing Wells
p. '3120, '3127, 413, 4110
Ca~I City, CA 92234
The fcilOWtng person(s) is (are)
Mario Lopez (NMN)
:'l&i~~,m~INE SHOPP
68235 Bella Vista Ad.
Cathedral City, CA 9223'
6333 Mission Blvd. #A
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by: a
Riverside County
General Partnership
The fictitious business name(s)
Enrique Martinez Ochoa
referred to above was filed in
6248 Rustic Ln.
Riverside County on 4/26/07.
Riverside, CA 92509
I dedare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
transact business under the fictis/...Mario Lopez
tious name(s) isled above.
This statement was filed lvitll the
I declare lhat all the information in
County Clerk of Riverside County
this slatemenl is true and oorrecl
on 2/t8/08.
Larry w. Warn, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. 1-200701437
to be false is guilty of a clime.)
s/. Enrique Martinez Ochoa
p. 3/20, 3127, 413, 4/10
The filing of tllis statement does
Ihe fellowing peraoo(s) is (are)
not of itself authorize the use in
d~ng business as:
tllis state of a fictitious business ·
name
in violation of the rights of
JO'S ENTERPRISES
16150 Isla Maria Cir
another under federal, state, or
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
canmon law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Riverside County
Statement filed lvith tile County of
Jeffrey Oliver (NMN)
Riverside on 03112/08,
16150 Isla Maria Cir.
I hereby certify that tllis copy is a
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
correct
of the original s1ate-

:Y

f~r==~~:~a:~

,Y

w.

f~==i~:~a~'":s

f~~=:~~;~:~n:S

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not. yet beglll to
transad business under the fictitious na~s) listed above.
I t1ectare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

i:==i~d!~ea:~
to be false is guilty of a crime.)

s/. Jeffrey Oliver
·
The filing of this statement does
not of ~~ authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anotller u~er federal, state, or
common law (sec 1440 et. seq. b
&i> code)
Staterneril filed with the County of
Riverside on 03112/08.
I hereby certify tllat ttis copy is a
correct copy of the 9flginal stetemenl on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictiious buoaness
name statement expires live yearn
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County aer1<. Anew
Fictitious Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viOlation of the rights of
anotller under federal, slate or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03319
p, 3120, '3127, 413, 4110
lhe folowing person(s) is (are)
dang business as:
KAISA FINE ART
68-265 Concepcion Rd.
Cathedral City, CA ~2234
Riverside County
John Francis Carroll
68-265 Concepcion Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
:~~ress is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and corract.
{Aregistrant who declares as true,

www.blackvoicenews.com

Te
~i;:
¥i:~mlcttC:· business
name s1atemenl expires five years

from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Qerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that •
time.
The fling of this statement does
not ilsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
t.aTv W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03266
p. 'Jl'lO, '3127, 413, 4110
The fcilow,ng person(s) is (are)

~i'
WE~~'zy~~ HANDYMAN
721 Butterrut Ln.

Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
WR Wilson (NMN)
721 Butternut ln.
Corona, CA 92882

Bartiara Ann Wilson
721 Buttemut Ln.
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
Husband &Wife.

.~~tr;,n~~:1';~~~~~
~n%~e(s) lisJed above on
I declare that all the information In
this statement Is true and correct.

I~=~~;~:::,;s
lo be false is guilty of a aime.)

s/. WR Wison
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize tile use in
this slate of a fictitious bu,aness
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
canmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&i> code)
Slaternenl filed lvitll the Coonly of
Riverside on 03110/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the 9flginal slelement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from tile date tt was filed in the.

Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement dQes
not itseff authorize the use in U,is
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
~
-• Business and Professionf

¼.

Lerry Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008--03167
p. '3120, 3127, 413, 4110
the followtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PERSONAL PLATEAU EOUCA,
TIONAL SERVICES
15108 Calle Renfro
Moreno Valley, CA 9255t
Riverside County
James Douglas Banks
15108 Calle Renfro
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted ~
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
'
I dedare that all the information In
111is statement is true and correct.

f~~~:=i~::~~~
to be false is gulNy of a crime.)

s/. James Douglas Banks

The filing of this s1atement does
not of ilsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious 'business
name in viOlation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)

Slatement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/07,llS.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
carect copf of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busness
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of tllis statement does
not itself authorize the use in tllis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights ·or
another under federal, state or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Qerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03098
p, 3/'lO, '3127, 413, 4110
The lcllOWtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SAMSON SEVEN
ABSOLUTE FREEDOM PENPALS
29175 Wranger br.
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside County
Thomasina Stancil (NMN)
29175 Wrangler llf.
Murrieta, CA 92563
Mar.1n Duane Stancil
1 Kings Way
Avenal, CA 93204
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has oot yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare lhal all the information in
this statement is true and correcL
f~ ~ : = ~ t r : s i : =
~
a crime )
The filing of this statement does
nol of itsett authorize the use in
this state d a fictitious bus'18SS
name n violation of the rights of
another under ~eral, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq, b
&p code)
Statement lied witll the County of
Riverside on 03112/08.
I hereby certify that this,copy is a
correct copy of the ori!l"8' statement on fifein my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires live years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not itself autflorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of lhe rights of
another under lederal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu,aness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03274
.
p. 3/20, 3127, 413, 4110

=~~j

the follow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SYRANSU ,
INSURANCE
AGENCY
17487 limberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
RiversiiJe County
f1m5¥/~~r.1ew Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the lictilious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

f:101:=~~;~;~.
to be false is guillv of a crime.)

s/. Samuel Hoff, Jr., President

The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
tllis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
comm011 law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03110.ll8.
I hereby certify that this
is a
th
11 staI
=n~iinofm citi°22
eNOTICE: This 6ctitious business
name s1atemenl expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office ·or the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The fiing of this statement does
nol itself authorize the use in tllis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business aod Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03f56
p. 3/20, '3127, 413, 4110

:y

The folfow,ng person(s) Is (are)
dang business as:
TOUCH OF LOVE MINISTRY
16450 Silverbirch Rd.
tto.e~.v:~;~ CA 92551
Mo,eno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside County
New Beamnin9s Better Living
16450 S1lverbin;lt Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

i~;~a:n':s

f~=~J,
to be false is guillv of a crime.)

s/. Thomas M. Ashley, Pre~dent
The filing of this stalefl180t does
not of itseff autrorize the use in

tllis state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federaI state, or
common law (sec. 1446el seq. b
&p code)
Statement fi~ with the County of
Riverside on 03107/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fie in my office..
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yearn
Imm the dale ii was filed• in the
Office of the County Qerk. Anew
Fictitious Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this s1atement does
not itself au11orize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Counlv Oerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03078
p, 3120, 3127, 413, 4110

•
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··champions for Change Making a Differ~nce at Anne Shirrell Park
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

ners made a
difference as
"Champions for Change". They

cleared the Community Garden Plot
at the Anne Shirrell Park.

Rev. Bronica Martindal.e, Dr
Astrid Mickens-Williams, the students of Rio Vista Elementary
School and other co1Tll!1unity part-

Photo by John Coleman
Rev. Bronica Martindale making a difference by dumping a load of

Photo by John Coleman

Dr. Astrid Mickens making a difference.

trash at Anne Shlrrell Park.

Photo by John Coleman
Lots of helping hands made a
difference.

Thursday
Prayer + Bible Study • 6:00 PM
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM
Friday
Noon Dey Prayer• 12:00 NOON

S1,1perintendent Lawrence C.
& Olivia Ash

951.686.1757
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O . BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416

Everybody worked hard.

Temple Missionary Baptist Church helped in the clean up efforts.

BETHEL AME CHURCH

Antioch Missionary Baptist Chureh
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.
(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building

Sunday
Wednesday
Friday

24470 Sophie Street
Perris, CA
951-657-5705

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I

"A church where everybody is somebody"

Sunday Church School

9:00AM

Sunday Worship-Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM

SUNDAY SERVICES

Weekly schedule of events
9:30
Hour of Power
11 :00
Worship Hour
Noon day Prayer
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
7:30
Youth Night

8:00a.m.
10:00 a .m.
11:00a.m.
11:00a.m.
BIBLE STUDY
7:00 p.m.

Thursday Bible Study

r
Rev. A. Charles
Langston

10:00 AM

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

951.683.2916
Weekly Services

ApoodeCurla & PnpHlal RM WllUs
Palm

> 1672 Palm Ave. , Highl and, CA 92 346
'f,

909.425.2615
Ii

, ,rr·f :t

,' f ', l i"

\

j I j,

j

'

Wo11hip Suvict S"""'1y 9:3011.111. -11 noon
Ctffl1a/ Pork (Cr,ftm De•)
112//0 B11JtlilrtRd.
R1111tlul C,cuu,nia, CA
(NW Como ofMilliun 1111d Basdint)

BiMStudy
Wtdntsday 5:1Sp.111. - 6:30 p.111,

Cmirol Piri (Orfltn Om)
"°9) 481-3836

lmani Temple Christian Fellowship
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 9 1768

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-!WSl

l024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410

email@imanitemple.net

(909) 381-2662

Service Schedule'
Sundoy

Schedule of Worship Sefl'ice

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
• Sunday Night Service

SUndaj Morning. Thooo . ...... . ....... .
1PG rnw, Powe< Gonetatioo (Y"""' et..ch) . ............. _gj)() _.
_ , Conc:ejlll Ntw Mombon Clou . , .. ......... . , . . .. ..SW_.
FOlh and Boplism Ntw Conm.my Clou .. .... . ••..• •. ...•Sj)() _.
SUndaj C<l<nm<,nlty Wo,si,p Coleb,at,on ... .. . . ... . . .10:00 . .

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

PllAT Tue,ciay tat & 3nl of tad\'"°"'
Seeking ctriot (WSC) ... . ... . ..

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

_.,

Mln<mltion(IA<M) . .

"'

_.,

Fll1hCommunity-Sludy ......... .......... .. . .

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

,~

• Sunday Schoel
9.10AM
• Bible Study (Wed.) 700PM
• Friday Night L•ve 7COPM

·a tlw..u/, .,l.u,, we,1,7/,,'7 ,;, :,o....,J,,il7 .,, 1f..,, /..wi ·

:

11:30am

.

7:00 pm

~

Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.)

7:00 pm

Pastor & Mrs.
levonzo Gray, Sr.

f0fmoo9~cal(951)6&7-6C6S0<(951)61-

Jubilee House of Praise for
ALL Nations
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376
(95 1) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com
Senior Pastor & Visionary Prophettss R. R. Lindsay, D.D.

WEEKLY SERVICES
Dai.ly lnte""'501)' Prayer
Sun<lay lntt=sary Prayer
Suoday Impact lrutitute & Leadcr,hip Development
Suoday V"l<Ulriws Celelntioo & Wonhip
Wedn<sday l'ltyer & Bibk Study

10:30 AM

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

!OCJP

.11.~~®

&.JMII

Highway to Heaven Broadoast
with

.

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight- 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.COJT)

(909) 688-1570

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER
Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24
"YOU ARE WOR]"HY, 0 WRD, TO
RECENE GWRY /IND HONOR AND
POWER, FOR YOU CREATED AU
THINGS, /IND BY YOUR W/U THEY
EXIST /IND WERE CREATED."
uun

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376

(951) 485-6993

Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377

(909) 873-5380

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509

9:30 a.m.

Administrative Office ................... .. ..(951) 684-6480

11:00a.m.

Sunday School ....... .. . ... .. •. •'. ......•.. . . . ....9:30 am
Sunday Worship .. . .. . .......... ..... . ........ . .. l 1:00 am
Tuesday Bible Smdy . ........ .. ... . .. . ..•.. .. ..... .1:00 pm
Brotherhood ( Jsr Saturdays) '.... . ...... . • . •.........8:30 am
Yourh Night (4th Friday) ... ...... . ...... . ........ . .6:00 pm

12,30 pm

Order of Services
Sunday School
Worship Service
Miracle Monday Prayer
Tuesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer

7:00 p.m.

9 :00
10:30
1 0 :00
6 :30
6 :30

am
am
am

pm
pm

Pastor Darryl J .
Udell Sr.

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM· Sat. 12:00 pm Co-Pastor Rita Udell

Temple 1Wissio11ary Baptist Church

SHEPHERD'S

1583 W. Union Street
San Bemardmo, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038

Gospel , Time

11///l/ 11 Ill \ l .ll\ l (F\
Sunday Wonh,pScrvim 7:30. 9:30 & 1IJOA.M.
CommuolOO First Sunday after ca:h stn ice
Sunday SChool 8:A.M.. 9:45 A.M. and 11:00 A.M.
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30 A.M
ln! & 5th Sunday II :JO A.M.
New Membtt Orien1ttioo w.dnesda) Niiµ< 6 00P.M.

Sunday • 1 :00 pm
for Advertisement call
t;)r. Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134
Walk With Jesus Cathedral
A11 Arena for the miraculous
'
820 Larch Drive, Colton, Ca 92324
· (909) 825-2258 / Direct (951) 897-9952
KPRO Radio 1570 AM - Wed. 2:00 pm & Sat. 5:45 pm

Order of
Services
.)

8:30 am
Sunday School
Sunday Mom. Worship 10:00 am
6:00 pm
Sunday Eve. Worship
Thursday Bible Revival 7:00 pm

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

Wee~ly Service

WEDNESDAY ·

www.wwjesus.org

•
I.

Apostle Iris Hailu
If

Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-1:30pm
Sunday PMService 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am
5:00 pm
Youth Service

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

6s~n Office • ,s~l4 Pastor
Rev. Robert
Edwards

M,d.\\'e<k Worship Scr>ice Wednesdly Night 7:00P \I
Right Hand of Fellowship Wednesday Night 1:00.P.M.

Tbe Cburcb HELL DidQ't WaQt To See HappeQI

~~

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

Pa5tor Raymond and
Cheryl Tumor

6SJ.8680 FAX
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VAllEY
Corner Heacock &Afe5.1311dro Right Behind Taco Bell

llaaiJ D. Triplett
Pastor &Founder
District Elder

Visit A Church Of Your Choice
Let Them Know

You Saw It In ...

The Black Voice News

:

Building Better Communities
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.Second Baptist C·hurc4 Honoring The Resurrection Of Jesus Christ
"And Jesus said unto
hf3r, I am the resurrection, and the life; he
that believeth in me
shall never die.
Believeth thou this?"

.

?'he Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE .

,

: Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II,
a nd the members of Second
Baptist Church are in continual

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

praise to our Lord and Savior, costume and re-enacting one of
Jesus Christ. We give thanks to the characters of the bible.
God for sacrificing his son, so
You don't want to miss this
that we may have a right to the Praised filled Resurrection
tree of life. With thanksgiving Sunday. They look forward to
unto God, we shout hallelujah!
seeing you there.
Please join them on March 23, . Second Baptist Church of
2008 at 6:00am, as they give Riverside is located · at 2911
honor and gratification to God Ninth Street in Riverside. For
for allowing Jesus to take the more information, call (951)
punishment and die for our sins. · 684-7532
or
visit
They anticipate a glorious time www.secondbaptistriverside.org
in the Lord as their Pastor, T.
Ellsworth Gantt, II will be in

New Life Together ·
Holy Land Church of
God
in
Christ
Superintendent Lenton
H. Lenoir recel).tly united
in marriage with Wanda
D. Quinney in front of
family, friends, and
church family.

Photo by Sam James

THE INLAND EMPIRE 'S MOST INSPIRATIONAL PLACE- OF vVORSHIP!

JOIN US ~O . WORSHI
SUNDAY

McHININGI _
TUaDAY EvlDaNe
_. , _ - •

eG0AM. f0-.30AM

aaGOf'II

Cla.DC-•--

_ , _ _ _ _..,
-

·---

(909) 620-813 7
www .newdcc.org

n WNt Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768

1

. . ., 7, ] 7 ") 1 ..., l ,
(_,((
((C.( 1

Thu:
Sat:

NEW

L OCATION

-

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching
c;

SERVICE SCHEDULE

Worehlp Service
8 :00 em & 11 :00 em
Bibi• Study (Wedn. .day)
12:00 noon & 7:00 pm
Chlldren'• Church
11:00 am (3rd & 4th Sunday)

•

17925 IRIS AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

First ■•P-tlst
Church of .Perrils
311 East Fifth Street
Perri~ California, 92570
(951 )657-3767
Fax (951) 940-4397
"1 Cor.13:13 But now abidethfaith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these is love."

• Worship Service• 7:15 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM .

• Bible Study • W~dnesday • 12 Noon & 7:00PM
• Youth Bible Study• Tuesday• 5:45-7:00PM
: 0 AM-6:00 PM"

New Jo Ba fist Church
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P. 0. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
Weekly Services
Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship .
10:15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
/frr. !'au! S. Jl111i(ord. J1. Dir.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
& Pint /,ady Shirley i'vl111if,mf
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

Shield of Faith Christian Center
Shltld otFlltlt WMQINS
1750 W. Holt Aw.
'fOU lltd'fOUrtnlJyto
Parnon1, CA91181
come WDllh/p lllitlt us. Wt
(1119> 621141294 offfct
. . 1 Blblt Bisect mlnlstly Wtbslt: WWW.$0tpomon,.com

""'"""""" to the
'wt,o,,twnly.

Bl,hop Hqf B. &

Dr. Matty Altx.,dlr
llfllllrl'lllon

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Mlnlat
1700 W. Hlglllancl A¥611ue
kn hmanllno, CA 12404
(909) 887-9616 • (95 1) 675-7201
WWW Uw:bna:boftilNtl9DI on II' WWW ,kg,eqni en

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(951) 359-0203
Weekly Services
Sunday School (all ages)
C hristian Life Development
C lasses
Worship
C hildren's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

8:30 a.m,
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
(Available)
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

~970 Umonlte AV9nue
Fllve!slqe, California 92509

(951} 682-4407
SJnday SChoal
1o:ooam
Moml~ S.l'Vi<le
11 :OOam
Bible Study ~
7:00pm
Como Grow &W9[Jhlp With

u,

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

www.newbcbc.org

Bmail: calln1tionltlaol.ccm oe k011pmiClaol.com
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Synday 10:00 a.m. II :00 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
Wednllday lr.lxtt 5pm .1111111.Bladx 6 pm

Earn Your Pew''!

KOG-BIBLE INSTITUTE• Tllun. & Fri. 0 6 pm
Bachelon Prop m and Muien Proaram available

I E Schoof or thQ Pmpb•II

Saturdaya- Trlmeiter Se11lon1 begin at 8:00 a.m.
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